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ABSTRACT

My work aims at creating an image-based digital edition of notated manuscripts

belonging to the collection of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia by means of a software

called Image Markup Tool (IMT), which allows the text-image connection. 

The first section is devoted to the description of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia

anthology, analysing the role of the neumatic notation during the Middle Ages, and

taking into account the 36 notated manuscripts, actual part of the project, recovered in

several Italian and European libraries. 

The second section deals with the theoretical aspects of the digital humanities,

considering the role of the New Philology, several European and Italian projects, and the

description of the markup languages to encode metadata, from the born of SGML until

the release of XML and the TEI. 

The last part of the work is dedicated to the description of the tool used for the

realization of my digital edition, along with all the features of this project. The user is

provided not only with the diplomatic and the critical edition of each text, but also with

the description of the single neumes located on its lines. The critical apparatus has been

shaped as a philological commentary, in order to better understand the Carmen from

both a linguistic and historical points of view. Advantages, as well as possible

drawbacks of my project are considered, connecting it with other works realised with

the same tool.
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INTRODUCTION

This work deals with an ambitious project: the creation of an image-based

edition of notated manuscripts belonging to the Carmina Cantabrigiensia tradition. It

aims at being not only an instrument to allow the direct consultation of these

manuscripts within the digital domain, but also at being considered as a valid critic

edition.

It has been realised taking into consideration a total number of 36 manuscripts,

all of them showing neumatic notation on their lines. The project found its starting point

in the poetic anthology known as the Carmina Cantabrigiensia. This collection shows a

particular focus on the musical sphere; nevertheless, only two poems on it present

neumatic notation on their lines. For that reason, the tradition outside the Cambridge

manuscript has been investigated, in order to collect the highest number of notated

witnesses possible. Those have been then analysed from a linguistic and historical point

of view, in order to provide a comparison with the Cambridge sylloge whenever

possible. 

The first chapter of this work is meant as an introduction to the process of

realisation of the digital edition. Therefore, this first part has the main goal to introduce

the Cambridge manuscript, containing the Carmina Cantabrigiensia anthology in one of

its gatherings. Besides this collection, the Frankfurt leaf has been considered as another

important basis for my project. Officially part of the Cambridge manuscript since 1982,

it can be regarded as the musical fulcrum of the whole sylloge, since it shows a large

number of notated lines ascribed into the Boethian tradition of the De Consolatione

Philosophiae. 

Thus, considering the important role played by music within this anthology, and

in general during the Middle Ages, a second part of this chapter will be devoted to an

analysis of medieval musical notation. The origin of neumes will be taken into account,

as well as their role in medieval manuscripts and, in particular, on excerpts of classical

authors as Virgil, Statius, Horace and Boethius. 
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The last part of the chapter, instead, is focused on a philological analysis of all

the manuscripts that have been included into the digital edition. Each of them has been

provided with a philological commentary and a table specifying their Incipit, language,

content and all the witnesses handing down the text in question. It has been considered

advisable to specify all the notated witnesses, albeit only the effectively recovered ones,

highlighted in yellow, are provided with the commentary and taken into account for the

realisation of the electronic edition. In view of a hypothetic further development of this

topic, in fact, these information may be useful to implement the current work.

Afterwards, the digital philology will be considered from a more theoretic point

of view, accounting for the shift from a printed to a digital textual representation.

Therefore, the aim of the second chapter of my work is to introduce the field of the

Digital Humanities from a theoretical point of view. 

In fact, a starting point for my analysis is the birth of the new philological

approach known as the New Philology. It changed the way the medieval text was

considered, letting it be more suitable for a digital representation. 

Afterwards, several digital editions projects will be taken into account, from the

pioneering ones until the most recent works. In describing them, criteria not only to

produce but also to judge an electronic edition will be considered and discussed, taking

into consideration studies about the advantages, as well as the drawbacks of these

works. Thereupon, attention will be paid to the introduction of three theoretical models,

which have been used for developing digital editions or digital collections: the

hypertextual representation, the encoded model and the database model. Three different

subchapters are devoted to their further analysis, providing examples for their

explanation. Works as the Parzival  Projekt (2007-2010)1 edited by Stolz and the

Corpus  Rhythmorum  (2007)2, realised by Stella will be cited in considering the

hypertext due, in particular, to their critical apparatus interactive nature. Regarding the

encoded model, instead, the following subchapter will present a short history of the

development of markup languages, from the rise of SGML until the release of the TEI,

through which the largest number of projects ascribed into the Digital Humanities have

1 http://www.parzival.unibe.ch/home.html/ 

2 http://www.corimu.unisi.it/ 
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been realised. Finally, along with the description of the database model as the fulcrum

of the Italian projects ALIM3 and TLIO4, the new electronic paradigm of digital libraries

will be introduced and analysed. Become a stable alternative to the archive model,

digital libraries will be investigated through the most significant European projects. 

The last section of this chapter, instead, is dedicated to the description of two

important Italian projects: The Ramusio  project  (2015)5, coordinated by Burgio,

Buzzoni and Ghersetti, and the Corpus  Rhythmorum  (2007), edited by Stella and

Barrett. The main advantages of these digital editions will be discussed, with a deeper

emphasis on some of their features: in particular, the critical apparatus and the searching

functionality. The latter has been described in connection with the new field of the

Information Visualisation,  which aims at providing the user with a more generous

searching interface. In this way, both a generic and an experienced user might use this

functionality, able to reach a wider audience than before.  

Both projects have been taken into consideration for two main reasons. Firstly,

they have been ascribed into a broader international landscape devoted to the field of the

Digital Humanities; secondly, they were chosen because of their importance within this

field of studies. In fact, they have been the first Italian digital editions to be published

on the Web. Therefore, it would be useful to consider them to better understand the

advantages they took in this field and, consequently, the role they play in it.

The third chapter closes my work; its main purpose is to introduce and analyse

the image-based digital edition of notated manuscripts belonging to the tradition of the

Carmina Cantabrigiensia. As final goal of my project, it will be explained taking into

consideration all its sections. 

The analysis will be preceded by a brief description of some useful tools for

creating both printed and digital editions. Firstly, I will introduce a software called CTE

(1997)6, developed by Hagel, taking into consideration its advantages as well as its

drawbacks. On the one hand, noteworthy is its user-friendly interface, suitable also for

not experienced users. On the other hand, a negative aspect is an impossibility to

3 http://www.alim.dfll.univr.it/  

4 http://tlio.ovi.cnr.it/ 

5 http://virgo.unive.it/ecf-workflow/books/Ramusio/main/index.html 

6 http://cte.oeaw.ac.at/?id0=main 
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publish the final work, since the tool provides the user with no stylesheets for the Web

visualisation. 

Secondly, the software EPPT7, realised by Kiernan, will be taken into account

analysing, in particular, the possibility to implement the XML TEI-compliant language in

it with spatial coordinates for the encoded text and the facsimile image connection. 

Lastly, an Italian visualisation tool, Electronic Visualisation Tool (EVT)8 , used

for the realisation of the Digital Vercelli Book will be introduced. Developed with the

main purpose of enabling the text-image connection, its advantages are a user-friendly

interface and no requirements in web programming, a part from the realisation of XSLT

Stylesheets.

Starting with the description of these three programs, attention will then be paid

to the consideration of another software, called Image Markup Tool9, developed by

Holmes at the University of Victoria in Canada, and lastly updated in 2012. In realising

an image-based edition, in fact, the software IMT might be useful in the case of an

image-text connection at a diplomatic or interpretative level, since it requires no web

programming skills and guarantees immediate results. Thanks to its user-friendly

interface, even a not experienced user can easily learn how to use it. 

T h e software works with annotations defining spatial coordinates; they are

meant to be “drawn” on the image, and then to be connected with the text. This

expedient allows the user simplifying a rather complicated process, and in this way, also

the least experienced ones may have immediate results. 

Notwithstanding, the software presents also some drawbacks. Firstly, the

obligation of creating a fixed maximum number of eight categories is a clear limitation

of this tool; moreover, it is also important to underline how the program does not allow

working on more than one image at the same time. Consequently, the final visualisation

will contain only one facsimile image with the connected text. 

The analysis continues with a further explanation of IMT functionalities, applied

to the creation of the image-based digital edition. In fact, the last part of the chapter is

7 http://www.eppt.org/ 

8 http://sourceforge.net/projects/evt-projects/ 

9 http://tapor.uvic.ca/~mholmes/image_markup/download.php 
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entirely dedicated to the presentation of my work, realised using this program. Several

screenshots have been made, in order to explain, in the best way possible, how it works

and which are the components it is made of. Each section of the digital edition will be

introduced and explained, dwelling the most on some salient features, for instance, the

Line Transcription and the Neumes Description sections, the fulcrum of the image-

based edition, and also on the Philological Commentary. That might be considered a

new way of presenting the critical apparatus, aiming at reaching a broader audience than

before. Its main purpose is to overcome the difficulties in reading and understanding

both positive and negative traditional apparatus. 

At the end, the criteria, through which the work has been realised will be

specified, in order to ensure the highest level of validity and scientific efficacy of my

work.
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CHAPTER I

1.1 The Cambridge Songs

The most copious number of Latin lyric and metrical texts copied astride the

eleventh and the thirteenth centuries are gathered into four main sylloges: Carmina

Rivipullensia, Carmina Arundelliana, Carmina Burana and Carmina Cantabrigiensia.

The last one, known also as the Cambridge Songs, is a poetic sylloge preserved at the

end of the manuscript Ca U.L. Gg. 5.35, kept by the University Library of Cambridge.

The poetic collection, copied around the eleventh century, might be found in the

gathering comprehending folii 432r-441v. The last dated entry refers to the death of

Conrad II in 1039; therefore, the manuscript has been dated back before the Norman

invasion in England in 1066. 

The Cambridge Songs are an anthology, presenting different typologies of lyric

and metrical texts. The collection was originally copied by Anglo-Saxon scribes in St.

Agustine scriptorium in Canterbury, around the mid-eleventh century, and moved to

Cambridge during the seventeenth century. Its origin might be linked both to the

German and the English environment. Strecker (1926) assumed that it has been

originally copied from a German poetic anthology, wrote in the lower Rhine’s area,

close to Cologne. In that period, important and deep political, religious and cultural

relationships bound the German and the Anglo-Saxon environments. The opportunity,

during which the sylloge was gathered together and moved to Canterbury, would have

apparently been the visiting of Worcester’s Bishop in the German city. Afterwards, in

the Anglo-Saxon territory, it was added to other local poems, coming from different

places as Germany, France, and Italy. They were assembled together, giving birth to an

anthology, to which scholars referred as a European collection, an important means to

study the lyric poetry during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 

Nevertheless, the connection with the German world might be still noticed in

few poems of the Cambridge Songs, showing a macaronic language, in which the Latin
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form is interspersed with a non-vernacular language: Old High German. That creates an

alternation that will be typical of the second section of the Carmina Burana. 

With regard to the origin of this collection, Strecker (1926) made an important

assumption concerning the existence of an Ursequenzensammlung, followed by both

Bulst (1950), and Lo Monaco (2010). According to them, it might be possible that the

whole collection was copied, or at least influenced, by an already existent one. The

hypothesis might be considered plausible, taking into account the multiple tradition of

the Cambridge Songs. In fact, a large number of Carmina are attested not only in the

Cambridge manuscript but also in other collections, for a complete number of twenty-

six texts. For instance, four of them might also be found in the work Sermones I,5 by

Sestus Amarcius, while other four Carmina are also attested in a modi collection

gathered in the codex Wo in Wolfenbüttel. 

Realised through the collection of poems coming from several areas of the

European continent, the Cambridge Songs are characterized by texts differing in their

form, function, and content. Although the religious component is eminent within the

collection, some poems might be included in different categories; for instance, among

them, it is important to note how some Carmina deal with political or even erotic

contents. Lo Monaco (2010) proposed a taxonomy comprehending eight groups.

According to the scholar, one can distinguish between religious, vernalia, narrative,

amatoria, moral, musical, political and commemorative Carmina (Lo Monaco 2010).

He assigned to a different category the excerpts from Vergil, Horace, Statius and

Boethius. The thematic distribution of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia leads to the so-

called Horacian combination between delectatio and utilitas (Ziolkowski 1998), an

equivalence between the sacred and the profane. 

Taking into account and briefly describing these categories, one can assume that

a prominent number of texts, in total one third of the collection, are ascribed into the

religious tradition. This nucleus contains five texts related to the liturgical sphere, three

in connections with liturgical sources, two prayers for the Virgin Mary, three biblical

poems regarding Christ, Rachel and David and three compositions about the German

theologian Gottschalk of Orbais. Instead, few are the so-called vernalia Carmina, since

only two of them are ascribed in this typology. Some scholars like Bradley (1985) tried
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to place them in the tradition of the Carmen Philomelaicum, written by Eugenius of

Toledo, in order to attribute the texts to the para liturgical sphere connected with figures

of the Virgin Mary and Christ. In fact, their profane content might be significantly

reduced, whether analysed through a religious interpretation. Continuing the analysis

about the thematic component of this collection, another important nucleus is

characterized by the narrative Carmina. Bisanti (2013) masterly draws their features,

bringing them close to the genre of the French fabliaux, circulated in Europe before the

twelfth century (Dronke 1993). This genre reflects into the middle Latin literature, so

that it is possible to make the comparison with the Old French fabliaux. In particular,

two considerations are noteworthy: on the one hand, the two genres might differ about

their style: higher in Latin texts, while less formal in the French ones. On the other

hand, they are rather similar in their content (Faral 1924). From this point of view,

considering the comical features characterizing eight texts in the Cambridge Songs

collection, it is possible to bring the two genres closer and to assume that these Carmina

might be analysed as an instance of proto-fabliaux. Instead, only one text might be

ascribed into a hagiographic tradition. That is Quisquis, dolosis antiqui, handed down

by the Cambridge manuscript only and regarding the life of St. Basil the Great. It is

considered the most ancient text dealing with the topic of the Deal with the Devil, which

then has its highest point in the figure of Mephistopheles in Goethe’s Faust. 

In sharp contrast with the religious and hagiographic component of the sylloge

are the six Carmina amatoria. Because of their content, some of them underwent a

strong process of censorship that led to their partial destruction. For instance, the

twenty-eighth poem of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia should have been a dialogic and

bilingual Carmen, written both in Latin and in Old High German. Badly damaged is

also Iam dulcis amica uenito, considered the most ancient love poetry of the Middle

Ages. Its text was recovered thanks to other two witnesses (Pa and Wi), in which the

poem survived. In the 1980s, Chevalier and Huglo proposed a theory to explain the

reason why the Carmen was spared in the French and Austrian manuscripts. They

focused on the possibility to interpret the poem through the religious text of the Song of

Songs. Thus, that might be the reason why it underwent no censorship and

consequently, it is still possible to read it in its whole length in those witnesses. From
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this point of view, all of these poems, in fact, present allegories that might change their

interpretation, widely restricting their erotic component, whether analysed through a

religious lens. Meagre is, instead, the presence into the sylloge of gnomic poems.

According to the taxonomy proposed by Lo Monaco (2010), only one Carmen might be

considered part of this tradition. Audax es, vir iuvenis, a rhythmic abecedarius with a

rich tradition outside the Cambridge manuscript. In fact, it is handed down through

seven different codices. Considered an archaic text, its origin might be dated back to the

Merovingian period. 

On the contrary, another relevant nucleus of the Cambridge Songs concerns the

musical Carmina. It is important to consider the way those texts circulated in the ancient

times. Their diffusion was principally oral and, for this reason, they were often meant to

be recited or sung by a ioculator in front of an audience. Music, in general, plays a

rather important role in the collection, in which some texts are provided with

adiastematic neumatic notation, which unfortunately does not allow us retrieving the

modern melody. Besides the Cambridge manuscript, a large number of witnesses hand

down those Carmina provided with neumes. That proofs how probably Ca was copied

from other notated manuscripts and how the scribe chose texts that might have been

sung. In the Cambridge manuscript, the largest part of musical Carmina are focused on

the Boethius’ De intitutione musica. Nevertheless, only Aurea personet lira clara

modulamina, on strophe 3.4, Quisquis, dolosis antiqui, a n d O admirabile Veneris

idolum show neumes on their texts, whereas the others were copied without any musical

notation. 

Considered as an outstanding group within the taxonomy proposed by Lo

Monaco (2010), the thirty-one classical excerpts are linked to different works of Vergil,

Statius, Horace and Boethius. These classical texts are connected with the musical

sphere both in the Cambridge Songs and in their tradition. In fact, right beside the

notated incipit of the Boethius’ metra handed down by the Frankfurt leaf, thirty are the

notated manuscript, which witness five of the classical poems showed by Ca. Often, the

neumes are located on the Incipit or on salient passages of the texts. For instance, in

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus aegris, adiastematic notation might be found

on the highest point of the laments: the speech of Aeneas on Hector’s body. 
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The last category identified by Lo Monaco (2010) concerns political and

commemorative Carmina. As already stated before, this collection has several

connections with the German environment, including its political and cultural reality

astride the eleventh and the twelfth centuries. In total, thirteen are the texts aiming at

celebrating German kings or clerical exponents. Other manuscripts, handing down

poems of this thematic nucleus, enrich the tradition connected with the so-called

Adelsliteratur. In particular, it is worth remembering Codex Wo of Wolfenbüttel,

witness of the carmen Magnus Cesar Otto. Connected with the celebration of virtues of

the Ottonian dynasty, the text might be chronologically dated back between 996 and

1002. Moreover, the codex Wo hands down a text provided with neumatic notation on

its first stanza. As already mentioned regarding the neumes in Ca, these adiastematic

signs are not enough to reconstruct a modern melody. Thus, studies also referred to

musical notes as a decoration tool, used on texts often used or read and therefore

considered noteworthy. 

Several are also the assumptions about the goals of the Cambridge Songs.

Ziolkowski (1998) suggested how the manuscript might have been copied in order to be

a useful teaching instrument for pupils and monks. Following this interpretation, it may

be possible to explain the presence of simple or fragmentary neumatic notation. In fact,

those signs should have had the main purpose of being a mnemonic tool to recognize

and retrieve an already learned melody, rather than a means to allow monks to sing it,

while reading the manuscript. 

Another important issue concerns the total number of texts, which should be

considered as part of this anthology. In fact, whilst the beginning of this collection is

generally accepted, its end cannot be taken automatically for granted. The recovered

Frankfurt fragment shed new light on this topic and, considering its excerpts, the

number of poems included in the Cambridge collection will rise from 49 to 76.

Moreover, according to Dronke, Lapidge and Stotz (1982) other seven poems, found at

the beginning of the following gathering, between folii 442r-443r, might be added to it.

Considering all these expansions, the final amount of texts will reach 83 items.

Additionally, one can take into consideration also Ziolkowski’s hypothesis concerning

another missing leaf, containing the remaining 12 metra of De Consolatione
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Philosophiae by Boethius.  Thus, the total number of poems might be even higher. 

The Cambridge Songs may rely on a solid editorial tradition. In fact, three

important critical editions were published in the last century. They were realised

respectively by Strecker (1926), Bulst (1950) and Ziolkowski (1998). To these works

might be added the more recent edition realised by Lo Monaco (2010), in which the

scholar proposed for the first time the translation of the Cambridge Songs in the Italian

language. All of them were a precious aid in the analysis of the recovered texts and in

the realisation of this digital edition.

1.2 The Frankfurt leaf

According to Strecker (1926) and Bulst (1950), the Cambridge Songs collection

comprehend 49 poems, corresponding to folii 432r-441v of the Cambridge manuscript.

Their hypothesis is based on palaeographic evidence that all of them were written by

scribe A, while other hands seem to have copied other gatherings of the same

manuscript. Nevertheless, this assertion has to be readjusted. In fact, a study aiming at

comparing the manuscript foliation between the fifteenth and the current century,

showed how some leaves of the last gathering were missing. One of them was recovered

in Frankfurt around the 1980s and brought to the attention of Gibson, Lapidge and Page

by Dr Powitz, the Keeper of Manuscripts in Frankfurt. It was apparently removed and

taken to the German city in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

This small piece of parchment might be considered the remnant part of a

conjugate bifolium. Several of its features bring it closer to the Cambridge manuscript.

Firstly, it was ruled in two columns of forty lines each, like in the Cambridge Songs; its

ink as well reminds of the Cambridge collection, since it presents a dark brown colour,

with red or brown rubric initials. Punctuation marks are also congruent with the

Cambridge manuscript and include punctus ( . ), periodus ( . , ) and double periodus

( . , . , ). However, in order to connect it definitely to the sylloge of Carmina

Cantabrigiensia, scholars took its writing into consideration. Thus, from a

palaeographic point of view, it was written in an Anglo-Caroline minuscule, dated back
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the mid-eleventh century. The scribe, who copied the leaf in question, used to write

margin letter later, in order to rubricate them and to separate run-over texts by means of

paratextual elements, as geometric figures. In that, Page (1983) recognised the hand of

scribe A, who is supposed to have copied the whole Cambridge collection. Once

discovered, the leaf has been then reunited within the manuscript in 1982, thanks to Dr.

Powitz, who generously returned it to the University Library in Cambridge, where it is

nowadays kept awaiting for an eventual rebinding. 

Known as Frankfurt leaf, it contains twenty-seven passages of opening lines

from De Consolatione Philosophiae by Boethius. The first two metra (Book I, Meter I-

II) have been reported completely, whereas the other ones show only a few initial lines.

Six of them are provided with neumatic notation on their Incipits. This leaf represents

the proof of the importance of Boethian metra in the Anglo-Saxon England. The

question point, however, remains to understand whether those metra were copied in the

German territory, where the whole collection of the Cambridge Songs originated or

whether they were added later in Canterbury, where the collection was copied into the

manuscript Ca Gg. 5. 35. Anyway, one can assume that the scribe copied this metra

onto the Frankfurt leaf as part of the Cambridge Songs and as a continuation of Veni

dilectissime, on folio 441v. 

It was assumed that these excerpts from De Consolatione Philosophiae were

chosen for the Cambridge collection since they could be probably orally performed or

even sung. In fact, the anthology of Carmina Cantabrigiensia demonstrates a strong

interest in the musicological sphere and, albeit manuscript Ca Gg. 5.35 shows few

instances of notated texts, several are the witnesses in its tradition showing neumatic

notation on their lines. 

1.3 Neumatic Notation in the Frankfurt leaf

Handing down notated metra from the De Consolatione Philosophiae, the

Frankfurt leaf might be considered the fulcrum of the musical component of that

collection. As already stated above, six of the twenty-seven Boethian excerpts show
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neumatic notation on few lines, in particular on six Incipits. They were notated by

means of an adiastematic notation, which does not measure intervals between notes and,

therefore, does not allow us to reconstruct a modern melody starting from the medieval

signs. 

However, in comparison with the melodies found into the Cambridge

manuscript, which shows only rudimental neumes, the musical notation of the Frankfurt

leaf appears to be more complex and elaborated. The melody comprehends groups of

composed neumes as well as vocal ornaments as Quilisma. Nevertheless, as stated by

Gibson, Lapidge and Page (1983) it has still to be understood whether the notation was

copied by scribe A from the German original or whether he added it later in Canterbury,

supplying the neumes to an exemplar, which showed no melody. In this case, the most

plausible hypothesis is that the notation should have been added because of the scribe

strong interest for the musical setting. 

Melodies in the Frankfurt leaf are characterised by several repetitions. That is a

common phenomenon in notated texts and now it is clear how the reiterations in these

Boethian metra are to be meant as a strophic refrain, fixed on the quantity of poetry that

would have been heard. This consideration brings the excerpts of the Frankfurt leaf

close to the hymn tradition. 

However, it remains in doubt whether these neumes, although more ambitious

than the ones found in Ca U.L Gg. 5.35, could have been sung at all. It might be also

possible that this signs had no connection with a musical performance, and that, instead,

they were meant as a way to bestow canonical status to certain tradition (Treitler 1981).

Since in the Middle Ages musical notation was found in particular on liturgical poems

and texts, these neumes might be regarded as a means to assign to these excerpts the

same dignity and parity with liturgical poetry. A totally conceivable hypothesis,

considering the important role of Boethian metra in the Middle Ages.
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1.4 Music in the Middle Ages

The Cambridge collection might be considered a sylloge able to rise above

national boundaries for several reasons. First of all, albeit they might be ascribed to a

German environment, the texts were written in Latin, which was a multinational

language, understood in the whole Europe. Moreover, the collection shows several

dissimilarities in the meters used to compose its poems. In fact, the poetic sylloge

presents sequences, as well as prose or hexameters verses. According to Ziolkowski

(1998), that might reflect the differences contained in the manuscripts used by the scribe

to assemble the collection. Thus, this hypothesis may gain plausibility taking into

account the inconstancy in punctuation among the manuscripts as another characteristic

of the Cambridge Songs. 

However, another important issue has to be discussed. Although it does not

represents the central nucleus of this collection, it can be at least considered an

important part of it: the music. 

Music, in fact, plays an important role in the eleventh-century sylloge and

several scholars stated how the scribe chose to copy it from sources, in which the

musical setting was important. Several elements disclose the lyric nature of these

poems. Many comments written within the manuscripts deal with the musical topic;

still, the form of some poems themselves connect them with musical performance. That

is the case of sequences; one can take into consideration the texts known as Modus

Ottinc, in which the title might be translated as  The tune of the Ottos, and from which,

consequently, emerges the musical nature of the sequence. Musical performance is also

the main topic of other poems within the collection, as Iam, dulcis amica, uenito and

Quisquis dolosis antiqui. It was assumed that these texts, in particular, were meant for

an oral performance and perhaps to be sung as well.  

Music was also related to some paratextual elements drawn on several

manuscripts. For instance, the so-called manicula, found on folio 439r in the Cambridge

manuscript. According to Ziolkowski (1998) interpretation, this paratextual element was
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meant to point out the information that, in the same folio, a poem was provided with

neumatic notation on its line (Quisiquis dolosis antiqui). In fact, the presence of

melodies might be considered the most important evidence of the connection between

text and musical setting. Neumes pinpoint the performative nature of such poems that

were probably meant for an oral or even sung fruition in front of different audiences. 

The Cambridge manuscript is often provided with vacant spaces, probably meant

to allow the scribe to add the notation later. Unfortunately, in fact, the presence of

neumatic notation in C a is not only rare but when provided its adiastematic nature

shows no pitch differentiation or lines for the notes. That makes these neumes totally

useless, in order to reconstruct a modern melody. For this reason, it is important to take

into account outside evidences of notations handed down by other manuscripts in the

tradition, with more complex signs or eventually written with the aid of lineation and

clefs. 

This new kind of notation, spread from the twelfth century, is called diastematic

and allows to distinguish the intervals among notes. Thus, considering the important

role played by music not only in the Cambridge collection, but also in the Middle Ages,

my digital edition focuses in particular on notated texts both copied into the Cambridge

manuscript (Quisquis dolosis antiqui and O Admirabile Veneris idolum) and on the

conspicuous tradition ascribed into that of the Cambridge Songs and handed down by a

large number of witnesses provided with adiastematic and, more rarely, diastematic

neumatic notation on their lines. 

1.5 The Role of Melody in Medieval Manuscripts

Albeit in the Cambridge Songs and in their tradition notes are found on secular

texts as well, it is important to remember how this kind of notation was born in a

religious world, in particular within cloisters or important schools like Rome or Metz.

These signs called neumes had in the first place the role of a mnemonic tool, born to

help cantors remembering melodies. 

The term neume refers to sung notes on the same syllable. These signs might be
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derived from accents, elision signs or from punctuation marks. Their birth might be

dated back to the year 800, when, in the French territories, one started writing down

melodies of rarely performed texts, which took the risk to be forgotten. 

In the Gregorian Chant, neumes corresponded to the natural intensity of the

syllables. For that reason, the verbal contest was really important to establish the value

of these medieval musical notes. Thus, this invention remained ascribed into the oral

transmission and did not claim to replace it. The best contribution of it was the

improvement within the melody transmission throughout centuries. 

According to their native place, neumes could have been distinguishing due to

their shape. One can make a distinction between the Aquitanian notation, made of

points, the accent notation from Germany, St. Gallen, France and Italy and the mixed

notation, made of bound points and spread in Brittany, Catalonia, and Milan. However,

the most important difference among neumes regarded their nature. Until the second

half of the tenth century was spread a kind of notation called adiastematic. It provided

no information about the intervals between the sounds. Therefore, it was impossible to

read a melody from it. In that period, neumes shapes were fundamental, in order to

establish their time and their value. 

Afterwards, a process started from the second half of the eleventh until the

twelfth century, led to the birth of the so-called diastematic notation. In comparison

with the first one, this notation signalised notes pitches and intervals between sounds.

The use of the tetragram settled the complete diastematization of the neumatic notation

in most of the places around the European continent with the exception of Bavaria and

Swiss. The mixed notation survived as the most suitable one to be written on the

tetragram and developed into our modern musical notes throughout the centuries. 

Below, Figure 1 shows all the neumes in their different typologies in medieval

notations and in the correspondent modern one.
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Figure 1 -  Chart of Neumes10

Another important role was played by scribes. They, in fact, followed the rhythm

of the melody while drawing the neumes above the manuscript lines. That helped

cantors in singing properly. As stated by Cattin (1991), pen’s ductus coincides with

voice’s ductus11  and the signs over the parchment had the same role of an orchestra

leader. 

1.6 Florilegia and Tonaries

During the Middle Ages, manuscripts presenting neumatic notation on their lines

had the role of a mnemonic tool, rather than the function of teaching new melodies. In

fact, according to Levy (1998), often the signs were too small to be read without

difficulties. They were rather visual aids used during the performance. 

However, notated manuscripts were often also used as class books in schools

and cloisters, so that pupils could have memorized new texts. In this context, two kinds

of textbook came into existence: Florilegia and Tonaries. 

10  Table taken from https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/from-ink-to-sound/1/steps/48645  . 

11  “Il ductus della penna aderisce al ductus della voce”, italics mine.
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A florilegium was a collection of classical and biblical excerpts copied with the

purpose to help cantors, teachers and students to evoke already memorised materials.

Tonaries followed the same principle and showed melodies classifications though their

refrains. That might also explain why, in several cases, neumatic notation has been

found only on the Incipit and not on the whole text. In fact, reading the beginning of a

melody helped cantors in retrieving it completely through what Berger (2015) defined a

chain reaction. The creation of tonaries and florilegia represented a proof for a cantor to

have not only learned the chant but also mastered it. 

Considering both typologies of textbooks, scholars pointed out how their

melodies were rather similar to each other. The research process for my digital edition

focused on some classical excerpts from Statius's Thebaid and Virgil's Aeneid. Besides

the Cambridge manuscript, those texts have been found in several other witnesses,

probably florilegia or tonaries, provided with neumatic notation. That one not only

starts, in most of the cases, on the same line, but presents also similar notes, which led

to the conclusion that the melody should have been rather similar among manuscripts

coming from different areas of the European continent. That was explained by Levy

(1998) through the assumption of a common archetype, in which the melodies were

probably written during the Carolingian Renaissance. In conclusion, one can state that

both tonaries and florilegia had the main purpose to help to retrieve long passages

through short ones, for instance, the textual Incipit. They were promptbooks (Berger

2015) meant as mnemonic tools for cantors, teachers or students learning or teaching

the Gregorian Chant. 

The Gregorius Chant was mainly associated with religious texts, made to be

recited or sung in liturgical celebrations. Nevertheless, several are the manuscripts

handing down classical poems of Latin authors as Virgil, Horace or Boethius provided

with neumatic notation. Scholars tried to explain in their works the purpose of the

neumes on these passages, most of them laments. 

As already stated above, and as the research for this edition confirms, in the

tradition of the Cambridge Songs a conspicuous group of witnesses present neumes on

classical excerpts as the Virgilian Aeneid or the Boethian De Consolatione

Philosophiae. The following part of this chapter focuses on this topic, and has as main
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goal the interpretation of these excerpts, taking into consideration studies realised by

several scholars and their theories about this topic. 

1.7 Notated Classics in the Middle Ages

Virgi l 's Aene id , Statius's Thebaid, Horace 's O d e s and Boethius's De

Consolatione Philosophiae. Those are all texts known to have been studied during the

Middle Ages. In fact, in a period, in which Latin became a multinational language, been

educated presupposed automatically knowing these authors. 

Since their intensive use, it is not surprising to find neumatic notation on several

excerpts of their works. As regards, Ziolkowski (1998) assumed that these classics were

sung in school and, consequently, notated manuscript were used by schoolmasters, in

order to prepare their lessons.

These texts were notated both in toto or in some of their parts, for instance on

their Incipit. A clear example is the Frankfurt fragment. One can assume that the

Boethian excerpts in it have been notated in order to preserve their melodies and to help

who was supposed to sing them in the remembering process. A plausible hypothesis, by

considering neumes of the Gregorian chant as a helping instrument to retrieve melodies.

In many cases, instead, neumatic notation had the role of elucidating the metric

of some texts. That is the case of some Horace's Odes, notated because of their metrical

interest, since melodies might clarify aspects of the syntax through pauses, lifts, and

drops. 

Furthermore, notated texts usually showed high signs of consultation through

dense glosses that might occupy spaces meant for the notation to be written. That is the

case of manuscript Par Lat 7979, handing down on folio 8r Horacian Ode 12, Book III.

The text in the manuscript body was so heavy glossed that the scribe was forced to

rewrite the notated lines separately onto the lower margin. The presence of glosses

proofs that manuscript showing neumatic notation were often used or studied.

Considering anthologies handing down classical poems as textbooks, it is not surprising

that excerpts of Horace or Virgil have been deeply studied during the Middle Ages. In
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fact, it is highly likely that the melody was added over the glosses, in order to set to

music a well-known text.

As several scholars pointed out, most of the notated excerpts are dialogs or

speeches. They are also pinpointed within the manuscript with some paratextual

elements. For instance, in Bu Orszògos széchényi könztvar 7, a manicula points out the

speech of Aeneas over Hector’s body on its beginning. That rose questions as why those

passages were neumes and why in some manuscripts the notation stops over words not

belonging to the speech frame. Ziolkowski (1998) tried to answer to these questions

arguing how those passages were chosen and, therefore neumed, because of something

noteworthy about them. In this case, that should be their intensive pathos that had to be

emphasised through the music itself.  

As already stated above, some witnesses show no neumes outside the speech

scheme. Spanke (1943) took as an example the manuscript W o kept by the Herzog-

August Bibliothek in Wolfenbüttel and handing down Aeneid, Book II. It shows lines

277-80 without any sign on them. The scholar proposed that the unnoted lines should

represent a transition from the narrative to the beginning of the speech. Therefore, the

decision to copy them without any musical notation might have had the purpose to

apprise listeners attention of this turning point. This topic will be further developed in

the commentary of the next section.

However, manuscripts were not always provided with neumatic notation from

the beginning. In fact, the melody was often the result of a third stage operated by

scribes. After having copied the text and written glosses over it, they finally placed

neumes on it. That might be observed in several codices since they present neumes in a

different ink colour. Consequently, it is important to remember that dating back and

localise these medieval notes might be considered rather complicated and in most of the

case their apposition on the codex is not coeval with the text on the manuscript body.
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1.8 The Manuscripts

The digital edition is based on a total number of 36 manuscripts. All of them are

ascribed into the tradition of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia. The sylloge was, in fact, a

starting point for the textual research, and the creation of the edition itself. 

The focus of the research was the collection of notated manuscripts, starting

from the Cambridge Songs, in which unfortunately only two poems show neumatic

notation. Therefore, the research took into account melodies preserved in manuscripts

within the tradition of the Cambridge anthology and handed down by different

witnesses, coming from several European libraries. 

All the collected manuscripts present adiastematic and rarely diastematic

neumatic notation drawn on a part of their lines or on their whole text. The goal of this

section of Chapter I is to present these manuscripts from a historical and linguistic point

of view. For this purpose, each witness has been provided with a Table showing, in its

columns, its numerical ordering, the textual Incipit, the language, in which it has been

written, its main content and lastly, in the right column, all the notated witnesses

handing it down. 

Highlighted in yellow, there are listed all the effectively recovered manuscripts,

which were taken into consideration while realising the digital edition. Besides each

Table, a philological commentary aims at describing them more precisely. 

Although the texts have been divided into genres, the commentary is not

organised through categories, since several might have been the cases of overlapping

between them. The texts are, instead, considered singularly in the order, in which they

appear in the collection of the Cambridge Songs and chosen by Ziolkowski (1998) and

Lo Monaco (2010) for their critical editions of this anthology. That is shown also in the

Table on the left-hand side column. This ordering was chosen to organise and present

the texts of the digital edition to create a continuum with the Cambridge collection.

Moreover, references to the poetic sylloge are provided whenever possible. 

Within this classification, texts handed down by more than one witness have
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been analysed at the same time, providing a comparison between them.  

An exception to this numerical ordering is represented, however, by excerpts of

classical works. As already stated above, a large section of this digital edition is made of

excerpts from classical authors like Statius, Virgil, Horace, and Boethius. Since the

recovered witnesses handing them down do not differ significantly to each other, neither

in their text, not in their notation, it was chosen to gather all the manuscripts presenting

the same notated excerpt into the same sub-category. Thus, the philological commentary

aims at analysing all the witnesses handing down the excerpt in question, along with the

description of the neumatic notation on their lines.

Albeit only the recovered manuscripts, highlighted in yellow, are taken into

consideration in the philological analysis and in the digital edition, each commentary

presents the total number of notated witnesses of the text in question, which is reported

on the right-hand side column. That, in fact, might be a starting point for further

investigation on this topic.

1.9 Notated manuscripts in the tradition of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia

 Gratuletur omnis caro, Christo nato domino - Na IV G 68, Bn VI 34

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC1 Gratuletur omnis

caro, Christo nato

domino

Latin Religious

Carmen.

First strophe 

of the hymn 

Gratuletur 

omnis caro, 

related with 

the theme of 

the Epiphany.

- Bam, Bamberg, 

Staatliche Bibliothek, 

Varia I (H.J.IV.20), 

f.63r, line 1

-Bn, Biblioteca  

capitolare di 

Benevento, VI 34, f.18r

- Città del Vaticano, 
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Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Urb. lat., 602,

f. 81r

-In, Intra (Novara), 

Biblioteca Capitolare di

S. Vittore 5, ff. 15r-16r

- Kl, Klosterneuburg, 

Stiftsbibliothek 1000, 

ff. 39v-40v

- Na, Napoli, Biblioteca

Nazionale, IV G. 68, 

f.207r, str. 1

This text represents the first stanza of a fifteen strophes hymn celebrating the

birth of Jesus Christ. The text in Na is dated back to the ninth century. Furthermore, the

hymn is also attested in several manuscripts dated back between the ninth and the tenth

centuries. In this manuscript, as in the Cambridge Songs, only the first strophe of the

hymn was written down. 

Moreover, Na IV G 68 shows neumatic notation on these two lines. Spanke

(1943) considered the hymn as meant to be a prelude to a concert. Considering their ink

colour, the scholar assumed that the neumes were not coeval with the manuscript, but

added later on it. 

From a linguistic point of view, it is interesting to notice that the manuscript

shows in Line 1 the construction Xristo nato domino, typical of earliest manuscripts

ascribed into that tradition; however, in Line 2 quod has been attested in later

manuscript and not in those dated back to the ninth century. 

The same text has been handed down also by folio 18r of the manuscript Bn VI
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34. As in Na VI 68, Bn VI 34 shows neumatic notation on the first stanza. 

In comparison with the Neapolitan manuscript, its neumes are more complex

and the notation seems to have a diastematic nature. That means that it is possible to

distinguish between the notes height and clefs might be seen at the beginning of each

line. This manuscript is dated back to the twelfth century; nevertheless, from a linguistic

point of view, it presents constructions typical of earliest texts of this tradition and

found in the Neapolitan witness as well.

 Omnis sonus cantilene trifariam fit

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC6 Omnis sonus

cantilene

trifariam fit

Latin Narrative

Carmen.

The main 

focus is the 

friendship 

between 

Lantfrid and 

Cobbo, 

realted with 

Cicero 

Laeluis de 

amicitia.

-Wü, Würzburg, 

Universitätsbibliothek, 

MS M. p.th.  f.45 str. 1a 

1

 Aurea personet lira clara modulamina - Reg lat 586 

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC10 Aurea personet

lira clara

modulamina

Latin Musical-

Didactic 

Carmen. 

Text 

composed to 

celebrate the 

-Ca,  Cambridge U.L , 

Gg. 5.35 f. 434v str. 

3.2

-Cs (Firenze 
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Ars Musica. Biblioteca Nazionale 

Centrale, Conventi 

Soppressi F. 3. 565) 

f.4v

-Rg , Città del 

Vaticano, Biblioteca 

Apostolica Vaticana 

Reg. lat. 586 f. 82r

The manuscript Reg Lat 586 (MS V) is dated back to the eleventh century and it

hands down the text Aurea personet lira clara modulamina. It is also attested in two

other manuscripts: Ca (Cambridge U.L. Gg, 35 f, 434v) and Cs (Florence, Biblioteca

Nazionale Conventi Soppressi MS F. 3.565 f.4v) with neumatic notation. 

It might be considered an oration to the nightingale voice, which lasts from April

until June. Thus, as nature comes back to life during spring, the voice of this creature is

compared to the one of other birds and the human being as well. As a conclusion, the

superiority of the nightingale is celebrated with the use of termini tecnici (Ziolkowski

1998) regarding scales and music. Taking into account its content, the text might be

ascribed into the tradition of poems about the nightingale written by Eugenius of

Toledo. The text was meant to be a strophic poem, but according to some scholars, it

was set to a melody by Guido of Arezzo (Spanke 1943; Ziolkowski 1998), becoming a

sequence with frequent and irregular rhymes. 

The poem was probably meant to celebrate the Ars Musica, and it presents

neumatic notation in campo aperto on folio 82r.

 A parody of this poem has been handed down by folio 246 of the manuscript of

Limoges (today manuscript Par Lat 1118), written between 985 and 996. The neumes

of the first stanza correspond to those of the French manuscript. Moreover, the poem

seems to be closely related to the tradition of Boethius as well. It is important to note

that in a manuscript kept in Brussels, where the text Aurea personet lira clara
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modulamina has been handed down without neumatic notation, the poem is

immediately followed by some neumed Boethian meters. 

Another possible function of that poem, according to Lo Monaco (2010), might

have been that of a class book. The scholar has promoted this hypothesis regarding the

whole collection of the Cambridge Songs. 

 Magnus Cesar Otto - Wo aug 8° 56.10

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC11 Magnus cesar

Otto

Latin Political

Carmen.

Written to 

celebrate 

virtues of 

Ottonian 

dynasty. 

Focused on 

Otto I, Otto II

and Otto III. 

It might be 

dated back 

between 996 

ed il 1002.

-Wo, Herzog August 

Bibliothek, 

Wolfenbüttel, 

Augustanus 8°, 56.10 

f. 62v, str. 1 a

The manuscript Wo Aug 8° 56.10 is dated back to the tenth century and on folio

62v it hands down one of the few political Carmina ascribed into the tradition of the

Cambridge Songs. The text, also known as Modus Ottinc, “The tune of the Ottos”, is

attested only in Wo and Ca (Cambridge U.L. Gg, 35 ff. 434v/435r). The title is found

only in Wo and it is implied within the poem in its first strophe. 

The poem was probably composed around 1002, but according to some scholars,

it was written before the coronation of Otto III as Emperor in 996, since no explicit

mention of his emperorship is made in the poem. An opposite hypothesis concerns the
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consideration of verbal tenses used in the text. One can notice that the anonymous

author refers to all three Emperors in the past tense. Therefore, one can conclude that

they were already dead when the poem was composed. 

The aim of the text is to celebrate all three Emperors Ottos of the Ottonian

dynasty. The first four strophes regard Otto I and celebrate his victories, in particular

against Hungarians; whereas the fifth strophe is dedicated to Otto II, the sixth strophe,

in the third part, to Otto III and finally strophe seven is considered a sort of conclusion

to this poem. Since it was composed into a German environment, many attempts were

made, in order to relate the Modus Ottinc to the German literature. 

Considering the content of this poem, Naumann (1950) proposed a connection

between it and Old Norse literature, where the celebration of dynasties was a common

topic to deal with. However, the comparison cannot be made neither with Old High

German, nor with Old Norse literature. On the one side, the Ludwigslied might be

considered the only example of Old High German poem celebrating a historical event

for a then-contemporary Emperor; on the other side, in the Old Norse Literature

dynasties were often listed in clusters of nine members and their origins traced until a

divine ancestor. Moreover, the flourish and classical style of the poem, several

references to the Latin poet Virgil and a quotation of Horace in the last strophe sets the

Modus Ottinc apart from the Germanic tradition. 

Nevertheless, connection with the Germanic environment have to be found in

some elements of the language, in which this sequence was written. For instance, the

suffix -inc might be considered a reference to Old English and Frisian, in which it was

used with the function of a patronymic. In the Old Germanic languages, instead, it was

meant to express possess, but in particular to identify families or dynasties. Closely

related to Germanic poetry is the term Palatio (in Wo) or Palatium (in Ca). It refers to a

palace in flame, an event found in many works of early Germanic literature with

disastrous consequences. The Cambridge manuscript shows the spelling Odtinc

referring to Otto’s name. That is a form closely related to an Old Saxon pronunciation. 

In conclusion, the sequence might be better ascribed into an early Medieval

Latin literature (Ziolkowski 1998), as a poem intended both for clerical and lay

audiences. Among the manuscripts handing down this poem, the witness Wo is the only
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one to show unheighted musical notation on the first strophe of it. The melody was

meant to awaken Otto I the Great from his sleep, in order to be saved from the palace

destroyed by the fire.

 Vite dator, omnifactor

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC1

2

Vite dator,

omnifactor

Latin Musical-

Didactic 

Carmen.

Text focused 

on the 

character of 

Pythagoras as

primus 

sapiens.

-Sa, Schaffausen, 

Stadtbibliothek, MS 

Min. 10 ff. 140v-141r

-Wz, Wützburg, 

Universitätsbibliothek, 

MS M p. th. f.190v str. 

1a.1- 4a.15 op-

 O Pater Optime

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC13 O pater optime Latin Religious 

Carmen. 

Text related 

with the topic 

of 

Resurrection 

and the 

Judging Day.

-Be f.n.r. (Benevento 

Biblioteca Capitolare, 

34 (28)) strr. 1 a-b, 2 a-

b, 3 a

-Bn (Benevento 

Biblioteca Capitolare, 

39 (25)), strr. 1 a-b, 2 

a-b, 3 a
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 Audax es, vir iuvenis - Par Lat 1928

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC18 Audax es, vir

iuvenis

Latin Moral 

Carmen. 

Abecedarius 

dated back to 

the 

Merovingian 

period. It is 

focused on the

theme of 

youth chastity.

Only example 

of Rügelied in

the Cambridge

Songs.

-Pa3, Paris, 

Bibliothèque Nationale

de France, lat. 1928, 

ff.170v, strr. 1-2

The manuscript Par Lat 1928, kept by the Bibliothèque nationale de France in

Paris, is dated back astride to the eleventh and the twelfth centuries and it hands down,

on folio 170v, the poem Audax es, vir iuvenis. That was meant to be an admonition to a

young man, suggesting the audience not give in to carnal pleasures since on the judging

day only charity, hope and faith will be useful, in order to save the human soul. 

In the collection of the Cambridge Songs, it has been also considered the only

example of Rügelied (Spanke 1943).

Thus, the poem is focused on the theme of youthful chastity and it is written in

the form of an abecedarius. The initial letter of each strophe represents, from A to Z, a

letter of the alphabet. This kind of poem comprehended the use of a refrain (Luiselli

1996), suggested by the word Adtende located at the beginning of each strophe. It is

thought to be a Merovingian text, originally composed around the seventh or eighth

centuries. 
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It is handed down through several manuscripts: Ca (Cambridge U.L. Gg, 35 f.

436v) , Br (Brussels, Bibliothèque royale MS 8860-8867, f.20v), Kö (Köln,

Dombibliothek, 106, f.17r), Sg (Sankt Gallen Stiftsbibliothek MS Min. 108 p. 468), Tr

(TrierBistumarchiv 133c f. 56), Ve (Verona Biblioteca Capitolare XC 85 ff. 12r-13r)

and Wi (Wien Österreichische Nationalbiliothek 11857 f. 244r-v). 

None of them, however, show neumatic notation that has been handed down

only by Par Lat 1928, as the Table above shows. The manuscript presents Northern

French adiastematic neumes on the first two lines of the poem. The signs are rather

simple and, since only a few lines of the manuscript have been notated, it has been

thought that these signs were meant to be part of a class book used to retrieve an already

known melody, like florilegia and tonaries. From this point of view, the notation located

on those texts was supposed to be a teaching tool for pupils or cantors as well. 

In its tradition, the text presents several titles. For instance, Versus Bedae

Presbiteri in Par Lat 1928, while in one ninth-century manuscript one can read Uersus

de contempu Mundi, and De Castitate Iuuenum in one tenth-century manuscript.

 Iam dulcis amica venito - Par Lat 1118 / Wi 116

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC27 Iam dulcis amica

venito

Latin Carmen 

amatoria. 

Erased from 

the 

Cambridge 

manuscript 

because of its 

content. It 

might be 

interpreted 

also from a 

religious 

point of view 

-Pa
12
, Paris, 

Bibliothèque nationale 

de France, lat. 1118, f. 

247v

-Wi, Wien, 

Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 116, 

f. 157v
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through the 

comparison 

with Song of 

Songs.

The manuscripts, both dated back to the tenth century, hand down respectively

on folio 247v and 157v, the poem Iam dulcis amica uenito, which has been considered

the oldest love poetry of the Middle Ages (Huglo 1982). The text is attested also in the

codex Ca (Cambridge U.L. Gg, 35 f. 438v) without neumatic notation. The poem has

been largely erased from the Cambridge manuscript by a censor, apparently because of

its erotic content. The text has been reconstructed thanks to the lines of Pa
12
 and Wi,

through which the song has been handed down. The manuscript Par Lat 1118 is an

anthology of prose works in Limoges, which comprehends poetries from several places,

among which also some German sequences unknown in Limoges. Those remind of the

metrical structure of Iam dulcis amica uenito, which was thought to have been

originated in Germany and then included into the French manuscript (Spanke 1943).

Also known as the Inuitatio amicae, the poem deals with the invitation to a

celebratory meal that the lover refuses. Thereafter, her solitary life and readiness to

engage in a new conversation are the focus of the following strophes. The poem ends

with the renewal of the invitation and with the exhortation to his beloved to accept it. 

A central point in its interpretation is to establish whether it was meant to be a

religious or secular poetry. It might be possible that the original version was a worldly

text, adapted afterwards for liturgical purposes; however, it has been speculated that the

opposite might be possible as well. According to Ziolkowski (1998), in fact, it might

have been a religious song, then adopted for worldly use. Dronke (1984) has identified

in the French witness a more para liturgical hymn, whereas the Austrian manuscript

seems to be a worldlier poem. 

From another point of view, scholars tried to bring this poem closer to a

liturgical interpretation, seeking similarities between it and The Song of Songs. Thus, its

lines might be interpreted as an allegorical dialog between Christ and the human soul. 

That could also explain the imprecise dialogical pattern, in which no speaker is
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identified. In fact, the commentary of the Origen shows the tendency for speakers to

change without any warning. Therefore, in trying to reconstruct a pattern of dialogical

development, one might only constrain the text into parameters of modern aesthetics.

Dronke (1984), instead, proposed the hypothesis of an open work. According to the

scholar, the anonymous author, in realising this poem, allowed both the erotic and the

religious interpretation. That still highlights how easily one can shift from a religious

love poetry to a secular one. 

Each manuscript, in which the text survived, presents a different pattern of

strophes, and each of them shows an own and unique one, absent in the other two.

According to Bulst (1976), taking into consideration the ten readable strophes in the

Cambridge manuscript, the pattern might be represented in this way:

Ca    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10

Pa    1    2    3    5    4    8    10  6    6b   9

Wi  1   2    3    5    4    6     6a

Bradley (2004) made an attempt to realise a unique poem with twelve strophes.

The scholar ordered them as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 6a (from Par Lat 1118), 7, 6, 6b (from

Wi 116), 9. Nevertheless, since the version of Pa and Wi significantly differ among

them, it might be considered a mistake to merge their strophes together in order to

construct an original version; instead, they should be analysed singularly. 

Another important reason to consider these poems individually is the presence of

neumatic notation in Pa and Wi. The Austrian manuscript shows adiastematic neumes,

whereas the French one presents Aquitanian notation, in which it is possible to

distinguish notes height. 

The presence of neumes reminds not only that the poem was meant to be truly

lyric, but also that, eventually, differences have to be awarded to an accomplishment of

imagination, rather than to eye or hand mistakes. According to musicologists, in both

manuscripts the melody coincides. That lead to consider the author of the poem and of
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the melody as the same person. (Huglo 2005). 

 Quisquis, dolosis antiqui - Ca U.L. Gg. 5.35

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC30

A

Quisquis,

dolosis antiqui

Latin Narrative

Carmen. 

Based on the 

hagiographic 

text “Vita 

sancti 

Basilii” 

written by 

Anfilochio 

d’Iconio.

-Ca, Cambridge U.L , 

Gg. 5.35 f.439r

Folio 439r of the Cambridge manuscript is the only witness of the poem

Quisquis dolosis antiqui. It is closely related to the hagiographic text Vita sanctii

Basilii, based on the life of Saint Basil the Great (329-79), who was bishop of Cesarea

in Cappadoccia (370-79). This is the only narrative Carmen related to a hagiographic

text from the second stanza on. In fact, Strophe 1 is the only one not attested in the

hagiographic text and it is thought that its function was primarily to introduce the

legend and to demonstrate thus its relevance. 

The poem, written in the form of a sequence, deals with the story of the daughter

of Protherius, and the servant, who fell in love with her. The focal point is the pact with

the Devil in order to renounce of Christianity and secure the beloved girl. The help of

Saint Basil the Great, sought by the girl, was necessary to invalidated, at the end, the

deal. 

The great circulation of this poem in both the East and West Europe was ensured

from its connection with the text Vita sancti Basilii. Furthermore, the Cambridge

manuscript presents adiastematic neumatic notation on strophes 1a and 1b. The neumes

are rather simple, characterised mainly by Puncti and Virgae, but they suggest how this
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text might have been read aloud or even sung in cloisters. 

 Rota modos arte personemus musica

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC45 Rota modos arte

personemus

musica

Latin Musical-

Didactic 

Carmen. 

Text focused

on music and

arithmetic

proportion.

-Cb
1
, Cambrai, 

Bibliothèque 

municipale, 172, f. 19

 O admirabile Veneris idolum - Ca U.L. Gg. 5.35

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC48 O admirabile

Veneris idolum

Latin Carmen

amatoria. 

Erotic text 

difficul to 

date, 

probably 

related with 

the “Scuola 

Veronese”.

-Ca, Cambridge U.L , 

Gg. 5.35 f.441v, strr. 1-

2

-Vl, Città del Vaticano,

Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Vat. lat. 3227

O Admirabile Veneris Idolum is handed down by folio 441v in the Cambridge

manuscript. Described by Curtius (2013) as one of the pearls of the medieval poetry,

this poem is ascribed into the tradition of the love poetry. 

This Carmen has been interpreted as a love poem composed by a male teacher

for one of his pupils. That would place this text into the medieval tradition of

homoerotic love, genre already known in the ancient Greece with the name Paidikon.

However, some scholars tried to read it as written in the voice of a woman instead of a
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man. This theory was supported by Jaffé, who entitled the poem Faminae amantis

gemitus, and further elaborated by Vollman (1988)12. 

This is not, nevertheless, the only problem that this poem arises, in trying to

analyse it. In fact, the debate focused on how erotic the content of O Admirabile

Veneris Idolum was supposed to be. On the one hand, some interpretations suggest an

innocent elegy of a schoolmaster for his favourite pupil; on the other hand, other

analysis propose an old man cry for a boy seduced by a rival. It is important to consider

that it survived a censorship, through which the poem Iam dulcis amica uenito has been

almost entirely erased in the Cambridge manuscript. A possible explanation might be to

consider this text from an allegoric point of view, bringing it closer to liturgical texts as

the Song of Songs and the Proverbs. 

Furthermore, problematic to establish are also place and dating information. The

reference to the river Adige, called Athesis in Latin or Etsch in German and found in

Strophe 2.5, let scholars suppose that the anonymous author belonged to the so-called

Scuola Veronese. Moreover, considering the high level of culture showed by him in

writing, one might assume that he lived in the same time of Rather of Verona (887-974)

and consider this period as a dating for this poem (Traube 1981). 

As already stated above, several are the references both to the mythology and to

liturgical texts. For instance, names of gods and goddesses as Venus or Neptune were

used along with references to the three Parcae (Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos) and to the

myth of Deucalion and Pyrrha in the last strophe. The line Dura materies ex matrios

ossibus, in fact, refers to the Greek myth of the couple spared by the gods during the

Great Flood. The myth is reported in Ovid, Metamorphoses 1.318-415. In order to

populate the Earth again, Pyrrha tossed the bones of the mother,  the earth itself, behind

her. From that earth, the human kind lived again. 

The term hinnulus, in Strophe 3.6, instead, might be related to the religious

sphere and in particular to Proverbs 5.18-20, suggesting men to be faithful to their

wives, far away from others carnal temptations. The same word might be found also in

the Song of Songs 2.17. 

Considering its metrical structure, O Admirabile Veneris Idolum is written

12 Vollman K. B., “O Admirabile Veneris Idolum (Carmina Cantabrigiensia 48) - ein Mädchenlied?” In
Udo Kindermann at al. Festschrift für Paul Klopsch. Göttingen: Kümmerle, 1988.
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through three strophes, two of them show six rhythmic alexandrines, whereas the

second strophe presents seven of them. In each strophe, lines have the same disyllabic

rhyme, without the use of hiatus. Lastly, it is important to consider that the Cambridge

manuscript shows adiastematic neumatic notation on this particular poem. That might

be considered even more interesting considering both the few number of notated texts in

this codex, but also the content of this poem. 

Thus, hypothesis related to the use and the circulation of this Carmen might be

reconsidered and reformulated. However, the question concerning whether the poem

was notated, and therefore used, following a religious interpretation or taking its erotic

component into account, arises spontaneously.

 Davis, vates Dei, filius Isaï

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC82 Davis, vates Dei,

filius Isaï

Latin Religious 

Carmen. 

Biography of 

David, the 

text focuses 

on the 

conflicts with

Saul. Source: 

Books of the 

Kings.

-Sz, Salzburg, 

Stiftsbibliothek Sankt 

Peter, A IX. 3 f. 1r, str.

1
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CLASSICAL EXCERPTS

Statius

 Thebaid, Book V, lines 608-616

 O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC31 O mihi deserte

natorum dulcis

imago

Latin Excerpt. 

Statius 

Thebaid. 

Book V, lines 

608-16.  

Hypsipyle 

lament for 

Archemorus.

-Bx Bibliothèque 

Royale “Albert 1er” 

5337-5338, f.55v

-Città del Vaticano, 

Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Barb. lat. 74, 

f.46

-Firenze, Biblioteca 

Medicea Laurenziana, 

plut. 38.7, f.51r

-Genève-Cologny, 

Foundation Bodmer, 

Cod. Bod. 154, f.46v

-München, Bayerische

Staatsbibliothek, clm 

6396, f.53v

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

lat. 8051, f.22v
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-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

lat. 10317, f.62r

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, lat

13046, f.62v

The manuscripts listed on the right column are all dated back to the tenth century

and they hand down Book V, lines 608-16, excerpt from Statius's Thebaid, along with

adiastematic neumatic notation on all nine lines of the poem. 

The text of the excerpt deals with the mourning of Hypsipyle on the body of the

dead Archemorus. Hypsipyle was the Queen of the island of Lemnos, daughter of Thoas

and Myrina. Because of the lack of attention to her shrines, the goddess Aphrodite

cursed the women of Lemnos, making them unpleasant to their men. For that reason,

taking revenge, the women decided to slay all the men of the island. Hypsipyle was the

only one to save her father. Soon after the androcide, Jason and the Argonauts landed on

Lemnos and the hero had a relationship with Hypsipyle. Nevertheless, Jason sailed

away, abandoning both the woman and the twins she gave birth to. Meanwhile, the

other women discovered how she saved her father and forced Hypsipyle to flee away

from Lemnos. She was sold to Lycurgus, King of Nemea, who during his march against

Thebe brought her as nursemaid of his son Archemorus. At a certain point of the march,

Hypsipyle left the little child unattended and a snake killed him. This excerpt, written in

dactylic hexameters, is an example of a grief expression. 

As already mentioned above, several manuscripts of the Thebaid tradition

present neumatic notation on this excerpt. As regards, it is possible to analyse their

signs considering the colour of the ink in the manuscripts. In this way, one can not only

date them but also make a comparison with the presumed century, in which the

manuscript has been composed, in order to state if they are coeval to it or not. For

instance, in the codex Bod 154, one can easily observe how its neumes were clearly
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added later. They, in fact, show a darker ink. They are rather simple and unfortunately,

due to their adiastematic nature, one can retrieve neither information about their height,

nor reconstruct the modern melody. Taking into account, instead, manuscript Par Lat

8051 is clear how part of its neumes have been drawn later. In particular, all the

Climacus are made of a Virga, which seems to be coeval with the manuscript and the

colon sign, which instead presents a darker ink and therefore it might have been added

later. A possible explanation might be the creation of more complex neumes starting

from already existing ones. Finally, codex Par Lat 13046 as well show neumes drawn

with a darker ink and, consequently, not coeval with the tenth-century manuscript.

Although the manuscript was copied in France, its notation is more similar to the

Beneventian kind, characterised by a sort of notes height even in adiastematic notations.

The aim of the neumes might be to highlight important and salient passages in a

text. In this case, the mourning of Hypsipyle for Archemorus represents one of the

highest climax of the passage and probably it was recited aloud or even sung. Moreover,

it is important to take into account that Statius, as well as other classical authors, was

largely read during the Middle Ages and his works occupied an important place in the

Medieval Latin literature. Since their diffusion, it has been suggested that new musical

composers trained their ability by notating those parts of classical readings characterised

by a high Pathos. 

Thebaid, Book XII, lines 325-35, 322-24

 Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina: venit

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC32 Huc adtolle

genas defectaque

lumina: venit

Latin Excerpt. 

Statius 

Thebaid. 

Book XII, 

lines 325-35, 

322-24. 

Lament of 

-Bx Bibliothèque 

Royale “Albert 1er” 

5337-5338, vv.322-335

-Genève-Cologny, 

Foundation Bodmer, 
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Argia for her 

killed 

husband 

Polynices.

Cod. Bod. 154, f.117v

-Kassel, 

Landesbibliothek, 2° 

Ms. poet. 8, vv. 325-335

-München, Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek, clm 

6396, vv. 322-324, 

f.132v

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, lat. 

8051, f.56r

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, lat. 

10317, ff. 156r/156v

- Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

Par. lat. 8674 f. 111v

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

nouv. acq. lat. 1627, vv.

321-334, f.23

- Leipzig, 

Universitätsbibliothek, 

Rep. I, 12, vv. 327-334, 
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336-341

The above-mentioned manuscripts are dated back astride to the beginning and

the end on the tenth century. All of them hand down another excerpt from the Thebaid

by Statius: lines 325-35, 322-24 of Book XII. It contains the lament of Argia for her

killed husband Polynices. Oedipus, King of Thebe, cursed both his sons, Polynices and

Eteocles, destining them to find the death by killing each other. When Oedipus was

dethroned, the two brothers decided to rule Thebe in alternating years. In the first year,

Eteocles was coroneted King of Thebe, while Polynices went to Argos, where he

married Argia: daughter of King Adrastus. After one year, Eteocles refused to give his

brother the crown. Therefore, they fought in a battle and, as their father predicted, they

killed each other while fighting. 

As other classical excerpts, this passage is ascribed into the literary tradition of

women laments for their beloved. The manuscripts, in which it has been handed down,

present neumatic notation on all eleven lines this text is made of. This passage, as the

other one, represents an instance of high grief and Pathos; consequently, it is not

surprising to find neumatic notation on this text. Spanke (1943) rose several interesting

questions concerning the notation performance and the role of the melody upon this

text. On the one hand, one is unfortunately not able to answer whether they have been

sung during spoken recitation or performed as separate items in a concert. However, on

the other hand, considering the presence of neumatic notation on several classics

excerpts, one can state that their melody was somehow connected with the text.

Therefore, it is plausible to assume that writing and music were complementary to each

other. Probably, the melody was used in order to attribute Pathos to certain passages, in

order to distinguished them from other parts of the same text. 

Considering the neumatic notation of these manuscripts, all witnesses present

adiastematic notation, through which it is not possible to retrieve and reproduce a

modern melody. In some of them, neumes seems to be coeval to the manuscript. That is

the case of Mü, Pa and Pa3. On the other hand, instead, manuscripts Bod and Pa1 show

neumes added later. For instance, in Pa neumes were drawn through a different ink

tonality. As already stated above regarding Thebaid Book V, the French manuscript
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shows Climacus made out of a Virga, coeval with the manuscript, and a colon sign

added later.

Virgil

Aeneid, Book II, lines 268-83

 Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC34 Tempus erat quo

prima quies

mortalibus egris

Latin Excerpt. 

Book II of 

Virgil 

Aeneid. 

Aeneas 

lament over 

Hector body.

Lines 268-

83.

-Bern, 

Burgerbibliothek, 239, 

f.12

-Bx, Bibliothèque 

Royale “Albert 1er”, 

5325-5327, ff.46v/47r

-Budapest, Orszògos 

széchényi könzvtar, 7, 

f.73

-Città del Vaticano, 

Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Reg. lat.1671

-Città del Vaticano, 

Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Reg. 

lat.2090, vv.274-276

-Firenze, Biblioteca 
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Medicea Laurenziana, 

Ashburnham 23, f.16v

-Klosterneuburg, 

Stiftsbibliothek, 742

-Mü,  Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek, clm 

18059, f.184r

-Napoli, Biblioteca 

Nazionale “Vittorio 

Emanuele III” Vind. 

lat.5, f.46r

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

lat.8069, f.44r

-Paris, Bibliothèque 

nationale de France, 

lat.9344, ff.58r/58v

-Trento, Biblioteca 

Comunale, 1660 TC 

(Eneide pp. 86-362)

-Wo, Herzog-August 

Bibliothek 

Wolfenbüttel, Gud. 

lat.66, vv.274-276, 
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f.10v

This group of manuscript hand down a notated passage from Book II of the

Virgilian Aeneid, in particular, lines 274-83. They are dated back astride to the ninth

and the twelfth centuries. These lines deal with the vicissitudes of Aeneas in Carthage,

at Dido’s palace. Here, the hero reveals a dream, in which the corpse of the dead Hector

appeared to him. In this lament, Aeneas describes the terrible conditions, in which the

body of the Great Hector was reduced. 

The passage in question has been found, along with neumatic notation, in more

than a dozen manuscripts and it is told to be one of the most notated text of the Middle

Ages (Ziolkowski 1998). Alike the excerpts of Statius, this passage shows an epic

content and a strong Pathos. An epic character mourning over the body of a dead person

still represents the focus of the excerpt. Considering both its pathetic content and its

diffusion in several manuscripts, it is not surprising to find neumatic notation on the

whole passage or on some part of it. 

The melody does not start from the beginning of the text. In fact, neumes appear

only from line 274 Ei mihi, quails erat! From this point begins the so-called planctus,

the heart of the passage, the mourning of Aeneas over the conditions of Hector body. 

It is interesting to notice that the melody had a certain consistency throughout

Europe. In fact, taking into account manuscripts copied in different places of the

continent, one can find almost the same kind of notation in all of them, with the

exception of Par Lat 8069 and Wo Gud Lat 66. All the manuscripts show a complex

neume at the beginning of line 274. That is in most of the cases a Climacus. The

remnant part of the notation is rather simple and similar among the witnesses,

symbolising how the melody did not change significantly. In some of them, for instance

Vind Lat 5, neumes present a darker ink and in better condition in comparison with the

manuscript text. They were added later and, therefore, not coeval with the text.

As already stated above, Par Lat 8069 is considered an exception, since it

shows Aquitanian neumatic notation, in which it is possible to distinguish notes height.

Another difference might be found in the manuscript Wo Gud Lat 66, which shows a
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smaller number of notated lines, in total just three of them. In fact, lines 277-80 have

been copied without any sign. Spanke (1943) proposed an interesting hypothesis about

this topic. The scholar noticed that the unneumed lines represent a transition from the

narrative to the speech within the passage. Therefore, the decision to copy them without

any musical notation might have had the purpose to catch listeners attention and to alert

them about this turning point. Albeit this theory seems interesting, W o is the only

witness, in which this interruption is present, while in other manuscripts the melody

shows a certain consistency and covers also the final lines. 

Horace

Odes Book III, 12

 Miserarum est nec amori dare ludum neque dulci - Par Lat 7979

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC46 Miserarum est nec

amori dare ludum

neque dulci

Latin Excerpt. 

Horace Ode 

12, Book III. 

Lament of 

Neobule.

-Par. lat. 7979, str. 1.1,

f.8r

The manuscript kept by the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris hands

down on its folio 8r an excerpt of Horace. In particular Book III, Ode 12 Miserarum est

nec amori dare ludum neque dulci. The poem is a soliloquy divided into three strophes.

In the first one, a woman named Neobule mourns over her sufferings, invoking them as

a common circumstance of all lovesick young women. In the second strophe, instead,

Neobule addresses herself to another person and describes how her love sufferings made

her to lose interest in women work, referred as telas operosque Minerve, goddess of the

crafts. Finally, in the third strophe, the young woman defines her beloved Bellerofonte

and his skill as a hunter, athlete, and equestrian, since he rode the winged horse

Pegasus, son of Poseidon and Medusa. 

This poem is ascribed into the tradition of women laments. That is related not
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only with the above-mentioned and analysed excerpts of Statius and Virgil but also with

the love poem O Admirabile Veneris Idolum. In the Cambridge manuscript, in fact, all

these excerpt and laments have been copied in two contiguous folii, as to create a sort of

continuum, in which three of them are women mourning. Interesting, it is also the

musical settings, in which they have been found. In fact, a large part of the tradition of

these texts presents manuscripts provided with neumatic notation. In the case of Par

Lat 7979, the first stanza of Book III, Ode 12 presents Aquitanian notation, coming

from Southern France. Although the medieval notes are not enough to retrieve a modern

melody, the Aquitanian neumes give the idea of ascendant and descendant sounds,

which might help us figuring out the melody of this ancient text. Moreover, in this

manuscript, the first three lines have been written again, in the lower margin of folio 8r,

with different musical notation. In the lower margin, the notes seem to be more precise

and larger in number, while in the body of the manuscript they are made of only Puncti

and Virgae. This manuscript, as other notated ones, has been deeply studied during the

Middle Ages and, in fact, it shows a high number of glosses of its lines. That should

have been the reason why neumatic notation has been copied, along with few lines, on

the lower margin, since the manuscript body was too full of glosses to allow a scribe to

write also a melody on it. Moreover, that suggests how the notation was added after the

manuscript has been copied and commented.  

This Horace Ode is characterised by a peculiar metrical scheme. The meter is a

pure ionic with repetition of quantitative units grouped in three-line strophes. The

melodic repetition should have helped the listener to understand how the metrical form

had to be perceived. The poem might have been notated because of its melancholic

content, dealing with the suffering of a young woman as the Incipit Miserarum est may

suggest. The purpose of the melody has to be investigated into the desire to underline its

Pathos, as already stated for other excerpts from Vergil and Statius.
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Boethius

De Consolatione Philosophiae

➢ Fragm Lat I 56,  Par lat 1154,  Mü, clm 15825

NUM. INCIPIT LANGUAGE CONTENT NOTATED MANUSCRIPTS

CC50 Carmina qui

quondam studio

florente peregi

Latin Excerpt.

Meter I, Book 

I of Boethius 

De 

Consolatione 

Philosophiae. 

Lines 1-8

-Frankfurt13 am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv.1-8

CC51 Heu quam

praecipiti mersa

profundo

Latin Excerpt. 

Meter II, 

Book I of 

Boethius De 

Consolatione 

Philosophiae. 

Lines 1-10

-Frankfurt am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv. 1-

10

CC52 Tunc me

discussa

liquerunt nocte

tenebrae

Latin Excerpt.

Meter III, 

Book I of 

Boethius De 

Consolatione 

Philosophiae. 

Lines 1-2

-Frankfurt am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv. 1-2

CC53 Quisquis

composita

serenus aevo

Latin Excerpt.

Meter IV, 

Book I of 

Boethius De 

-Frankfurt am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

13 Nowadays kept by The University Library in Cambridge (Ca U.L , Gg. 5.35).
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Consolatione 

Philosophiae. 

Lines 1-4

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv.1-4

CC54 O stelliferi

conditor orbis

Latin Excerpt.

Meter V, 

Book I of 

Boethius De 

Consolatione 

philosophiae. 

Lines 1-4

-Frankfurt am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv.1-4

-Parigi, Par lat 1154,

f.118r

CC56 Nubibus atris Latin Excerpt.

Meter VII, 

Book I of 

Boethius De 

Consolatione 

Philosophiae. 

Lines 1-6

In Fragm Lat I

56, lines 1-2 

are written 

again in the 

right margin 

with different 

neumatic 

notation.

-Frankfurt am Main 

Stadt- und 

Universitätsbibliothek 

Fragm. lat. I 56, vv.1-6.

-Mü,  Baye r i sche

Staatsbibliothek clm

15825, f.12r

.

The leaf Fragm Lat I 56 was recovered in Frankfurt in the 1980s and on its

recto presents twenty-seven passages taken from Boethius De Consolatione

Philosophiae; six of them are provided with neumatic notation on their Incipit. 

Studying the hand that copied this folio, it was assumed to be part of the

manuscript, which hands down the Cambridge Songs. In fact, this fragment would be
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located between folii 441 and 442 of the Cambridge manuscript. It can be considered

the fourth classical group of excerpts besides Statius, Virgil, and Horace ones. Alike the

other classical Latin texts, Fragm Lat I 56 shows adiastematic neumatic notation. The

first eight lines hand down the text Carmina qui quondam studio florente peregi, Meter

I, Book I of the Boethian work. In this case, the neumatic notation shows elements as

Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Podatus, with few examples of complex neumes, which

might be observed in larger number in the other metra. The neumes written on this text

consist of two melodic members; this scheme repeats itself twice, once for each four

couplets, revealing a reiteration in the melodic pattern rather common either in the

Frankfurt leaf and in general in medieval notated poems. 

The melodic scheme is illustrated by Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2 - Melodic scheme of Meter I Book I from Boethius De Consolatione Philosophiae14

The second notated text corresponds to Book I, Meter II (Heu quam praecipiti

mersa profundo). In comparison with the first excerpt, neumes appear to be more

complex, in particular at the beginning of the first line and on the last one. The text of

this Meter has been copied in full, nevertheless, its neumes comprehend only ten lines,

with a melody repeated every five lines. Thus, it has been proposed that the text was

meant to be sung through a repeated setting of neumes, as in in first meter. 

14 The image has been taken from Gibson, Lapidge, Page “Neumed Boethian metra from Canterbury: a
newly recovered leaf of Cambridge, University Library, Gg. 5.35 (the ‘Cambridge Songs’
manuscript)”, in Anglo-Saxon England 12 (1983): 151.
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The third excerpt, Meter III from Book I, (Tunc me discussa liquerunt nocte

Tenebrae) presents neumatic notation only on the first two lines. The notation is rather

simple, with the exception of few complex neumes. 

The fourth excerpt handed down by this fragment is Meter IV of Book I

(Quisquis composito serenus aevo). On lines 1-4 it shows adiastematic neumatic

notation. That one is characterised by simple signs as Punctum, Virga, Clivis and

Podatus. 

The fifth excerpt is Meter V from Book I (O Stelliferi conditor orbis), provided

with neumatic notation in campo aperto on lines 1-4. The same text is handed down by

the manuscript Par Lat 1154, kept by the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris.

Dated back to the ninth century, folio 118r shows Aquitanian notation on lines 1-7. In

both cases, the neumes are rather simple and do not give any useful information to

retrieve a modern melody. Moreover, the French manuscript shows a title (Versus

Boecii) and a rubric initial at the beginning of each line. However, the two manuscripts

show no significant dissimilarities in their lines. 

The last excerpt handed down by the Frankfurt leaf is Meter VII of Book I

(Nubibus atris). The first six lines show neumatic notation. In the parchment fragment

this text has been copied twice. In fact, it is possible to read it also in the right margin

with a different melodic pattern. Rather simple in the manuscript body, it is instead

more complex in the right margin, where only two of the six lines have been copied

again. The same Meter has been attested in the manuscript Mü clm 15825 on folio 12r

as well. Lines 1-6 show adiastematic neumatic notation as in the Frankfurt leaf. In this

case, the neumes are simple, made of only Tractuli and Virgae. 

The presence of neumatic notation is closely related not only to the

consideration that classical author as Virgil, Statius, Horace and Boethius present a

rather large tradition of notated manuscripts but also to the interest that the copyist

showed for the musical setting in the whole collection of the Cambridge Songs. 

In comparison with the Cambridge manuscript, the neumes in the Frankfurt leaf

appear more complex. Albeit one can reconstruct no melody from them, their presence

is interesting in considering the role of music not only in this particular sylloge but also

in the Latin Middle Ages. 
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The Carmina Cantabrigiensia might be considered a European collection, in

which one  can find elements related to the English, German, French and Italian world.

The Latin language, used to compose the poems down, unites all of them.
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CHAPTER II

2.1 Theoretical aspects in the field of the Digital Humanities

The term Humanities refers to the study of human-created artefacts; nowadays

communities of scholar are moving into a period dominated by the need of digital

resource. That is the reason why the discipline of Computer Science met the humanist

field giving birth to the Digital Humanities. When computing implements the

humanities, the result is the birth of digital culture artefacts (Nyhan et al. 2014). In fact,

paradoxically, both computing and humanities might be considered sciences about the

artificial (Simon 1969). 

This new field relies on the convergence of the digital tool inside the humanist

framework. A convergence between the ancient and the young, since the Computer

Science discipline is dated back to the second half of the twentieth century. This

cooperation of researchers gave birth to several ambitious projects; in the philological

field, these works are known as digital editions. 

A digital edition can be defined as a tool enabling the simultaneous

representation of the diplomatic and critical edition in an electronic format, in which

each text object is available in digital form (Rosselli del Turco 2012). That does not

mean that the editorial components have to be organised through hypertextual links, nor

that they have to contain mandatory multimedia elements connected with the

manuscript. 

Cerquiglini was the first scholar to recognise the electronic calculator as a valid

instrument to interrogate medieval manuscript. He considered the digital environment

more suitable to the new philological approach, born in the 1990s, and known as New

Philology. 

Built on the idea of a more fluid text, philologists of this new approach

reconsidered the so-called Lachmannian method, intending to give more importance to

each witness of the manuscript tradition, since it could have handed down important
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historical and linguistic information. Their proposal was to free the text from the

concept of authorship inherited from neo-Classical and Romance cultures. According to

of the New Philology scholars, the medieval text is characterised by non-linear features,

due to the presence of musical notation, glosses or decorations on it. The idea of a more

dynamic text became rapidly diffused, and it was proved to be easily representable in

the digital domain, since it enabled to catch the dynamism of these characteristics. From

this point of view, in fact, the electronic means allowed representing each witness, along

with its transcription, facsimile image and critical edition; consequently, it was the most

suitable way to realise in practice what Cerquiglini described in his work Eloge de la

Variante in 1989. 

A digital edition might contain all the traditional elements of a printed one. It

presents the historical forms of the text, the dissimilarities among witnesses of the

tradition, and aims at explaining their differences. It contains also the explanation of the

editorial choices, giving the reader the possibility to test editors methods. On the other

hand, however, a printed edition cannot present all the features of a digital one. In fact, a

traditional edition cannot give the user access to every witness, to their digital

reproduction and to the connection between the text and other elements as the critical

apparatus, indices or appendices. Thus, the possibility for an electronic calculator to

handle a large number of data is naturally the most important advantage. As a

consequence, considering further the dynamic nature of computing, it is possible to

obtain active artefacts, rather than static ones.

Pioneer in the Humanities Computing is Father Busa with his project Index

Thomisticus  (2000-2013)15. That is a monumental index to the works of St. Thomas

Aquinas. 

Concerning the Germanic philology field, a large number of projects proved

how image-based editions are the most appropriate means to represent medieval

manuscripts. In fact, in case of decorations, glosses, or neumatic notation, images can

help the user to better analyse the text and to compare it with the original manuscript

folio. Among these projects, one can remember the Electronic Beowulf (1999/2013)16,

15 http://www.corpusthomisticum.org 

16 http://ebeowulf.uky.edu 
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led by Kiernan and first example of image-based edition, or the Digital Vercelli Book

(2016)17, edited by Rosselli del Turco, in which the images play an important role as

well, and, lastly, the Nibelungenlied18, edited by Stolz and based on image facsimiles of

the St. Gallen’s codex. 

The new aspects introduced by digital editions are directly connected to the

technical tool used to produce them. Their potentials might be summarized in four main

points (Stella 2007): Quantity, Relationability, Interoperability and Multimediality. 

The first one refers to the computer quantitative availability that drastically

reduces the need for choice, which instead characterises a printed edition. 

The second point, instead, pinpoints the possibility to relate data to each other.

In fact, digital editions are able to connect complex systems of data; that has been

considered highly functional, in particular in case of traditions with a high number of

manuscripts, in order to represent both the chronological and geographic dimension of

the text, in case it was elaborated in different regions or in different epochs. 

The third point regards the interaction with the scientific community. The dialog

between the editor and the critical reader is another important feature of these digital

works, and it has already become the basis of the so-called pro-editions. These works

are realised through the online cooperation of several scholars, before publishing the

final printed edition. 

The last point is connected, instead, with the possibility to insert multimedia

elements, e.g. audio or video files, within the digital domain. That might be considered

the biggest advantage of an electronic textual representation, since it enables the reader

to better understand those dimensions that can easily be lost by means of a printed

edition. For instance, the reproduction of musical notations is useful to reflect on the

role of musical notes in medieval manuscripts. That enables editors to create musical

editions for musical manuscripts and to praise their importance during the Middle Ages.

Moreover, it is useful to reconsider also other paratextual elements, like  manuscripts

decoration, which played a role as important as the text did.

Terras (2006) stated how these projects, although realised through the computer

17 http://vbd.humnet.unipi.it/beta/#104v 

18  Müller S. und Sprünglin M.: Digitale Edition Codex St. Gallen 857, in: Text. Kritische Beiträge 10
(2005), S. 159-165.
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means, focused more on the research about the text than in adding innovative elements

on them, so that they might have been considered not that different from traditional

printed editions. Albeit that could have been true in the past, an increase in multimedia

tools and non-textual representation has been recently reported. 

Digital Humanities scholarship is able now to place a high value on medium,

understood, of course, as a digital one, as the fundamental premise for those works.

Since the introduction on the World Wide Web and the confirmation of its role as the

most natural medium to spread this kind of works, it is possible to make a distinction

between Web-based digital edition and stand-alone ones. Anyway, also in this latter

category, one can distinguish between browser-based editions that can, therefore, be

published on the Web, and custom-based editions, which are rarely run online. In all

those cases, in which a digital edition is published on the Web, the Graphical User

Interface (GUI) plays an important role in its general aspect and functionality. Browser-

based editions already present the software in the user computer, so that no installation

is required, but on the other hand, not all browsers are always available for every

Operative System and they might be inflexible or difficult to customise. In the case of

stand-alone editions, the software shows a higher flexibility and an easier way to

implement different functionalities. Unfortunately, they also present some drawbacks,

found in particular in compatibility problems, or obsolescence dangers. 

As already stated above, the convergence between the classical and the

Computer Science field took several advantages in humanities studies. Nowadays,

however, digital project within this field of studies are not yet widely spread. According

to Robinson (2005), there are three main drawbacks of these works and they can easily

be discovered in their costs, usually still expensive, in the lack of interest in their

publishing and, lastly, in the lack of appropriate tools for their realisation. 

Rosselli del Turco (2012) listed some general principles useful to improve the

User Interface Design, which should be taken into consideration during the realisation

of a digital edition. The first one is the Consistency, which refers to similar action

performed in the same way. For instance, interpretative or textual notes should appear in

the same place when selected by the user. Another important principle is the

Readability, since the type and size of the character should always allow the reader to
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consider the text as legible. Under the principle of the Recognition, instead, it is meant

to make every aspect of the edition immediately recognisable in the context they were

meant for. Moreover, the user has always to feel a control over the digital environment,

moving through the areas by means of visible navigation tools. The scholar, then, takes

into account some specific aspects concerning the digital edition as the special

character handling, whether not included into the Unicode standard, the integration of

supplementary tools, as glossaries or appendices, a good hyper-textual functionality and,

lastly, an advanced search functionality. 

Albeit all efforts to improve digital editions, one can state that several projects

show disadvantages derived from the lack in one of the above-mentioned principles.

The scholar further analysed different digital projects focusing on their negative aspects.

From the legibility point of view, projects like the Canterbury Tales General Prologue

(2000)19, edited by Solopova, shows an unreadable navigation tree on the left-hand side

of the screen, along with a rather small text font, which is, unfortunately, impossible to

increase. Foy’s The Bayeux Tapestry (2005)20, shares the same problem concerning the

font size; moreover, the colour and size of the navigation cursor make it likely to be

confused with the background image. Other projects, instead, present problems

regarding, mainly, the image manipulation. For instance, some archives show non-

proportional scrollbars that do not allow the user to understand how large is the hidden

part of the image and how much is, instead, currently visible. 

A digital edition has to be not only a research instrument, but also a useful work

for further digital projects within the field of antiquity sciences. It is important to

consider how the digital means can allow to discover and to analyse less notable texts,

giving back to the manuscript the ability to hand down the high quantity of information

it was supposed to have done before the introduction of printed editions. 

According to Father Busa (1997), the computer technology should allow

scholars and researchers to realised their editions faster and with less human work on

them. That, of course, does not mean that an electronic calculator might be able neither

to exclude the human intervention, nor to completely succeed it. On the contrary, it is

19 Solopova E. , “Chaucer: The General prologue on CD-ROM”. Cambridge University Press, 2000.

20 Foys M.K., “The Bayeux Tapestry Digital Edition”. SDE, 2005.
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always important to remember the interpretative contribution given by the editor in

every single aspect of the digital work (Buzzoni 2005). In fact, albeit the realisation of

new and computer-oriented digital editions, it is still clear how the human intervention

in realising these works is and will be indispensable (Chiesa 2002). 

A digital edition is the by-product of a team work, in which experts of different

field and coming from different backgrounds cooperate together from the research

process to the publishing, in order to create the final work. Sometimes, text traditions

are too wide for a single scholar or a single research group. Thus, the research process

involves the so-called crowdsourcing, where communities of researchers add their own

contribution to the final work (Robinson 2004). Nowadays, the editorial process

requires the cooperation of more eyes, ears and hands. That reflects the best the shift

from a static printed edition to a new and dynamic digital one, where artefacts are no

longer unchangeable and where people have to work together, in order to praise the

mouvance of medieval manuscripts. 

That rose several questions about the necessity to create hybrid professional

figures, computer philologists, which nowadays unfortunately still do not exist. 

Readers may give their contribution to the work too. The extension of

interactivity will change the way, in which the reader has been considered so far. In fact,

it encourages the rise of a dynamic user, who might contribute to the final work, being

part of it. A reader, who can see the documentary evidence that determines what is

included in a digital edition, in order to understand the editorial choices and be open to

new and further interpretations. Since everyone plays a role in its realisation, this new

kind of product will be not only the translation of a printed work, but rather a totally

new one. Collaborative works might be the solution to the usability issue concerning

electronic editions. Such works might remain usable, as long as they are used. That is

enabled thanks to the Internet. In fact, in an online edition, the user feedback should

become an integral part of the editorial process. In this way not only the reader may vet,

comment and review the work, but those feedbacks might be used to adjust and reshape

it, until it becomes a more manipulable one, in comparison with the rigid freeze of the

printed page (Smith 2004). 

These commentaries might be collected in several ways: the development of
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blogs on the edition Website, online newsletters or progress reports are few examples of

means through which gather them; of course, in our digital era, social networks might

equally contribute to receive and spread users feedbacks. In this way, the work may

surely change over years, but it will stay in use and turn to be less vulnerable than an

archived one. 

In making available quantity of data that a printed work cannot manage, three

theoretical models seems to have been useful: the hypertextual representation, the

encoded model and finally the database edition. The following subchapters have the

main goal to introduce them, describing their feature and their application in medieval

and modern works.

2.2 The hypertextual representation

The first example of hypertextual writing was already discovered in Joyce’s

novel Ulysses (1922)21, due to its multiple narrative plots. Afterwards, other works as

Calvino’s Il castello dei destini incrociati (1973)22,  and Cortàzar’s Hopscotch (1966)23

were considered examples of hypertextual writing. 

The hypertextual representation within the Web domain was used for the first

time in 1965, and it was born with the purpose of connecting information on the World

Wide Web. Main features of this kind of structure are its non-linearity and interactivity,

which allow also the presence of multimedia materials. Within the field of digital

humanities and, in particular, in the case of a digital edition, it played and still plays an

important role. Considered a characteristic of these works, the hypertextual model aims

at creating a textual form, which is more suitable to a medieval manuscript (Ziolkowski

2001). In fact, it allows the possibility to represent the text in a more dynamic way,

placing side by side the diplomatic and the critical edition with imagines, appendices,

and other editorial contents. Including all witnesses variances, it makes possible to

better understand the concept of textual mouvance,  become a milestone of the New

21 Joyce J., “Ulysses”. Sylvia Beach, 1922.

22 Calvino I., “Il castello dei destini incrociati”. Ricci editore, 1973.

23 Cortàzar J., “Hopscotch: A novel”. Pantheon Modern Writer Series, 1966.
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Philology.  In this way, each manuscript can be taken into consideration, and its

variances fully represented, praising their importance within the tradition. The use of the

hypertext with an appropriate encoding permits to preserve the whole textual tradition

and to show it together with the diplomatic, the critical edition and the critical

apparatus. 

Robinson was the first one to illustrate how a digital apparatus can be much

more versatile and functional than a printed one. For instance, taking into account the

project Parzival, edited by Stolz, one can notice how this work is characterised through

a horizontale  Kollationspartitur,  in which a four times divided screen can show

simultaneously the facsimile image, the diplomatic and critical edition and also the

critical apparatus; that makes possible to note variances within the texts of the

manuscript tradition. 

Figure 3 – Parzival Project. Horizontale Kollationspartitur24

 

Another possibility is to build the critical apparatus in more layers, containing

both the Varia  lectio  and a possible commentary. For instance, the project Corpus

Rhythmorum,  edited by Stella, deals with 140 witnesses, all transcribed and encoded

24 Image taken from Stella, “Metodi e prospettive dell’edizione digitale di testi mediolatini” in Filologia
Mediolatina 14 (2007): 15.
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through a XML markup language. The critical apparatus has been organised into four

groups (Variances, Sources, Comparison  and Fortune), which can be compared with

the text shown on the left-hand side of the screen. 

However, both these kinds of critical apparatus seem to have a low user-friendly

level. In fact, considering the Parzival  project,  the apparatus proposed by the editor

includes the Varia Lectio,  which might be, nevertheless, difficult to understand for a

generic user. The same drawback has been registered in the case of the Corpus

Rhythmorum. All four sections, in fact, do not provide the user with a more discursive

commentary, which might be, instead, useful to correctly place the manuscript from a

historical and a linguistic point of view. Notwithstanding, their functionality, relying on

the hypertextual representation, is highly guaranteed. Thanks to their interactivity and

multimediality, both works have been considered milestones of the new philological

field.

Figure 4 - Corpus Rhythmorum. Critical Apparatus25

In conclusion, the hypertext, born as a tool in the field of the Computer Science,

25 Ivi, 13.
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has become a fundamental element through which realise digital editions. The

possibility to publish these works online is the presupposition for its use and the reason

of its fortune. Within the field of the digital humanities, it has become a means, through

which the spatial limits of a paper edition might be overcome and improved by the

digital non-space (Tomasi 2008).

2.3 The development of markup languages

Besides the hypertextual representation, the encoded model is one of the most

used ones. In fact, it was adopted in the realisation of a large number of projects. In the

field of the Digital Humanities, the communication with the electronic machine is

allowed through the use of markup languages.  A digital edition is nothing else than a

series of textual files, first encoded by means of an international standard language that

allows a high portability, like the XML, and then connected with multimedia resources,

as facsimile images or musical transcriptions. 

However, a digital edition has to be considered much more that a simple

digitalized text. In fact, taking into account an already existing text, one has to consider

the computer as an artefact; instead, in order to produce a new, digital born text, one has

to refer to the computer as a medium. What is really able to make a distinction between

a digitalization and a digital edition is the amount of metadata encoded by the editor

during the creation process. 

Within a digital edition, it is possible to distinguish three data categories: textual

data, meta-textual data, and extra-textual data. Thanks to the use of an appropriate

markup language, all of them can carry out a noteworthy amount of information within

the digital environment. Each digital edition starts with a transcription of the witnesses,

handing down the text. The transcription of one or more witnesses of the electronic text

is always useful in the case of a codex unicus,  The electronic edition would allow

representing the facsimile of the original text, the diplomatic/interpretative edition, and

the critical one, which would be realised not ope codicum, rather ope ingenii. In the case

of multiple text traditions, instead, it would be useful to transcribe all the witnesses,
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whether no critical edition has been realised, otherwise, some scholars suggest to take

into account previous editions (Ferrarini 2007). That is the most important passage

within the creation of an electronic work; the transcription, therefore, relies on markup

languages, which are generally characterised by these four conditions (Ferrarini 2007):

➢  They have to be able to openly declare the transcription responsibility and its

criteria;

➢  They have to be characterised by a high portability and consequently to be

separated from hardware and software;

➢  They have to represent in the most appropriate way the textual source;

➢  They have to be normalised, realised through standard languages shared by the

whole scientific community.

The portability of such works is an important point to develop and to take

advantage of. The continuous changes in the technology field might make works

obsolete and not able to be run on a selected software anymore.  The realisation of

editions characterised by portability would make possible to reconvert these works in

the future, saving them from the obsolescence. 

The use of a markup language can provide useful information about the textual

structure, in order to represent non omnes textus, sed textus toti (Ferrarini 2007). 

In general, markup languages are based on a set of instructions aiming at the

description of such phenomena, as the structure, the composition or the text layout.

These languages are made of strings of visible characters, which are inserted into the

electronic file, according to specific rules. In fact, the markup is distinct from the digital

textual transcription and it involves the identification of logical and physical

characteristics or even to control later processing. The term markup means to note a

text, it comes from the traditional publishing, in which an author marks up a manuscript

adding his annotations or symbols: directive for the print process (Spring 1989). First

examples of this process are dated back to the Middle Ages when copyists used to write

notes or other noteworthy information about the text on the parchment margin. In the

same way, the computer-based markup language allows specifying features of a selected
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document or text. It is the preliminary and indispensable step for every following

operation on the electronic document. The development of these languages started in the

1960s, years, in which the use of the electronic calculator for printing was rather

common. Afterwards, the 1970s and 1980s were characterised by developments of the

markup use to improve the digital typesetting; consequently, the use of these languages

became explicit (Goldfarb 1981). 

The markup represents the definition of a text model that suits the electronic

representation the most. The proper use of a markup language allows retrieving the

largest number of elements, which will be used for the realisation of the electronic work

and, otherwise, highly likely to be lost. It has been described as the core competence of

digital humanities (Terras 2011). 

Within that field of studies, one can distinguish among different kinds of markup

languages, according to their owner or their main characteristics. On the one hand, in

fact, the markup might be owned by a company, or it might be defined as a set of

standard instructions, shared by some organisations that do not own it, but make it

available for the community. That represents the basis of open sources  works. On the

other hand, the greatest difference among markup languages might be found between

the procedural and the descriptive kinds. 

Generally speaking, a procedural markup is a set of instructions specifying,

mainly, output features; on the contrary, a descriptive markup might be applied to any

text genre, and it is focused more on the description of formal features shown by a

document. Naturally, in choosing the markup, the editor has to account for the final

purpose of the digital document. In fact, several factors have to be taken into account;

from a production point of view, one has to consider whether the purpose is to digitalise

an already existing text or to create a digital-born one; from a preservation point of

view, it is important to decide whether the electronic text is destined to be part of an

archive or, instead, whether it may be object of future manipulations and, at the end,

from an interpretative point of view, one has to decide which aspects of the text are

important in view of its final realisation and therefore, which kind of markup suits them

the best. The possibility to implement such languages, from both a qualitative and a

quantitative point of view, is an important feature, since both the addition of material or
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the revision of an already existing one are two fundamental processes of digital works.

As already stated above, the procedural markup consists of a set of instruction

aiming at defying the page typographic structure. It is called procedural since it tells the

electronic calculator all the procedural actions, to which the character strings have to be

subjected. This kind of markup is typical of the first developed kinds, which were

created with the main purpose of taking care of the typographical aspects of a

document. However, a procedural markup shows several drawbacks. Firstly, this

language usually presents a strong connection with a selected software, able to interpret

its instructions, and that might widely restrict its portability. Secondly, it comprehends

the loss of all the abstract components of the text. In the field of the Digital Humanities,

these components play an important role and they might be of great interest for a

humanist. 

In order to solve these lacks, the development of a new kind of markup language

was seen as necessary. For this reason, generic  markup  languages, in which the

character strings are interpreted not as formatting instructions, but as structural ones,

were created. Generic markup is made of tags meant to be inserted into the electronic

text to specify the logical structural function of the text portion they are referring to. For

this reason, they were then called descriptive markup languages. They are not owned by

a company, but rather they are platform-independent languages since they are based on

text format instructions (Tomasi 2008). According to Renear (2004), the development

of descriptive markup derives from three major events: William Tunnicliffe presentation

at the Canadian  Government  Printing  Office in 1967, Rice’s project of realising a

catalogue of editorial structure in the 1960s and Goldfarb early work about the text

processing Game Maker Language (GML) in 1969. 

A descriptive markup language presents many advantages for the transcription,

the publishing, and the archiving processes. In comparison with a procedural markup, in

which one has to remember style conventions, a descriptive one identifies each text

component and the formatting process takes place automatically. Moreover, structure-

oriented editing, as well as more natural editing tools are available and supported. The

publishing process is simplified, since the formatting might be specified, but also

modified; it is possible to automatically create apparatus, like an index or appendices.
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This kind of markup languages allows a high portability and interoperability, with the

result of an easier transfer to other text processing systems. Lastly, descriptive markup

treats the document as a Data Base, facilitating retrieval functions, and finding aids.

Due to the several advantages it allowed, this kind of markup was soon recognised as

the correct approach to organizing and processing text  (Goldfarb 1981; Reid 1981;

Coombs at al. 1987). 

Thanks to the introduction of descriptive markup languages, it was possible to

produce several models of the same text through a more layers representation of it.

Anyway, it is important to remember how each text encoding model is the result of a

specific point of view about the text in question; therefore, it is the expression of the

analysis that the scholar intends to perform upon such text.

2.3.1 SGML, HTML, XML

The origin of the descriptive markup might be dated back to the release of SGML

in 1986 by Charles Goldfarb. Its main goal was to define a standard scheme in the

markup field, in order to overcome the vast number of markup languages created until

then and to encourage data exchange and portability. 

It is based on a generic, description-oriented markup, which allows reproducing

the abstract text structure through a hierarchic tree representation, in which each node

corresponds to a t a g . Then each textual portion might be described through a

conventional name, called element. The technical concept of elements  was introduced

b y SGML and applied to the XML language as well. It is an actual component of a

document and, within the markup structure, it is visualised as surrounded by angle

brackets (e.g. <element>). Each tag has to be closed through a slash into the angle

brackets (e.g. </element>). Furthermore, each element might be implemented by so-

called attributes, which have the function of better specify them. 

Rather than a language, SGML is a meta-language; it was meant to specify

another language. It supplies only the syntactic rules, while the value of each tag is

specified into a markup  vocabulary called Document Type Definition or DTD. Inside a
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DTD are listed all what is needed, in order to elaborate a proper markup. For instance, the

value of each element or attribute and the ASCII/Unicode strings for each entity  that

might represent a special character. 

Based on SGML, HTML is a DTD, which makes use of SGML standard syntax and

provides also a vocabulary for the interpretation of its elements and attributes. Some

features of this languages might be summarised into its restrictive number of elements,

a less power syntax and its preference toward stylistic-oriented elements, rather than

structural-oriented ones. It was soon evident how all the disadvantages of this language

had to be solved through the further development of the SGML itself. 

In order to solve HTML lacks, an SGML subset was developed in the 1990s and

released in 1998 under the name of Extensible Markup Language  1.0,  or XML. As its

predecessor, XML is a meta-language that allows specifying several kinds of markup

languages. Its main goal was to be used on the Web, it has become the fulcrum of

computing for humanists, without any coordination between the software developer and

the content developer. The great novelty introduced by XML is the logical description of

the textual information in a reader-friendly format, without taking into account how the

final layout will appear. In fact, the XML language does not concern the typographical

aspect of the text anymore; other languages are delegated to assign the text a layout.

This point will be further developed later on in this chapter. Alike SGML, XML is

organised through a hierarchical structure, which does not allow overlapping. This

markup language works with elements, and its main characteristic is the mandatory end-

tag; in fact, no tags may be omitted in an XML document, in order to consider it well-

formed. The user can realise documents following an XML Scheme, or creating his own

markers, in case existent ones were not enough for the markup work. 

In general, a XML file is made of two main features: a XML declaration, which is

the first string of the document (e.g. <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-

8"?>) and a root element that comprehend a set of elements in hierarchical order.

Within these languages, one can make a distinction between data-centric  documents

and document-centric ones (Tomasi 2008). The main difference is the use of XML, which

is employed to carry out data in data centric documents, whereas its function is mainly

to describe the constituent elements in document centric  files. Since XML is provided
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with instruments to create, to question and to transform data, it might be considered an

example of Data Base. 

XML is a flexible system, and its self-describing  nature allows to describe the

text structure through the writing itself, which can elucidate also implicit textual

aspects. As already stated above, XML, as SGML, is characterised by the use of elements

through a hierarchical organisation. Unfortunately, in some cases is common to find

what Tomasi defined as an overlapping hierarchy  (2008). Common examples are the

rhetoric figures, like the poetical enjambment,  in which there will be an overlapping

between the markup of the metrical structure and the one concerning the syntactic

analysis. Consequently, phenomena like this are difficult to solve and are considered a

drawback of this markup language. 

As already stated above, XML does not focus on the document layout, so that, in

order to visualize the text on the Web from a typographical point of view, it is necessary

to use transformation languages like the Extensible Stylesheet  Language (XSL). This

kind of stylesheet, developed by the Word Wide Web Consortium, is used in order to

create a HTML output for the Web visualisation of the electronic text. An elementary

example of how an XSL language works is provided in the structure below:

 

<q> Example </q>

One can transform the content of the element <q> in a string surrounded by

quotation marks by means of a XSL stylesheet, as shown below:

<xsl:template match=”q”>

<xsl:apply-templates/>

</xsl:template>

In the XSL language, the XML tag is transformed through a xsl:template.  The

specification given to the template takes place every time it fits into the XML document.

Each template  element has a match  attribute that identifies where the transformation

should be applied. Then an xsl:apply-template places the chosen transformation in the
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right way. The result on the Web visualisation would be: “Example”. 

The use of this transformation language allows both the editor and the user to

choose which information they want the text to show. This multiple textual choice does

not change the database content, which is located on a higher level, but it simply defines

a different way to use these data and to combine them together. As a result, the unique

content of the edition is able to show endless typologies, chosen according to the

medium  and to the audience. The use of XSL stylesheets underlines even more the

flexible structure of an XML document, which is able to represent several aspects of the

text, on which it is used.

2.3.2 The Text Encoding Initiative

In order to encourage the portability of digital products and to allow the format

sharing, a project named Text  Encoding  Initiative found its starting point in 1987.

Called simpler through its acronym TEI, it is a DTD for those texts ascribed into the

humanities field. The project was led by three main associations: The Association for

Computers and the Humanities  (ACH), the Association for Computational Linguistics

(ACL) and the Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing (ALLC). Scholars from

all over the world collaborated to the creation of this literary-humanistic markup

standard. Also the TEI Guidelines, a sort of instruction manual for the use of this markup

language, are the by-product of the cooperation of experts from many countries and

disciplines. 

The TEI is based on a descriptive markup, rather than a procedural one and it

comprehends a scheme, aiming at describing a large number of phenomena typical of

classical texts and at finding a suitable vocabulary for them. The purpose of its creation

was to obtain a common markup lexicon, based, in the first time, on the SGML language,

and, from 1998 on the XML one. The first draft “P1” was released in 1990, followed by

the “P3” in 1994. In 2002, the Consortium made a revision of the TEI Guidelines, within

the release of the “P4” version, and, lastly, the “P5” and current version was released in

2007. It comprehends 504 tags  and introduces several changes, for instance, the
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integration of graphics, or the possibility to make references to other XML languages

within the TEI document. Furthermore, a great advantage of this markup is its economy.

For instance, a TEI subset, called TEI Lite, has been developed and it comprehended a

simplified version of the markup scheme. The purpose is to spread this markup project,

without demanding the audience to learn the whole scheme, so that the realisation of

electronic texts might be easier. 

Each TEI document is mandatory made of two section: a TEI Header  and a TEI

Text. Within the Header, all the information concerning the bibliography, the notes and

the revisions are collected into several elements. Among these, one can list

<fileDesc>, which gathers all the editorial information about the paper witness of

the electronic text, <encodingDesc>, in which markup methodologies are declared,

<projectDesc> tha t desc r ibes the a im of the e lec t ron ic t ext , and

<editorialDecl>, which comprehends a textual description of the markup used.

With regard to the element <text>, it might be further divided into four different

elements: <front> and <back>, which are optional and used only when the

document shows paratextual information as an index or foreword at the beginning or an

appendix or glossary at the end; mandatory is, instead, the use of the elements <body>,

to introduce the text and, finally, <group> that is recommended in case of several texts

gathered into the same publication. Within the element <body>, further subdivisions

might be the elements <head> for titles, <div> for categories as books or metra and

articulated in different section through the elements <div0>, <div1> and <div2>,

and, at the end, the element <p> for paragraphs and <l> for lines. 

The TEI has been criticised by a large number of scholars mainly because of its

rigid hierarchical structure. In fact, alike  the XML language, TEI does not allow markup

overlapping. Unfortunately, not all texts might be described through rigid hierarchies

(Renear et al. 1997). However, this problem has been, partly, solved thanks to the

introduction of self-contained  elements, like <lb/>, useful to avoid overlapping

between the typographic line and the verse. Fortunately, equips of experts currently

work on this markup language, taking it always updated.
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2.3.3 The dynamic aspect of markup languages

So far, criticism about the creation of digital edition focused on a main issue; it

primarily concerns the similarity between digital and printed editions, underlining the

lack of novelty on them. These works are centred more on the textual visualisation than

on its processual information. In them, the digital component is treated in an ancillary

way, since they do not take advantages from the frame of the digital environment. In

order to shift from a mere textual representation to the analysis of its informative

content, a new understanding of edition is needed and, furthermore, the markup strategy

has to be reconsidered. 

The markup language may play an important role since it presents the electronic

text not only as a representation of the original one, but rather as the outcome of both

author and editor work. From a critical point of view, the markup has to be considered

as a performative and dynamic tool; the result of an operation that considers the text

both as a textual variance and as an interpretative variant. From this point of view, it

might be seen as a diacritic sign, necessary for a correct textual criticism. At this point,

it assumes a performative nature and its ambivalence allows to build a connection

among data structures. 

Buzzetti (2008) stated how a dynamic edition needs a dynamic representation as

well. The goal of the markup should be to create a loop between the textual expression

and content. 

The scheme in Figure 3  presents the dynamic model of the markup language,

which might be compared to the text mobility. In this way, the outcome will be a text

structured on several layers. Its development can be reconstructed through the

connection between the revisions and the information concerning the textual expression.

In a system based on a database, each modification will produce more markup, and

every change in the markup will modify data inside the database. 

As a conclusion, vagueness of textual phenomena are not to be considered an

anomaly, rather they may be valued through the markup language, in order to create
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better digital editions, more suitable to the digital environment and trying to make the

user an active part of this dynamic process.

 

Figure 5 - Model of dynamic markup26

2.4 The Database model and the Digital Library

A database edition uses the resources of IT (Information Technology) to solve

some problems due to multiple traditions or re-writing of the text (Stella 2007). The

database creation corresponds to the basis for a digital archive realisation.

These works, in comparison with digital edition, are known to be more static and

to have a restricted usability, since often they cannot be updated and, therefore, after

some years they cannot be used anymore. The most common problems are related to the

software degradation, the dependence on specific hardware, and finally the possible

obsolescence of systems and applications. 

In the field of Latin studies, ALIM is an example of project based on a database.

The work has been realised since 1996, and it is an archive of Italian-Latin texts realised

26 Image taken from Buzzetti “Towards a model for dynamic text editions” Proceedings of the
Conference Digital Humanities. University of Oulu, June 25-29, 2008.
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during the Middle Ages. Its main purposes is linked to the lexicography field; the

project, in fact, was meant as an Italian contribution to a medieval Latin vocabulary

creation, promoted by the International Union of Academies (IUA) of Brussels. All texts

inserted into the ALIM archive are taken from previous editions; the critical apparatus

and images are excluded from the digital work. The project shows an accurate searching

functionality for allophones, single phrases or words. All texts have been encoded

through a TEI-complaint markup language. In particular, a TEI Lite markup language has

been used to encode only typographic lines of already printed editions. Therefore, they

are not digital-born; on the contrary, ALIM aims at presenting texts as they are shown by

their printed editions. The content of the archive is divided into two kinds of sources:

Literary and Documentary ones, both might be downloaded from the online Website. A

further development of the ALIM has been hypothesised, in order to insert in the archive

the previously excluded elements, for instance images and the critical apparatus. The

new project will be named after ALIM 2. 

Another Italian work based on the use of a database is the work Tesoro della

Lingua Italiana delle origini (TLIO); it is an historical vocabulary of the Italian language

from its origin until 1375. 

The TLIO can be considered an online vocabulary, in which both poetry and prose

are accepted, along with literary and non-literary texts. In fact, the project includes the

Italian text production realised in the whole period taken into consideration. The idea of

collecting and digitalizing these texts was already born in the 60s-70s, but the real

starting point of the TLIO project begun with the realisation of the OVI database, in which

all the used lexical materials are gathered together. The power of the digital means

enabled the periodic components update, guaranteeing the usability of the final product.

Since it is an historical vocabulary, its contents are ordered according to a chronological

point of view. The corpus shows both old and new editions of each text. Moreover, each

transcription is preceded by a deep philological analysis. 

In the last century, a large number of scientific works have been realised through

the use of the database model; however, an alternative to the archive has become rather

popular and it is found in the so-called digital library. A digital library is a digital

collection, where files are gathered together and then published on the Web. Archivists
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and librarians were the first ones to actively participate in the creation of digital

collections, taking great advantages from digital tools and features. The first

acknowledgement of their importance is dated back to 1994 when several millions of

US federal funds were allocated for researching in this field. This experimental stage

was followed by a developing one in the late 1990s when both social scientists and

librarians became more interested in the existence of digital libraries. 

However, in order to enter the mature stage, one has to work better and harder

on the interoperability and on the sustainability of these projects. In order to call them

digital  libraries, there is the need to create modular, extensible and community-based

metadata, along with a higher attention to their digital preservation (Tomasi 2008). 

An important feature of a digital library would be the cooperation among

communities, in creating packages of metadata, which can be used for several current

and future projects. The possible development of a middleware platform (Tomasi 2008)

would permit to interrogate large amount of data, located on different servers, and to

implement them by means of different technologies. The middleware  platform would

become a common environment for different digital libraries. 

The role played by these collections is important, since they enable scholars to

access facsimiles of several institutions without having to visit them. Thus, their first

aim is to make books consultation easier, providing scholars or students with digital

repositories made of sustainable materials. In comparison with a traditional library, the

digital one allows separating the physical aspect of the library from its access. However,

a common misconception is that a large number of online materials can be considered a

digital library (Besser 2004). In truth, as traditional libraries have both physical and

ethical traditions, also the digital ones have to present both these aspects to be

considered as such. In fact, they have to provide the same services of a traditional

institution, as the acquisition, the preservation, the organisation and finally the

possibility to consult the whole collection. 

The most important stage in the creation of a digital library is the metadata

choice since on them will depend the further operations on the digital collection. The

description of a complex digital object may be realised through several levels and by

means of different kinds of metadata. On the one hand, descriptive metadata are used
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for creating the bibliographic description, while preservation ones inform the user about

the technologies used during the digitalisation process. On the other hand, the use of

structural metadata enables both the connection between different versions of the same

material and to relate them together. 

Digital libraries solve an important drawback of archives, which usually offer

the data but no tool to interrogate them. A digital library, on the contrary, would provide

a display and search tool to questioning such data. The disadvantage of this kind of

collection has to be found in their lack of interoperability since each one comes with its

own conventions and encodings. 

In order to better understand the functional aspects of them, one can consider the

development of several works, both in the Italian and in the European landscape. The

project Biblioteca  Italiana  (BibIt)27, promoted by the University of Rome “La

Sapienza”, is based on a collection of electronic texts, encoded by means of an XML/ TEI

markup language. The collection presents Italian texts dated back to the beginning of

the twentieth century. Moreover, the TEI consortium has created digital collections as

well. Among them, it is worth remembering the Oxford Text Archive  (OTA)28, and the

Electronic Text Center29. 

Concerning more on the field of the historical bibliography is, instead, the

Google Books Library Project. 

Its main purpose is to make library data more visible and accessible on the

Internet. The two main advantages that this project presents are the position of the

library data alongside with Google Books, with a consequent search access to the full

text and Google’s search algorithms. Within Google Books,  it is possible to consider

different editions. That creates a connection between a digital library and a more

traditional one, a place where a bibliographer researcher would understand the concept

of the edition. The main difference among them might be found in the starting point of a

bibliographical research. While in a traditional library, scholars would start with the

physical weight of the book in their hands, in Google Books the searching process starts

with the metadata. 

27  http://www.bibliotecaitaliana.it 

28  https://ota.ox.ac.uk 

29  http://cte.virginia.edu/resources/the-electronic-text-center-online-archive-of-electronic-texts/ 
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In conclusion, digital libraries have become the new paradigm of the Web

domain. They are based on the paradox that these new digital projects have the goal to

provide stable access to endless changing editions; nevertheless, the more the product

becomes volatile, the more the research will focus on providing it with a more stable

permanency. In developing and publishing such works, an important starting point is to

know both technologies and metadata that will be used within the project. Furthermore,

it is necessary to acquire different competences, to be aware of the need for

interoperability among different platforms, and of new and functional means to preserve

digital collections. 

All these challenges will shape the libraries of the future.

 

2.5 Italian Digital Projects

Several projects ascribed into the landscape of digital computing applied to the

humanities took shape in the last century; as the above-mentioned examples show, a

large number of them are related to the German or the Anglo-Saxon environments.

After having considered the birth of digital humanities and the main characteristics of a

digital edition, in this section, I would like to take into account the Italian contribution

to this field. The main goal will be to analyse two important projects, ascribed into the

Romance culture, which led our country into the field of humanities computing. 

Firstly, I would like to introduce the Ramusio digital edition. The project has

been realized within the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, and published on the Web in

2015. Coordinated by Burgio, Buzzoni, and Ghersetti, the edition involved the

collaborative work of editors, orientalist researchers and philologists. It aimed at

creating  a digital representation for Ramusio’s edition of The Million by Marco Polo

(1559). The project concerned, therefore, the basis of the Italian tradition of this work,

with the purpose to reconstruct its textual composing process.

It has been realised by means of an hypertextual representation, which sets it

apart from an electronic archive. From this point of view, the digital environment

enables to insert collations, sources, and an information selection, ensuring the
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readability of all these elements. The user is also provided with a wordlist, in which a

commentary aims at explaining the meaning of all those foreign words known to the

author. The wordlist refers to the Peliot dictionary, updated to 1973. All the sources are

read through the text R, siglum of Ramusio’s edition. Already existing editions have

been used, whenever available and reliable, whereas new scholarly ones have been

created for the unpublished texts of P and L. 

The edition is divided into several sections; the Introduction is followed by the

three books that can be opened separately. The section Testimoni  (witnesses) presents

the redaction of all the manuscripts handing down the text. The wordlist, connected to

the text, and the bibliographical section, organised through several links, represent an

example of the hypertextual nature of this project. The three sections containing the

contacts, the instructions, and the information about the project close the Italian digital

edition.

 

Figure 6 – Sections of the Ramusio Project30

By opening one of the text, one can notice that the left-hand side of the screen is

30 All the images regarding the digital edition of the Ramusio’s Project are taken from                               
http://virgo.unive.it/ecf-workflow/books/Ramusio/main/index.html 
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devoted to the textual edition, in which hypertextual links are connected with it. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show additional windows related to the wordlist itself, or

to philological commentaries.

Figure 7 – Hypertextual wordlist

 

Figure 8 – Critical commentary
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With regard to the critical apparatus, this digital edition is not provided with a

traditional one. Instead, all the notes have been inserted into more discursive

commentaries, which proved to be useful and highly functional. 

Each commentary might be opened per periscopes, clicking on the number on

the upper-left side of the screen. This kind of critical apparatus is totally different from

classical ones, enabling a larger audience to analyse and understand the work, and it

may be considered an advantage of the project. In fact, compared with a negative

critical apparatus, a more discursive one might be used both by a generic user, interested

in the field and by experts. It can be used as a tool within the didactic methodology for

high schools as well. In fact, it might be more interesting for students to come into

contact with these works and to study them through a complete commentary, which

enables them to understand the text also from a historical and geographical point of

view. 

All the features of this project proved to be useful means for analysing all textual

variants and witnesses. Nevertheless, the main drawback of this Italian digital edition is

the lack of a TEI-compliant markup, since it is instead based on several HTML pages.

In conclusion, the possibility to personalise the desktop, opening and moving

additional windows the way that suits the user the best, is, of course, an advantage of

this project that encourages the interactivity with the reader, making it a user-friendly

edition. 

Another Italian project is the Corpus Rhythmorum (2007),  realised through the

cooperation of the Italian philologist Stella and the medieval musicologist Barrett. This

digital work is focused on metrical Latin texts for a total number of 140 manuscripts.

The goal of the digital edition is to create a database, based on metrical-structural

evidence, of Latin texts dated back to the fourth until the ninth century. Less than a third

of these texts have been published into the Poetae  Latini  aevi  Carolini  of the

Monumenta Germaniae Historica  (Dümmler, Traube, Strecker and Fickermann 1891-

1953), while some of them remained unpublished. From this point of view, the creation

of such a database would allow the collection of homogenous data. The main goal is to

analyse the origin of versification and rhythms as a documentation to explain the
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transition from Latin to early Romance languages. 

The project uses several multimedia tools, like the witnesses facsimile images

or, whenever possible, the musical transcription, realised by Barrett, and reconstructed

from the neumatic notation found on some manuscripts lines. That might be considered

as one of the first interdisciplinary philology experiment, focusing  on a multimodal

digital edition. 

The Corpus  proposes a sort of open edition. Each text is presented in seven

different forms: manuscript reproduction, diplomatic transcription, diplomatic musical

transcription, historical  transcription, vocal execution and critical edition. Within the

searching process, the user is provided with a cross-referenced consultation in the

above-mentioned forms, in which the text appears in the edition. Elements can be

compared diachronically and synchronically among each other; the user may start his

research from a single word, or a section of more than one, until data related to

Carmina, stanzas or to single verses, as shown in Figure 9.

All of them are important advantages for a digital edition enabling the reader

also to compare the critical text with the original folio of the manuscript.

Figure 9 – Corpus Rhythmorum. Search interface31

31  All the images related to the Corpus Rhythmorum are taken form http://www.corimu.unisi.it/  
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Another important feature of digital editions might be considered the search

functionality. According to the developed searching tool, it is possible to broad the work

audience, including both experts and inexperienced users. In fact, different audiences

require different kinds of searching functionality. On the one hand, scholars and other in

the field users might want a rapid tool that allows them being easily connected with the

element they are looking for; on the other hand, instead, a generic user often has no

exact objectives and looks for a searching tool that can help him during the reading

process. 

Whitelaw (2012) developed the concept of a generous interface, which might be

implemented along with the standard one in order to provide the user with the largest

amount of information possible. This searching tool works basically by means of filters,

through which the user can subtract the element he is not interested in from a generic

overview of the whole content of the archive. This new approach has been the focus of

the so-called Information Visualization. It developed methodologies, in order to insert

this new kind of searching tool within a digital edition. An example is the digital

archive of the architect Baldessari, realised by LADA and the DensityDesign Research

Lab32 in Milan. 

T h e Information  Visualization made possible to create and to employ an

explorative interface, in which each user can be guided through the searching process

from a generic overview to the single element of the digital collection. The purpose was

to reach different audience typologies and to attract, consequently, the largest number of

users, from experts to high school students. Therefore, the creation of an archive

containing manuscripts editions built thanks to this kind of functionality might be meant

for both a generic and a specific audience. A general reader may have several reasons

for consulting a digital edition; among them one can consider the impossibility to access

library, the distance from good collections, which might be located in other countries or

the rarity of some books or manuscripts, which sometimes are available at a handful

number of libraries and cannot always easily be consulted. On the one hand, in fact,

researchers can have access to all manuscripts versions and their variants, whereas, on

32  http://www.densitydesign.org 
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the other hand, a generic user might use preferred reading paths created by the editor,

which would allow him to better understand both the digital work and the manuscripts

tradition. Unfortunately, apart from Robinson’s The Canterbury Tales Project33, few are

the digital works realised in this way. However, the Corpus Rhythmorum shows a rather

generous search interface, which might be considered without any doubts an advantage

of this project. 

The work is organised through a database, called DBR, divided into several

sections. The Texts one is the focal point of the project; by clicking on the Incipit, a new

window will appear within a list of all witnesses containing the text in question. This

section is based both on the manuscript version and the philological reconstruction. In

it, details about the witnesses are provided along with the facsimile image in the two

sections called, respectively, Manuscript  and Image. The section Music  is, instead,

devoted to the musical transcript, the alphanumeric transcript, and the musical

reconstruction. All the sections are organised through hypertextual links that ensure a

high interactivity, clear advantage of this user-friendly project.

Figure 10 – Corpus Rhythmorum. Sections

33  http://www.petermwrobinson.me.uk/canterburytalesproject.com/ 
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Through the section Text edition, the user can visualize the critical edition of the

text along with the critical apparatus. It is organised per strophes, and a new box will

appear while moving the mouse on the selected stanza, as shown in Figure 11. 

The critical apparatus is not organised as a philological commentary, but rather

as a traditional one. Unfortunately, while the discursive one would have reached a wider

audience, that one might be destined to be ascribed to the small group of experts,

without being spread among less specialised users.

 

 

Figure 11 – Corpus Rhythmorum. Critical Apparatus

Anyway, the philological approach of the edition is masterly able to provide the

user with a large number of tools, in order to recover the plural character of the

tradition. Thanks to a complete work, textual and multimedia elements are combined

together to reconstruct the mouvance of the medieval manuscript, in a way impossible to

realise by means of a printed edition. 

The development of new digital collection has met a long history of skepticism

among both traditionalists and humanists. One can notice how difficult it is to find
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digital text collections cited as sources in scholarly edited articles; moreover, apart from

specialised journals of digital humanities, it is rare to deal with the methodology of

creating e-texts. In fact, scholars have been slow in considering the existence of digital

humanities and in accepting its role in that field of studies. Notwithstanding, the digital

approach has been adopted first by classicists and medievalists than by scholars

studying later periods. That is because the computer gives the opportunity to explore a

large number of works and to interrogate a medieval text in different ways, in

comparison with a printed edition. However, the creation of these works does not

require the destruction of books or libraries. On the contrary, it may provoke interest not

only in their existence but also in their study through electronic works provided with

user-friendlier tools. 

In general, the shift from printed editions to digital ones may be easily compared

with the one from a manuscript culture to the print era at the end of the Middle Ages.

Thus, this change has not to be considered a threat to ancient works and their value, but

rather a way to better investigate and study them, enabled by the digital tool to make

further and deeper analysis on medieval manuscripts than before (Bornstein and Tinkle

1998). According to Adams (2007), the digital means should enable us to do much more

in the research on literary texts than we actually do. 

In fact, the goal of a scholarly digital edition is to find the medium transmitting

more, rather fewer, about what is found on the printed page.
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CHAPTER III

3.1 Tools for printed and digital editions

As already stated above, the advantages of a digital edition allow representing

the manuscript mouvance in a way impossible to realise in the classical printed page.

Notwithstanding, if  editors are not encouraged in the realisation and in the consequent

publication of such works, all these advantages will have no effect on the philological

studies (Hagel 2007). Sometimes, scholars and editors have to account for the

mandatory creation of a printed edition; therefore, the realisation of a digital one seems

to be an investment of money, time, and human work, and for this reason, these projects

have been often considered a sort of ancillary tool of the printed page. 

A suitable solution would be the use of certain software, enabling the creation of

both outputs with a little additional effort. Hagel (2007) recognised the criteria, through

which these tools should be characterised. Firstly, the scholar has to be able to use a

single tool, enabling the creation of both printed and digital editions. Moreover, this tool

should also allow the user having acceptable results involving the minimal technical

expertise. Lastly, all users should be able to expand the basic functionality of this

hypothetic tool. 

All these requirements have been firstly fulfilled by a software called CTE -

Classical Text Editor (1997), realised by Hagel thanks to the support of the CSEL, the

Austrian Academy of Science. It is provided with a general orientation that reminds to

Microsoft Word, albeit it has nothing to do with this word processor. The similar

interface has been developed, in order to facilitate the transition to this tool for the

general Windows user. 

Within this software, the text may be provided with critical apparatus or notes,

applying XML tags with no impact on the printing process. By adding the appropriate

tags within the CTE, it is also possible to insert digitalised images. The syntax of the

final file is based on the TEI standard. Possible outputs might be the print and the PDF
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format for book production, along with a HTML visualisation. The last one is

characterised by separated frames, in which notes are connected thanks to hypertextual

links, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Example of Graphic Viewer within the CTE Software

Another useful functionality of this program is the possibility to perform image-

text connections within the realisation of digital editions.

The CTE software is useful to create a digital edition, in particular, whether the

editor has no familiarity with more complex realisation programs. However, the main

drawback of this tool might be found in the impossibility to publish the final work. In

fact, no tools for the stylesheets realisation are included in it, so that the Web

visualisation is not guaranteed. 

In conclusion, the overall simplicity of the CTE tool may attract not experienced

scholars, whether no other tool is available. Within the realisation of bigger projects, a

basic tool like CTE may be useful in terms of economical management of large textual

quantity, ensuring a uniform output at a fundamental level. Notwithstanding, this

software seems to be more useful for the creation of printed editions than of digital

ones. 

However, the possibility of a text-image connection, enabled by CTE, has been

further developed by other tools. Gaining more importance in the past years, it has

become the basis for the creation of image-based digital collections. Considering this
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opportunity, one can list several advantages connected with it. 

Firstly, it is useful, in particular, in the case of badly damaged or rare witnesses.

It can be a valid instrument during the textual analysis of those editions comprehending

more than one witness, or in the case of users not experienced in a particular textual

tradition. Noteworthy is also the possibility to use this feature as a didactic method, in

order to enable students to make a comparison between the text and the facsimile image

during their studies. Lastly, this functionality may be also an important framework for

other possibilities, for example within the researching process of palaeographic details

or single words. 

In the past, in order to realise this connection, it was necessary to divide the

image into slices corresponding to the text lines. Afterwards, the image was recomposed

through a HTML frame and then image further associated with a Java instruction, in order

to connect it with the text. This method was rather complicated and presented also

several drawbacks (Rosselli Del Turco 2016). Among them, the investment of time, in

order to divide each image into slices, a process, for which a high attention is required.

Moreover, with this method the text-image connection was not realised by means of an

XML markup language. Since digital editions rely on standardised creation criteria, that

did not suit works realised through TEI-compliant markup languages. Therefore, several

have been the proposals to insert spatial information within the markup language to

enable that connection. 

The first attempt was made with the software EPPT - Edition Production and

Presentation (2008), realised by Kiernan. Two modules of this software allow

introducing spatial coordinates as elements and attributes of the TEI document; they

might be retrievable by delimiting the area of the image. 

T h e TEI Guidelines contains different elements that might be used for this

purpose34: 

<facsimile> containing a representation of some written sources in the form

of a set of images;

34 The definitions of both elements and attributes are taken from the TEI Guidelines Section 11,
http://www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/ 
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<surface> defining a written surface in terms of a rectangular coordinate

space;

<zone> defining a rectangular area contained within a surface element.

The element <facsimile> is a structural one and it has to be collocated at the

same level of the element <text> into the hierarchical structure of a TEI document. In

fact, it can also present elements as <front> and <back>. Once the transcription

module is added to the markup scheme, it is possible to choose among a

<teiHeader> and a <text>, a <teiHeader> and a <facsimile> and finally

among a <teiHeader>, a <text> and a <facsimile>. 

Furthermore, it is possible to create a facsimile module, containing only the

images, or both images and the manuscript transcription. According to which kind of

markup has been chosen, there will be two different XML structures. In case the

facsimile contains only the images the document will appear as:

<TEI>
<teiHeader>

[…]
</teiHeader>
<facsimile>

<graphic url=”ex1.png”/>
<graphic url=”ex2.png”/>

</facsimile>
</TEI>

On the other hand, instead, the facsimile may present not only the images but

also the textual connection with them thanks to the use of the attribute @facs. It points

to all part of an image, which corresponds with the content of the element35. It is used

within the element <pb>, a reference point, in this kind of TEI document structure:

<TEI>
<teiHeader>
…
</teiHeader>
<text>

<body>

35 Ibidem. 
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[…]
<pb facs=”ex1.png”/>

<!- Text of page n.1 -->
<pb facs=”ex2.png”/>

<! Text of page n.2 -->
[...]

</body>
</text>

</TEI>

Within this kind of markup, the connection between text and image is located on

the level of the single manuscript page. Afterwards, applying an appropriate XSL

stylesheet, it is possible to let text and image appearing in two different frames within a

HTML page, so that the correspondent image will be visualised while scrolling the text. 

In conclusion, these three elements might be used to define areas that will be

firstly associated with the main image, and then with the correspondent text. The only

limitation is that the selected portion of an image has to be of a rectangular shape. In

order to associate the text with these elements, one has to assign a xml:id to each

facsimile element. The most difficult part of this procedure is the identification of the

coordinates and their further inclusion into the already encoded TEI document.

Unfortunately, the final result won't suit the expectations, whether no precise values are

inserted within the XML language. 

The Italian software Electronic Visualisation Tool (EVT)36, was realised in order

to enable a text-image connection between the diplomatic edition and the manuscript

facsimile image in a simplified way.

Developed within the University of Pisa, EVT was designed to create web

editions, starting from TEI encoded documents. Its user-friendly interface is inspired by

Holmes's Image Markup Tool (IMT), implemented in XSLT and CSS. It has been used

for the creation of the Digital Vercelli Book, published in its beta version in 2013. 

The starting point is the TEI encoded file, which then will be turned into a web-

based application (made of HTML, CSS and JavaScript) sharable on the Web. In order to

do that, the user has to apply an XSLT-Stylesheet to his encoded document. In fact, EVT

is built around a single stylesheet, which starts a chain of XSLT 2.0 transformations.

These transformations have two main purposes: generate the HTML file, and create the

36 http://sourceforge.net/projects/evt-projects/ 
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homepage that will recall all the other HTML files (Buomprisco et al. 2013).

EVT is a creation and navigation open source tool, characterised by an

innovative layout that goes beyond the tradition printed page. Its main advantage is to

require a little configuration and no specific web programming skills, except for the

stylesheet creation. The EVT viewer will be presented with the manuscript facsimile on

the left part of the screen, and the corresponding text on the right. The user is also

provided with other tools for the image visualisation, to analyse it in a deeper way.

In fact, on the top-right corner, three different icons refer to three different

available views (Buomprisco et al. 2013). These are Image Text view, the default

manuscript folio representation, the Text-Text view, to compare different edition levels

and the Bookreader view, which expands the image frame showing double-side images.

On the image side, instead, tools are available to improve the manuscript

analysis. The user will find Magnifier, to explore the image in greater detail, Hotspot, to

activate those parts of the facsimile, for which specific notes are provided, TextLinks

that connects the original lines with the edited text and Thumbnails that shows miniature

images for the digitalised folio. 

Figure 13 shows the EVT Web viewer of the Digital Vercelli Book.

Figure 13- Digital Vercelli Book edited with EVT

EVT can be used to create an image-based edition of different levels of textual
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representation. So far, the supported ones are, respectively the diplomatic and the

interpretative editions. The text of the transcription has to be divided into smaller parts,

and the XML document has to be provided with a TEI page break, the element <pb>, at

the beginning of each folio side, and with the letters r and l to mark recto and verso

pages. With regard to his predecessor, within EVT the section identification process is

more complicated. In fact, in using Image Markup Tool, the encoded file has to be

implemented with no other elements; the user can simply use the TEI document within

the software and then create spatial coordinates by drawing rectangular shapes onto the

facsimile image.

Nowadays, a new important feature has been developed for EVT new version. In

fact, the tool is now able to support also the critical edition, encoded in TEI XML P5

standard (Alzetta et al. 2016). Based on the TEI Guidelines37, EVT will provide a

connection between a specific reading and the critical apparatus, allowing the collation

of witnesses. Thus, they might be examined in a parallel way, from a palaeographic

point of view. 

Even if born for the specific contest of the Digital Vercelli Book, EVT has also

been used to publish the digital edition of the Codice Pelavicino38 manuscript, dated

back to the 13th century, and by the Centre Virtuel de la Connaissance sur l'Europe

(CVCE)39, in order to create a framework for bilingual documents (French, English) of

the Western European Union (W.E.U.) in the 1954-1982 period. These collaborations

led to an enrichment of this tool with new features (Alzetta et al. 2016). 

In particular, the tool was implemented with:

➢ a list of all the entity names into the text;

➢ an internal searching engine;

➢ a method to add critical notes;

➢ a method to show all the information in the TEI Header, in <msDesc>, and in

37 TEI Guidelines. Chapter 12. Critical Apparatus 
      http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/TC.html 
38 Codice Pelavicino Digital Edition 
      http://labcd.humnet.unipi.it/ 
39 CVCE
      http://www.cvce.eu/ 
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<front> in a separate panel;

➢ a more flexible user interface that allows the configuration options in several

languages. 

The need to adapt it to different projects and, consequently, different kinds of

documents demonstrates the flexibility of this tool, and the possibility to expand it, in

order to be more suitable for different works (Armalesu et al. 2015).

Developed by Holmes at the University of Victoria in Canada with the same

purposes of EVT, the software Image Markup Tool offers an even simpler way to reach

the same outcome. It is an open source tool, whose main purpose is to enable an image-

text connection, and it will be taken into further consideration into the next subchapter.

3.2 Image-markup Tool (IMT)

The IMT software, thanks to a user-friendly interface, allows realising

rectangular sections of an image in an easy way and with a short time investment. It has

been used for the Digital Vercelli Book project, edited by Rosselli del Turco (2014). In

particular, one section of it, the diplomatic edition of folio 112r has been connected with

the facsimile of the image, in order to allow their parallel study. Another project that

used this tool for a text-image connection is Le Mariage sous l'Ancien Régime40, edited

by Carlin. Images are connected with some annotations, which might be displayed in

new windows. 

In order to better explain the results of using IMT, Figure 13 and Figure 14

represent respectively the text-image connection during the realisation process (Digital

Vercelli Book, Fig. 14), and after the Web publication (Le Mariage sous l'Ancient

Régime, Fig. 15).

40 http://mariage.unic.ca/ 
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Figure 14 – Vercelli Book, Folio 112r. Annotation through IMT

Figure 15– Le Mariage sous L'Ancien Régime. Annotations on the image

 The software enables the creation of an XML file, TEI-compliant that can be

used, in order to create HTML pages for the visualisation and the possible publication on
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the Web. The program will generate not only the stylesheet and the HTML page, but also

the mandatory Javascript code to create a text-image connection. 

Albeit it is a really efficient software, it presents some limitations. Firstly, it

supports the annotation of one single image; therefore, it is not possible to create a

document with the markup of the whole manuscript. Secondly, the produced TEI XML

files have to be implemented later with the ones related to the text transcription. In

conclusion, IMT should be integrated within advanced XML editor that supports also the

TEI standard; however, the possibility to help philologists in defining the image area to

connect with the text might be considered an important advantage and, therefore, it

deserves further consideration by the scientific community. 

I carried out the project of an Image-based edition, which is the goal of my

work, using this specific tool. The edition takes into account 36 notated manuscripts

belonging to the tradition of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia. 

I chose IMT since it gave me not only the possibility to praise manuscripts from

a palaeographic point of view, but also to create separated sections regarding the critical

edition and the critical apparatus of each poem. Lastly, it was a precious instrument to

study the neumatic notation on these witnesses. In fact, the possibility to connect each

neume to a brief description of it allows the user better understanding the role of the

music during the Middle Ages, while directly observing the notes on the original folio. 

In the following subchapter, I will provide a further explanation of how this

software works.

3.2.1 The Annotations

Image Markup Tool works with an annotations creation system, which allows

the scholar/user marking the image portion that has to be connected with the text. 

The process finds its starting point in the selection of an image in the .JPEG

format. Once chosen from an already saved one, this image will be displayed in the

main window of IMT, where it might be named on the upper part of the screen. At this

point, clicking on Annotations, it is possible to open the Annotation window.
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Annotations, displayed on the left-hand side of the new window, are the fulcrum of the

program, and each of them is made of three major sections: the Category, the

Annotation Title and finally the Annotation Text, shown in the lower part of the

window.

Figure 16 – IMT. Category creation

Once the user has created a category, he can also decide to personalise it in

choosing different shapes for the annotation sections, or in assigning different colours to

those shapes that will be then drawn on the image. The creation of categories allows

distinguishing between several sections, in which then the image will be marked. It is a

really convenient way to trace the work and to allow the user orientating easily among

annotations. In fact, in case of deeply analysed texts, they may also reach a high

number. 

After having created and personalised the category, the user has to assign a title

to it. The Annotation Title is the text that then will be shown on the top of each box

within the Web page in the HTML visualisation.

 The last section to fill up in the annotation window is the Annotation text. In this

part, it is possible to insert the real content of the annotation, which will be displayed

next to the image, by moving the mouse on it, in the HTML visualisation. This section
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allows one inserting also an already encoded XML file. 

For instance, taking into consideration Figure 16, one may imagine the work of

a hypothetical user, aiming at realising an edition of medieval manuscripts. In

particular, he may want to create a parallel between the lines of the original folio and

the ones of the diplomatic edition. For this purpose, he might choose to create the Line

Transcription category. It might be useful, in order to connect the text with the image

since it will show all the annotations regarding the palaeographic transcription of the

folio in question. Afterwards, the scholar might decide to assign the title Line 1/2/3/…

to those annotations regarding manuscript lines. Lastly, tit is also possible to insert a TEI-

compliant XML document within the Annotation Text section, as the one below:

______________________________________________________________________

<p>Tempus erat quo prima quies mortali<choice><abbr cert="high">b:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>egris</p>

_____________________________________________________________________________

This expedient is useful and it might be considered a great advantage of IMT. In

fact, it allows reusing already encoded files, while at the same time enabling the

software to gain all the useful information inserted in the markup language. In fact, IMT

will then create an XML document, showing all the information regarding the image-text

connection, using those XML inputs properly inserted within the Annotation Text section.

Once all the desired sections have been created and drawn on the image, it is

possible to save the final file. It is commendable to save it within a folder, where

the .JPEG image is easily retrievable, in order to ensure the connection with it. 

Within the saving process, IMT creates all the noteworthy files, in order to allow

the HTML visualisation. Moreover, the user can visualise the result of his work thanks to

the creation of a HTML preview. In this way, he may consider possible changing on the

file or just experiment how an IMT file will be displayed on the Web. By clicking on

Create Web View in the main Menu, an Internet page, in which the final file will be

displayed, will be opened.
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Figure 17 – IMT. Creating a Web view 

In case the user is satisfied with his work, he can then save the document. 

During this process, IMT will create a folder with eight different files. In fact, the

program will gather together the image, on which the user worked, an XSL and CSS

stylesheets, the HTML visualisation, the Javascript code, and finally the XML file. The

simplicity, with which all these operations are processed is incredible. This program,

thanks to its user-friendly interface, supports the user not only in easily creating a final

file but also in having the first visualisation of that one on the Internet. 

Figure 18, shows a folder sample, created by IMT.
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Figure 18 – Folder with all created files after having saved the IMT document

 IMT provides the user with all the necessary materials to enable the realisation

of a TEI-compliant document, which might be implemented or can implement an

already existing one; besides, it creates two different stylesheets, maybe the most

difficult part to realise for humanists. In fact, it guarantees the user independence during

the whole creation process, since it needs no web programming skills.

In conclusion, using IMT, the user might have immediate results; the tool might

be considered an example of how humanists can show their project in their final form in

an easy and complete way, without eliminating any of those important elements and

features characterising a scholarly edition. 

Of course, this software shows some limitations, and it is not comparable with

the work of a specialist in the Computer Science field, but it is useful for having

immediate outcomes, thanks to a user-friendly interface and a software able to create all

the useful languages for the Web visualisation. Besides that, the presence of XML files

ensures their use within other projects, or their modification through the creation of

other stylesheets, in order to provide the most suitable representation for the

philological project. 

This is the reason why I chose to work with it on my final project. In the

following subchapter, I will focus on the creation of my mage-based edition. I will take

as an example one of the 36 notated manuscripts recovered for the realisation of my

work, and through it I will consider all the categories created thanks to IMT, focusing
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also on the Web visualisation of the final work. The Web preview will be used in order

to analyse all the sections characterising my work and the advantages it can bring to this

field of studies.

3.3 Image-based Edition of Notated Manuscripts Belonging to the Carmina

Cantabrigiensia Tradition

The creation of an image-based digital edition of notated manuscripts finds its

starting point in both a high interest into the musical setting and in the wish to take

advantage of the possibilities offered by the digital domain in realising critical editions. 

The project began with a long research period, in which my aim was to collect

all those folii, belonging to the tradition of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia, in which

neumatic notation was added on manuscripts lines. The research was spread to several

European libraries, some of them provided with digitalised facsimile images or with

microfilms of the original manuscripts. 

After having collected all the recovered witnesses, they have been transcribed;

that was a first step for the creation of a diplomatic edition of each poem. Afterwards,

each transcribed text has been encoded through a XML TEI-compliant markup language.

The markup has been realised by means of <Oxygen/> XML editor41, which has been

a precious aid for the realisation of this project thanks to its user-friendly interface, and

a really efficient customer service, offering immediate and precise help in every step of

my work.

However, the goals of my project had to be modified and adjusted, in order to

match the real possibilities of outcomes. In fact, in a first time, I focused my attention

more on the possibility to reproduce the modern melodies of those medieval notes,

starting from the neumes written on the recovered witnesses, and to insert them within

the digital edition through mp3 audio files. I asked for professional help, and I was told

that, unfortunately, the adiastematic notation of those manuscripts gave no information

about the intervals between the notes and, consequently, the modern melody couldn't

41 https://www.oxygenxml.com 
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have been recovered starting from them. A possible alternative might have been to

collect later witnesses of a specific text, provided with a more modern notation,

characterised by tetragrams and clefs. Unfortunately, the latest manuscript that I found

during my research can be dated back to the 12th century and, albeit it shows more

complex notes, it is characterised only by one line and a not precise clef at the

beginning of each verse. 

For this reason, I soon understood that the melody recovery process was not

possible; therefore, I rather focused my attention on the possibility to praise the text-

image connection, in order both to present the diplomatic edition in parallel with the

original text, and also to provide at least a description of all the neumes in a way

enabling the user to directly see them on the facsimile image. 

Therefore, I decided to create an image-based edition, using the software IMT, a

complete instrument, affordable and easy to perform even for a not experienced user. In

fact, as already stated above, it is characterised by a user-friendly interface and it

allowed me easily realising my digital edition without further technical support.

In conclusion, the final aim of my project is to create a digital version of all

those notated manuscripts kept by several libraries spread in the whole European

continent. It should be a valid alternative to their direct consultation, in particular in

those cases of rare manuscripts or of codices difficult to consult. 

The user will be provided with the possibility to connect the text of the

diplomatic edition of each witness with the facsimile image of it, along with a

description of every neume found in its line. Other sections aim at showing a critical

edition of each poem, besides information about the text and the manuscript itself. The

edition has been provided also with a critical apparatus. It is made of two sections: a

Varia Lectio, shown whenever more than one witness handing down the same text has

been found, and a discursive philological commentary. It has been realised for each

poem, and it aims at presenting them in a more complete way, helping the user in a

historical and philological contextualisation. The main purpose of realising a

commentary of this kind might be found in the wish to overcome the traditional critical

apparatus, often difficult to consult for a more generic user, and unable to reach,

consequently, a wider audience. The work is then closed by a detailed bibliographic
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section.

3.3.1 The digital edition

In this subchapter, I would like to pay a deeper attention on the final realisation

of my digital edition, in particular on its Web visualisation enabled by the above-

mentioned Web view functionality of Image Markup Tool. 

As already stated above, this software does not allow to work on more than one

manuscript at the time; therefore, each Web page will deal only with one witness, and in

this case, with those passages of it containing neumatic notation. 

In order to show how this digital edition is displayed in its HTML visualisation, I

took into consideration the manuscript Mü clm 18059, which shows, on folio 184r, a

passage taken from the second book of Virgil's Aeneid. It deals with the lament of

Aeneas on the deceased body of Hector. The poem has been also handed down by the

Cambridge manuscript without musical notation on its lines, and by several other

witnesses presenting neumatic notation as in Mü. In fact, adiastematic neumatic

notation has been found on those lines characterised by a stronger pathos; that means on

the direct speech of Aeneas on the body of the deceased Hector. 

I chose this witness, in order to present the final result of my work because the

digitalised facsimile image, retrieved on the Website of the Staatsbibliothek of Munich,

is characterised by a high definition, so that not only the copyist writing but also the

neumatic notation on it is easy to read and to recognise. 

In this case, two sections of the folio, 184r A/B, have been merged together,

since the software does not allow magnifying the image. Therefore, the two sections

have been juxtaposed, in order to provide the user with an immediate representation and

to make the text-image connection easier. 

On the upper part of the screen the file name of the saved document, will be

displayed into a violet strip. The image, fulcrum of the edition, is located in the upper-

left side of the screen, while on the right-hand side the user might find a Menu with all

those categories created thanks to IMT. They are gathered under the menu called
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Annotations. The whole Menu might be moved through the whole screen, in order to

suit the users needs the best.

The Web View is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 – Web view - Image-based Edition 

Each element might be expanded and a new window will be displayed. That

might be also moved through the screen, enabling the user to have a personalised

desktop and to create his own reading path. 

After having created all the categories with IMT, the uploaded image has been

divided into section, in which annotations have been created. In fact, I realised a total

number of eight categories, which unfortunately is also the maximum allowed number.

All of them deal with important information regarding both the poem palaeographic and

textual features, taking into consideration also the description of the single neumes

found on the manuscript lines. 

Figure 20 below, shows the creation of the eight categories within the IMT, the

last step before realising a Web view.
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Figure 20 – IMT. Final categories connected with the image

The first category has the function of a Header, in which all the information

regarding the work in question are provided. By clicking on the category Digital

Edition, and then on Details from the Menu, a new window will be displayed, which

might be also moved throughout the screen. In this case, the user will find the name of

the work, its author, and the lines corresponding to the poem in question. Besides, one

can also retrieve information about the editor of the digital edition and the creation date

of it. Eventually, changes to the document have been reported in this section as well, in

order to provide a complete analysis. 

The content of the Header, as well as all the other contents of this digital edition,

has been encoded through an XML markup, inserted into IMT and presenting this kind of

structure:

______________________________________________________________________

<teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>
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                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                    <p> Last Change <date when="17-07-2016">July 17, 2016</date></p>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

</teiHeader>

Thanks to the possibility to use XML documents, the software can then process

them until their final Web visualisation, shown in the Figure 21 below. The Header

window has been specially located in the middle of the screen, in order to show the

possibility of personalisation offered by the software. The possibility to create a Web

view, without the necessity to publish the work or to create a Website for it, is a real

advantage of this software. That allows the scholar visualising immediately his own

work, in order to use this visualisation or to further modify it. 

Figure 21– Web view. The Header of the Digital Edition

The second section, instead, is focused on the manuscript description. All the
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information presented in it have been previously encoded through a TEI-compliant

markup. The TEI module used in this section is the <msDesc>, which provides

information about the witness repository and the settlement. 

Nevertheless, these are not the only information the user will be provided with.

In fact, a brief description of those features like the presence of neumatic notation or

glosses eventually found on its lines have been inserted in this section as well. Also in

this case, the user has to click on the category name and, afterwards, on Details, in order

to open the new window with all the information. 

The second section is represented in Figure 22.

Figure 22 – Web view. The Manuscript section

Its first part provides the user with information regarding the place, in which the

manuscript is kept (Staatsbibliothek of Munich), along with its siglum (Mü clm 18059)

and the century, to which the manuscript might be dated back (11 th century). The second

part of it, instead, is focused on a short and essential description of the witness. For this

manuscript, I decided to highlight the presence of glosses and neumatic notation on its

lines, since during the Middle Ages they were important elements. Added on often used

or read manuscripts, the presence of both of them is a proof of the important role that

this poem might have had during that period. In fact, the neumatic notation may concern

an orally or even sung performance of it. Considering the topic it deals with, one might

also assume that it has been notated on its most salient parts.
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The third section of my work might be considered the main core of an image-

based edition since it deals with the transcription of the lines composing the manuscript.

It has been realised through a text-image connection, using an IMT category. By

clicking on the line number from the Menu on the right, the user will be able not only to

open a new window, containing the palaeographic transcription of that line, but also to

compare it directly with the image, thanks to the possibility, offered by Image Markup

Tool, to highlight the correspondent line within the image. In fact, each verse will be

surrounded by a red rectangle, defined during the category creation process. The

manuscript line will be equivalent to the textual portion in the transcription box. In this

case as well, the window might be moved, so that the user can build his own reading

path strategy, placing side by side the transcription and the selected part of the image.

This possibility is shown in Figure 23. 

An important advantage of these digital works is the high level of interactivity

that they offer. Overcoming the traditional static nature of the printed page, the user can

now navigate in a new edition, in which he might be able to move in a more intuitive

and immediate way among all the elements the work is made of. The topic will be

further developed during the description of the critical apparatus chosen for this project.

Figure 23 – Web view. Line Transcription

The following category is focused on the description of the neumatic notation

presented by the manuscript. In the XML document, this part has been realised in a more
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discursive way, through the use of <musicNotation>, contained in the element

<msDesc>. On the contrary, the digital edition presents a short description of each

neume connected with the image thanks to blue little rectangles, which surround the

medieval notes. Within the Neumes Description Menu, it is possible to randomly choose

a musical note on the image; afterwards, this one will be underlined thanks to the blue

shape, settled during the creation of the category. A new window containing its

Unicode representation and its interpretation will appear on the screen. Therefore, as

already stated for the Line Transcription, the connection between the text and the image

is guaranteed by the highlighting of the neume within the image. That allows the user

comparing the musical sign with its description provided into the new window.

In Figure 24, the box showing information about the neume Podatus has been

moved and located under the sign on the image, in order to better allow the comparison

between them. A sign representing the anti-circumflex accent ( ˇ ) is provided in the

upper part of the window, followed by a brief description of this note, and its function

into the musical setting.

Figure 24 – Web view. Neumes Description

Since the neumatic notation gives no information about the interval between

notes, and it is also not spread for the whole length of the text, one cannot either retrieve
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modern notes nor state which kind of melody the manuscript was handing down. In this

case, it might be useful to take into account Ziolkowski's hypothesis (1998) regarding

the consideration of such manuscripts as teaching instruments, aiming at supporting

pupils and cantors during the melody learning process. According to the scholar, in fact,

the neumes on these codices might have been considered more as mnemonic tools,

through which students were able to retrieve an already learned pattern of melodies,

which had to be reiterated for the whole length of the text. Following this statement, one

can understand the reason why the melody has not been written on the whole text, but

only on some parts of it. It is also clear why neumatic notations of several witnesses,

handing down the same poem, share so many similarities.

The fifth section of my project is dedicated to the critical edition of each text

taken into consideration. By clicking on the Menu l ine Edition, and expanding it

through Details, a new window will be displayed. It presents, in its upper part, the

number of lines contained in this section. In this case, the edition deals with lines 268-

83 of the second book of Virgil's Aeneid. In the central part of this new window, one

can find the textual edition of the poem in question, provided with a transcription of the

musical notation found on its lines. Such edition is taken from already published critical

work, whereas the transcription of the melody is the result of my own work on these

poems. 

Finally, in the lower part of this section, the reference to the consulted critical

edition  is provided, giving all the useful information about the text. 

For this poem, it regards the work Carmina Cantabrigiensia, edited by Walther

Bulst (1950), providing also pages numbers, along with all the other editorial

information, as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 – Web view. Critical Edition

The digital edition is naturally provided also with a critical apparatus. As already

mentioned above, it is divided into two main sections: a proper and classical critical

apparatus, which contains the Varia Lectio, and a philological commentary. The main

difference among them concerns the presence of the former only for those manuscripts,

for which I was able to retrieve enough witnesses to study and analyse the textual

dissimilarities among them. In fact, since my edition deals with notated manuscripts

belonging to the tradition of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia, I was not able to recover all

the notated witnesses. Notwithstanding, I inserted them into a table, in Chapter I of this

work, in order to allow further analysis and developments of this topic. Besides that, it

is also important to consider how some poems have been handed down by the

Cambridge manuscript only, and therefore it is not possible to study the divergences

with another text. Therefore, not all texts have been provided with a critical apparatus.

On the other hand, each of them shows a philological commentary. 

The main purpose of this kind of commentary is to overcome the typical reading

difficulties that many users experience while consulting a classical critical apparatus. 

The aim of the critical apparatus is to signalise which variance has been chosen

and inserted into the critical text and which ones, instead, have been excluded. One may
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distinguish between two kinds of apparatus: the positive and the negative one. The

former, which is also the most used one, presents the accepted version and, after the

sign ], all those variances that have been rejected, signalising the manuscripts, in which

they have been found through their siglum. The latter kind, instead, does not

comprehend the witnesses of the accepted lessons. On the one hand, it could be a means

to save space within the page, but on the other hand, its consultation has been

considered complicated and, therefore, it is not commendable to be used into an

editorial process aiming at broader audiences.

However, thanks to the computer possibility to manage a large amount of

metadata, space problems do not concern new digital editions. Consequently, some of

these projects prefer the use of a more discursive critical apparatus, in order to better

contextualise the text in question within a broader tradition, providing some historical,

geographic and linguistic information about it. It would be commendable that the digital

interface provides the user with a section, in which an apparatus containing the Varia

Lectio, or other annotations are available for each witness of the tradition. 

As already experimented for the Ramusio Project (2015), a more discursive

commentary would not only make the textual understanding easier but would also be

hypothetically able to reach a broader audience. The addresses of this new kind of work

will be, therefore, not only experts in the field, but also generic users, interested in the

topic but provided with not enough information to be independent during the textual

analysis. Moreover, this kind of works, in particular those characterised by intuitive and

user-friendly interfaces, might also be used as an ancillary tool during the didactic

process, in order to bring students closer to this topic and to let them feel more

confident in studying medieval text, offering the possibility to compare dynamically

text and manuscript. That might be an important and interesting added features to a

classical critical edition. 

Of course, as first addressee would be considered the scientific community, and

all those scholars, who work hard at these projects, taking advantage of the new

possibilities given by the digital domain, in order to keep them always updated. 

Figure 26 a n d Figure 27 show two examples of critical apparatus and

philological commentary within my work. As already stated above, the chosen sample
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poem is ascribed into the Aeneid's tradition, in which other notated manuscripts have

been found during the research process. Therefore, a critical apparatus presenting the

Varia Lectio has been provided for this text.

Figure 26 – Web Preview. Critical Apparatus

The connection between the text contained in the apparatus and the

correspondent line within the image has been provided through a coloured rectangle. It

will be displayed on the image, while clicking on the line of interest from the Menu

located on the right-hand side of the screen. All the windows of this section might be

moved so that the user can compare even better the critical lesson with the original

manuscript folio. As already mentioned above, the critical apparatus is organised as a

Lectio Variorum, in which each lesson that is dissimilar in other witnesses of the

tradition is followed by the siglum of each manuscript showing that textual form. For

instance, the lesson lora tumentis is found in manuscripts Bu, Mü, Pa and Pa
1
, whereas

the variance lora tumentes in the witness Br, and finally the expression loratumentis in

codices Be, Na and Wo. 

The philological commentary, instead, is found in the seventh section and it will

be displayed by clicking on Textual Notes from the Menu under Philological

Commentary. Since it is organised in a discursive way, it is characterised by a longer

text in comparison with traditional apparatus. Its main goal is to describe the manuscript
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handing down the text, giving basic information as the possible composition date, the

place where it is kept, the work contained in it, and all the other manuscripts handing

the same text and showing neumatic notation on their lines. Afterwards, a brief

description of the text contained into the folio taken into consideration will be provided,

in order to allow the user better understanding its content. In the case of Mü clm

18059, the topic it deals with is rather important, since it might also explain the

presence of neumatic notation on it. 

Lastly, a conspicuous part of the commentary is devoted to the description of the

medieval melody found on the poem lines, comparing it also with other classical

excerpts taken from other Latin poets like Statius, Boethius or Horace. The description

of the neumes is not focused on the single musical notes, purpose of the section Neumes

Description, but on a general consideration of them. It focuses in particular on their

nature, providing a comparison with the ones of other witnesses of the same tradition

and, finally, on the hypothetical possibility to reconstruct a modern melody starting

from them.

Figure 27– Web Preview. Philological Commentary

In order to conclude the analysis of this digital image-based critical edition, it is

important to take into consideration the last part of it. It is devoted to a bibliographic

section, which gathers together all those references that were useful for the creation of

my project. 
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The need of bibliographic references has been identified by Bozzi (2006) as one

of the mandatory requirement of these new digital works. Therefore, my project is

provided with a Bibliography comprehending all such noteworthy publications

regarding the Carmina Cantabrigiensia and their tradition. Besides them, those works

regarding the role of neumatic notation and music during the Middle Ages have been

included in this section as well. The focus of interest regards classical manuscripts, a

conspicuous number of the ones recovered for this edition. 

T he Bibliography might be opened from the right-hand side Menu, and its

window might be move throughout the screen. 

The representation of this last section is represented in Figure 28.

Figure 28 – Web Preview. Bibliography

Eight and last section of my work, the bibliographic section closes the image-

based digital edition. 

The work has been primarily based on the facsimile image of each manuscript

collected during the research process, and on the possibility to connect this one with the

text. 

The whole project has been realised through a strict scientific methodology, and

all the information provided and the hypothesised theories about the role of the

melodies during the Middle Ages, in particular regarding classic manuscripts, find a

valid and wide documentation in studies carried out by important and well-known

scholars of this field. 
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In the same way, the digital representation of my work has been closely

supervised by experts; all these elements have the main role to ensure not only the

validity of my statements but also to guarantee the scientific value of this work.
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CONCLUSIONS

The aim of my work was to introduce the project of an image-based edition of

notated manuscript realised by using the software IMT. 

The analysis begins with the introduction of the Cambridge manuscript

containing the Carmina Cantabrigiensia. This poetical anthology, copied around the

11th century, was the starting point of my work since it contains two poems with

neumatic notation on their lines. Starting from them, in fact, my research was spread to

all those manuscripts, ascribed into the tradition of the Cambridge Songs, which were

provided with neumes on their verses. Therefore, the first chapter of this work has been

spent not only to introduce the sylloge but also to analyse, from a stylistic and linguistic

point of view, all witnesses taken into account for the realisation of my digital edition.

Even if philological commentaries have been provided only for the recovered leaves, all

the notated manuscripts have been inserted into a table, in order to allow further

analysis on this topic. 

The second chapter, instead, is focused on the theoretical aspects of Digital

Humanities. Starting from the New Philology, its main purpose is to explain the birth of

this new philological approach, providing examples of digital works to closer analyse

the three major representation models within the digital domain: the Hypertext, the

Encoded Model and the Database, with a focus on the role of Digital Libraries. The

chapter then has been concluded considering two important Italian digital editions, and

underlining their importance in this field of studies: the Ramusio Project (2015),

coordinated by Burgio, Buzzoni and Ghersetti, and the Corpus Rhythmorum (2007),

edited by Stella.

The last chapter is devoted to the introduction of my digital edition, considering

firstly international and Italian tools for the digital representation. Software as CTE, EPPT,

EVT and finally IMT, used for my image-based edition, have been accounted for their

major advantages, along with their limits, in realising such works. Afterwards, my

project has been considered in each section it is made of, in order to explain all its
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features. 

The goal of the introduction of the electronic calculator within the philological

field is to provide the user with a new kind of edition, which takes into account not only

the witnesses handing down the text, but also all the documented phases of its

composition process. 

By using IMT, I did not require technical support, since the software provides

the user with all the useful files for the Web visualisation. However, in most of the

cases, the description of the textual mouvance of medieval manuscripts, enabled by the

digital domain, is the outcome of the cooperation between philologists and Computer

Scientists. Notwithstanding, this collaborative work does not show only positive

aspects. In fact, sometimes scholars tend to take advantages of the new technologies,

without  considering those philological elements, which should be the core of a critical

edition. 

As a result, these new digital works are sometimes characterised more by

quantitative, rather than qualitative choices, trying to adapt the critical edition for the

electronic device and not vice versa. Without considering the computer limits and the

fundamental role of human intervention within these projects, the result is the

publishing of a digital edition, in which the critical part of it ends where, instead, it

should have begun. 

Surely, these works will be characterised by a high portability; they will be able

to process a large amount of data, and they will show innovative interfaces connecting

materials to each other through multimediality, or hypertextual representations.

However, on the other hand, they will probably show meagre critical apparatus, in

which an electronic calculator cannot replace the philologist work. Unfortunately, in

some cases, the new philologist seems more focused on realising countless windows

showing the endless mouvance of a medieval manuscript, or more interested in catching

all the possibilities offered by the digital domain, than focused on the critical aspects of

the new digital edition (Stussi 2006). 

Notwithstanding, it is also important to underline that this new way of editing,

whether realised in the proper way, has several advantages and it may be a useful tool,

whose spread is guaranteed by the Web itself. These digital works might be consulted
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by a high number of people, identified in the Web users. 

Digital editions may exit the niche, in which they have been located for a long

time and reach a broader audience, made of not only experts of the field, but also by

more generic users interested in the topic. 

Whether the creation of a digital edition is provided with software able to give

also a qualitative contribution to the editorial process, these works might be considered

as part of the Digital Computational Philology field (Bozzi 2006). 

They would be the result of a deep interaction among textual data, electronic

means and the scholar personal competence. During the realisation of these works, the

cooperation between the technical experts and the editor is unavoidable and noteworthy,

in order to create a final work coherent with the philological critical work. Nevertheless,

it is important to remember how the electronic means can also offer a potential and

constant check instrument, depriving the scholar iudicium of some of its subjectivity

(Bozzi 2006). 

The electronic software becomes, therefore, an integral part of the editorial

process, but in it order to be really useful, it should fulfil requirements. Bozzi (2006)

recognised them in some main features, regarding the transcription, the use of images,

their possible connection with the text and lastly the presence of bibliographic

references. 

Firstly, the scholar deals with the transcription, core of a digital edition, that has

to be realised in the most appropriate way, to be then encoded through a standardised

markup language, which in this moment may be recognised into the TEI model, mostly

used for humanities computing projects. The system, moreover, has to be provided with

a section to identify the Varia Lectio, in case of variances within the witnesses. The full

corpus of this section will then be the basis, upon which the editor may realise a critical

apparatus with all textual variances gathered together.

Another important point concerns the introduction of images within these works.

It should be commendable to use only digital images, realised by means of scanners of

photographic copies. The .JPEG format gained a solid predominance in the electronic

philology field since it allows reducing the space occupied by these files twenty times

more than other not-zipped file formats. As an international standard, it offers the
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possibility to guarantee the portability of the images and to promote their sharing among

different users worldwide. 

The software used to create a digital edition should give the opportunity to

connect witnesses in a comparative way, enabling a text-image parallel visualisation.

 The last fundamental element, which has to be present in a digital critical

edition, is the bibliographic section. In fact, each lesson inserted inside the apparatus

might have been already the focus of a previous analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to

provide the user with all the possible references about them, enabling a further analysis

on the text.

Following these statements, I tried to insert all these elements in my project, in

order to realise a complete image-based digital edition. My goal was to provide not only

an electronic visualisation tool for all those manuscripts difficult to consult but also a

valid instrument to analyse witnesses from a palaeographic, linguistic and critical point

of view. Outcomes have been achieved thanks to the possibility of an image-text

connection and an exhaustive philological commentary, able to reach broader audiences.

Using these kinds of digital works, a critical edition may offer a new way of

displaying old contents. 

In fact, what a digital edition might offer is anything but new; all the elements it

is made of have already been used for traditional printed ones during centuries. The real

novelty of these works is their possibility to deal with traditional topics in a totally

different and new way. 
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APPENDIX

Within this appendix are inserted all the xml files, regarding my digital edition, 

encoded through the TEI P5 standard and thanks to  <Oxygen/> XML editor.

Metadata

Gratuletur omnis caro, Christo nato domino - Bn VI 34

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Gratuletur omnis caro </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="10-12-2015"> December 10, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>
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                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Italian"> Biblioteca Capitolare </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Italian"> Benevento </settlement>

                    <idno> Bn VI 34 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Neumatic notation "in campo aperto". Neumatic notation dated back to the 

12th century. This kind of notation shows clefs and lines, upon which neumes are written. The 

geometrical signs are drawn with high precision, so that the melody is simpler to read in 

comparison with other neumes dated back between the IX and XI centuries. The presence of the

line allows establishing the pitch of the notes. That is typical of that neumatic notations, called 

diastematic, spread from the XI century. On the contrary, in the previous adiastematic notations 

there were no information about intervals between sounds. In this manuscript, medieval notes 

can be described as Benevento’s notation, recognisable by its gothic stroke. Its main 

characteristic is the high presence of liquescences. The phenomenon appears every time a two-

syllable articulation presents a liquid consonant on the last note of the group. As a result, the 

note loses half of its strength. The liquescence is drawn by cursive neumes with a shortening of 

their strokes.</p>

                </musicNotation>

                <notatedMusic>

                    <desc> A clear representation of the neumatic notation of the manuscript VI 34 has 

been realized by Rampi-Lattanzi in “Manuale di canto gregoriano”.</desc>

                    <ptr target="http://www.aiscgre.it/images/tavole/ben34.pdf"/>

                </notatedMusic>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>
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        <body>

            <leaf n="18r">

                <lg n="1" type="stanza">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Gratuletur omnis caro </head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Gr̍̄atu̇le̍tu̾r˸ omnis c̾aro <orig reg="Christo nato" 

resp="editor, W.B.">nato˸ ̍̄ <choice><abbr cert="high">x</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">Ch</expan></choice>pist̂o</orig>dom̂in̄o.</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="qui pro culpa protoplasti" resp="editor, 

W.B.">qu̇ia cu̍lpa p̍rato p̍lasti̇</orig>ca̍rnem nostr̄ám i̇ndui̇t.</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">u̇t sal̍̄uar̾e̍t<orig reg="quod" resp="editor, 

W.B.">qu̇os</orig>pl̇asm̾au̓it d̍ei sap̂ientia. ̍ </l>

                </lg>

            </leaf>        

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>    

Gratuletur omnis caro, Christo nato domino - Na IV G 68

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

     <teiHeader>

         <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Gratuletur omnis caro </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>
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                    </creation>

                    <date when="30-12-2015"> December 30, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <idno> Na IV G. 68 </idno>

                    <repository xml:lang="Italian"> Biblioteca Nazionale </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Italian"> Napoli </settlement>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript, dated back to 9th century, presents neumatic notation on the 

first stanza of the text. Its neumes are rather simple; in fact, one can notice most signs like 

Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Podatus or Pes. The first one describes a low note; otherwise, a 

Virga denotes a higher one. A Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one 

is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, 

in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent.

On the other hand, a Pes is used to show a group of two descending notes. The first one is a 

Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the anticircumflex 

accent. All these neumes are typical of an adiastematic notation, which spread during the IX 

century. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that this notation already shows a certain 

distinction in the height of notes. That could be a fist sign of the shift from an adiastematic 

notation to a diastematic one, which later will lead to modern musical notes. </p>

                </musicNotation>

                <figure>

                    <graphic url="Ms.%20IV%20G%2068,%20c.%20207r.JPG"/>

                </figure>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <p xml:id="edition"> Edition </p>

                <title xml:class="edition"> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>
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                <author xml:class="edauthor"> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950" id="eddate"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="207r">

                <lg n="1" type="stanza">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Gratuletur omnis caro </head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Gr̍atulétur omnis caro <orig reg="Christo nato" 

resp="editor, W.B.">na ̔to <choice><abbr cert="high">x</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">Ch</expan>risto</choice></orig>domino . ̃</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">qui pro culpa˺ protoplausti carném nostram̄ in̂duit̂ .</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">ut̄ saluaret quod plasmauit déi sapientia .</l>

                </lg>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Aurea personet lira clara modulamina - Reg. Lat. 586

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aurea personet lira clara modulamina </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>
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                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="03-12-2015"> December 3, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Italian"> Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Italian"> Città del Vaticano </settlement>

                    <idno> Reg. lat. 586 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Neumatic notation, “in campo aperto”, dated back to the 11th century. This 

manuscript is an example of Italian notation. Its neumes are rather simple, with a large use of 

signs like Punctum, Virga, Pes and Clivis. The first neume, Punctum, is found in isolation and it

describes a low note, in opposition to the Virga, which is a higher one. The neume called Pes or 

Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from

the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. On the 

contrary, the sign called Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a 

Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. 

These four elements (Punctum, Virga, Podatus and Clivis) are the simplest neumes and they can

be found in a large number of manuscript of the X-XI centuries. In this case, the notation seems 

to be coeval with the text of the manuscript. This kind of neumatic notation is called 

adiastematic, because one can retrieve no information about the interval between two sounds. 

This is the reason why it is not possible to recover the melody. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>
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                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="82r">

                <head xml:lang="Latin">Aurea personet lira clara modulamina</head>

                <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"> Auréa<choice> <abbr cert="high">ϼ ̂ </abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice> sonét lira <orig reg="clara 

modulamina" resp="editor, W.B."> claramodulamina̍</orig> </l>

                <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"> Siple̍x co̍rda sit éxté̅sa uoce qui̇ndenaria̍</l>

                <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"> Pri̇m <choice> <abbr cert="high"> u</abbr> <expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B."> um</expan></choice> son<choice> <abbr cert="high"> 

u</abbr> <expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B."> um</expan></choice> mese r̂eddat legè 

y̍pod̂orica̍ .</l>

                <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="philomele" resp="editor, 

W.B.">F́iloméne</orig>dém̍<choice> <abbr cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B."> us</expan></choice> la̍udes <orig reg="in uoce" resp="editor, W.B.">in 

uoce</orig> organica̍</l>

                <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg=" Dulce melos" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Dulcémélos</orig>décanta̍ntes sicut docét mu̇sica̍</l>

                <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Siné cui̇us art̂e̍ uera <orig reg="nulla ualent" 

resp="editor, W.B.">nuli̇aualént </orig>cant̆ica̍</l>

                <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Cum telluris" resp="editor, 

W.B."><choice><abbr cert="high">Cu̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">cum</expan></choice>téllu̇ris</orig>uere<orig reg="nouo" resp="editor, 

W.B.">noua</orig><choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̇ </abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>ducun <choice><abbr cert="high"> t  ̄̚</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B."> tur</expan></choice>germina </l>

                <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Nemorosa̍ <orig reg="circumcirca" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">circ<choice><abbr cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice> circ̃a</orig> frondescunt et brachia</l>

                <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Flagrat odor" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Flagratodor</orig>q́u<choice><abbr cert="high">a</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>su̍auis fl̍orida<orig reg="per gramina" resp="editor, 

W.B."><choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ̂ </abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">per</expan> </choice>gramina</orig></l>

                <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hilarescit" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Ilaréscit</orig><orig reg="philomela" resp="editor, W.B.">filomena</orig>du̇lcis<orig 

reg="uocis conscia" resp="editor, W.B.">uoci̇sco̍sci̍a</orig></l>

                <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Et extendens modulando</l>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Magnus Cesar Otto - Aug. 8° 56.10

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Magnus cesar Otto </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="28-11-2015"> November 28, 2015</date>
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                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Herzog August Bibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Wolfenbüttel </settlement>

                    <idno> Aug. 8° 56.10 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The neumatic notation located on the first stanza of this political text seems to 

be coeval to the text, on which it was written. The focus of this text is to celebrate the virtues of 

Otto I, Otto II and Otto III. The neumes used are simple. One can just note signs as Punctum, 

Virga and Clivis. All these neumes are typical of an adiastematic musical notation, which 

coincides with the origin of this manuscript, dated back to the 10th century. In that kind of 

notation, Punctum describes a low note, while Virga a higher one and finally Clivis represents a 

group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the 

group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this

neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. The place in which this notation was realized 

is not clear but, according to shapes and typology of neumes, it could be ascribe to St. Gallen’s 

monastery. Lastly, it is important to notice that only the first stanza presents notation, while on 

the remnant text there are no neumes. A notated incipit was a very popular mnemonic tool used 

by chantors during the Middle Age, in order to remember an already known melody. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Wanther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>
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    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="62v">

                <head xml:lang="Latin"> Magnus cesar Otto </head>

                <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"> Magnus cesar Otto </l>

                <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"> qu<choice> <abbr cert="high">e</abbr> <expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice> hic modus refert</l>

                <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"> in nominé</l>

                <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"> ottinc dict <choice> <abbr cert="high">ˀ́ </abbr> <expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">us</expan></choice></l>

                <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">quad<choice> <abbr cert="high"> ã</abbr> <expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B."> am </expan></choice> nocté: </l>

                <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="somno membra" resp="editor, 

W.B.">mémbr̄a sua</orig> </l>

                <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"> dum collocat</l>

                <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="palatium" resp="editor, 

W.B.">palati̇o</orig></l>

                <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">casu su̇bito</l>

                <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">inflama <choice> <abbr cert="high">t<̃/abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">tur</expan></choice></l>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Audax es, vir iuvenis - Par. Lat. 1928

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Audax es uir iuuenis </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>
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                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="03-12-2015"> December 3, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 1928 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Neumatic notation coeval with the manuscript and dated back to the 10th 

century. The adiastematic nature of this kind of neumes does not allow one to retrieve the 

melody and to transpose it into modern notes. The signs used in order to notate the incipit of 

that text are simple, as Punctum, Virga and Clivis. Punctum describes a low note, while Virga a 

higher one and finally Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a 

Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. 

Two main characteristics of this notation have to be noticed. Firstly, some neumes are more 

distressed than the text of the manuscript and sometimes they are almost illegible. That could be

a proof of the intense use of this text. Secondly, neumes are not present on the whole text, but 

only the incipit is notated. In fact, notated incipit were a common mnemonic tool used by 

chantors during the Middle Age to recover the melody. Neumes on the first text lines should 

have been an input from which retrieve the whole melody. For that reason, it is common to find 

manuscripts with a few notated lines. </p>
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                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="170v">

                <head xml:lang="Latin"> Audax es uir iuuenis</head>

                <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Audax : és uir iuue̍ni̍s </l>

                <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">dum ferue̍t c̍aro mo̍bilis .</l>

                <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">au̍dactér agis pe̍rpera̍m</l>

                <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">t̍ua membra<orig reg="coinquinas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">coi̍nqu̍inans</orig></l>

                <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">at̄ende homo .<orig reg="quia puluis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">˹quia̍pu̍luis</orig>e͛s</l>

                <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">et<orig reg="in puluerem" resp="editor, W.B."> 

in̍pulu̇erém</orig> reuer̆tͤeris <add hand="copiyst">at ten̂de̾ homo.</add></l>

                <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"> Br̄é́ué est tempus iuuenis .</l>

                <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">considera quod morieris</l>

                <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="uenitque" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ueniet</orig>dies ultimus</l>

                <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">et perdes flores. optimos</l>

                <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Adtende" resp="editor, W.B.">at ten 

de</orig>homo.</l>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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Iam dulcis amica uenito - Par. Lat. 1118

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Iam dulcis amica uenito </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="03-12-2015"> December 3, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 1118 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript is dated back to the 11th century and presents a particular kind

of neumes that have to be ascribe to the Aquitaine notation. Also called “point notation”, its 

main characteristics are the rounded shape of their signs and the possibility to retrieve 

information about intervals between two sounds. That bears witness to the shift between an 
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adiastematic notation to a diastematic one. A crucial moment, which will lead to the 

development of modern notes. The neumatic notation of this manuscript is very clear even 

without the use of clefs or lines; it is made up of single neumes, as Punctum Virga and Clivis 

and more complicated ones, as Porrectus and Quilisma. In order to describe these signs, one can

take into consideration firstly the simplest ones. Punctum describes a low note, while Virga a 

higher one and Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, 

which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to 

make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. On the 

other hand, Porrectus describes the union of three notes, in which the middle one is lower than 

the other two. Porrectus represents three notes: the first one is located where the line begins and 

it is generally the highest one, while the second note is located where the line ends and it’s a 

low note. The third one is bound to the second through a vertical line. One can interpret this 

note as a melodic pitch. Lastly, Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and for that 

reason it is never found alone. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="247v">

                <head xml:lang="Latin">Iam dulcis amica uenito</head>

                <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Iam dulcis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Ia̍mdu̍lc̍is</orig> a̍mi̍ca̍ u̍eni˸to</l>

                <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="quam sicut" resp="editor, 

W.B.">qua̍msi̍cu̍t</orig> <orig reg="cor meum" resp="editor, 

W.B.">c̍orme̍um̍</orig>di̍li̍g̍o</l>

                <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">in̍t̍ra <orig reg="in cubiculum" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">i̍ncu̍b̍i͂cu̍lu̍m</orig>m̍eu̍m</l>

                <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">orna̍ment̍is c̍u͂n̂cti̍s or̍n̍atu̍m</l>

                <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Ib́i sunt sedi˸li̇a̍ st˸rata</l>

                <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="atque" resp="editor, 

W.B.">a̍bsque</orig>u̍el̍is domu̍s <orig reg="parata" resp="editor, W.B.">orn̍ata̍</orig></l>

                <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">fl̍or̍es<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice><orig reg="in domo" resp="editor, 

W.B.">indo̍m̃o</orig>spa̍rgunt̍ur</l>

                <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="herbeque" resp="editor, 

W.B.">herbo̍qu̍e</orig>fla̍gr̍ant̍es mi̍sc̍ent̍ur</l>

                <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Es̍t ibi̍ mensa̍<orig reg="apposita" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ad̍po˸si̍ta̍</orig></l>

                <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">un̍iuer̍sis ci̇bi̍s<orig reg="honusta" resp="editor, 

W.B.">or̍n̍at̍a</orig></l>

                <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">i̍bi̍ cla̍ r̃u̍m ui̍n̍u̇m <orig reg="habundat" resp="editor, 

W.B.">a̍bunda̍t</orig></l>

                <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">et qu̍icquid t̍e <orig reg="cara" resp="editor, 

W.B.">kara</orig><orgi reg="delectat" resp="editor, W.B.">de̍le̍cta̍nt</orgi></l>

                <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Ib̍i so̍na̍nt du˸lc̍es <orig reg="simphonie" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ar̍m˸on̍ia̍e</orig></l>

                <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">in̍fl̂ant̍ur et alti̍us ti̍bi̇e̍</l>

                <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">ib̍i̍ pu̍er̄ et d́octá p̍uella̍</l>

                <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="canunt" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ca̍nt̍ant</orig><orig reg="tibi" resp="editor, W.B.">i̍bi̍</orig>ca̍n̂tic̄à pulchra</l>

                <l n="17" xml:lang="Latin">Hic cum ple̍ct̍ro<orig reg="citharam" resp="editor, 

W.B.">cy˸tha̍ram̍</orig><add place="superlinear" hand="copiyst">tan̂gi̇t</add></l>

                <l n="18" xml:lang="Latin">il̍la m̍el̍os cum <orig reg="lira" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ly̍r̍a</orig>pa̍ng̍it</l>

                <l n="19" xml:lang="Latin">po̍rtan̍tq̃ue m̍i̇nistŕi patera̍s</l>

                <l n="20" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="diuersis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">u̍n̍iuers̍is</orig>po̍c͛uli̍s ple̍na̍s</l>

                <l n="21" xml:lang="Latin">Eg̍o fui̍ so˸la<orig reg="in silua" resp="editor, 

W.B.">insi˸lu̍a</orig>e̍t dile̍xi l̍oca̍ sec̍reta̍</l>

            </leaf>
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        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

    

Iam dulcis amica uenito – Wi Ms 116

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Iam dulcis amica uenito </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="04-12-2015"> December 4, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Österreichische Nationalbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Wien </settlement>

                    <idno> ms 116 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>
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                    <p> Neumatic notation coeval to the manuscript and for that reason dated back to 

the 10th century. In that case, the notation is extended on the whole text. The manuscript in 

question exhibits an adiastematic notation characterized by simple signs as Punctum, Virga and 

Clivis. Punctum describes a low note, while Virga a higher one and Clivis represents a group of 

two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound 

to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is 

written thanks to the circumflex accent. Shapes and typology of these neumes can ascribe them 

to St. Gallen’s monastery, where a large part of manuscript were notated. Unfortunately, it is not

possible to retrieve the melody because of the adiastematic nature of this neumatic notation. 

</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="157v">

                <head xml:lang="Latin"> Iam dulcis amica uenito </head>

                <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Iam dulcis amica uenito</l>

                <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">qu <choice><abbr cert="high">â</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>sicut cor méum dili̇go</l>

                <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">intra in cubicul<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>mé<choice><abbr cert="high">ú<expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></abbr></choice></l>

                <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">ornam̂entis cuncti̍s <orig reg="ornamentis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">onustú</orig></l>

                <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Ib́i su̇nt sedilia strata</l>
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                <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="atque" resp="editor, W.B.">et</orig><orig 

reg="uelis domus parata" resp="editor, W.B.">domus ǔelisornata</orig></l>

                <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">florés<choice><abbr cert="high">q́.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>in domo sparguntúr</l>

                <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">hérbé<choice><abbr cert="high">q́.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice><orig reg="flagrantes" resp="editor, 

W.B.">flaglantes</orig>miscéntur</l>

                <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Est ibi ménsa apposita</l>

                <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">uniu̍ersis cibis onusta .</l>

                <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">ib́i clarum uin<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>habundat .</l>

                <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">ét<orig reg="quicquid" resp="editor, W.B.">q̔uie 

quid</orig>te cara déléctat</l>

                <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Ib́i sonant dulcés sẏmphonié</l>

                <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">inflantúr ét altius <orig reg="tibie" resp="editor, 

W.B.">tybi̇e </orig> .</l>

                <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">ibi puér<orig reg="et docta" resp="editor, W.B.">doctu̍s

ét</orig>puélla</l>

                <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="canunt tibi cantica pulchra" 

resp="editor">pangut tíb́i ̕carmina bélla</orig></l>

                <l n="17" xml:lang="Latin">Hic c<choice><abbr cert="high">û</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>pléctro<orig reg="citharam" 

resp="editor, W.B.">cythara </orig>tángit .</l>

                <l n="18" xml:lang="Latin">illa melos cum<orig reg="lira" resp="editor, 

W.B.">lyra</orig> pangit .</l>

                <l n="19" xml:lang="Latin">portant<choice><abbr cert="high">q́.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>ministri̇ patéras</l>

                <l n="20" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="diuersis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">piguitans</orig>pocu̇lis plénas</l>

                <l n="21" xml:lang="Latin">Non me iuuat tant<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>conuiui<choice><abbr cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>
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                <l n="22" xml:lang="Latin">q́uant<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice><orig reg="predulce" resp="editor, 

W.B."><choice><abbr cert="high">ṕ̄</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pre</expan></choice>dulcé</orig>co̕ lloqui<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>

                <l n="23" xml:lang="Latin">nec̍ rérum tantar<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice><orig 

reg="ubertas" resp="editor, W.B.">ub ortas</orig>ut<orig reg="cara" resp="editor, 

W.B.">dilecta</orig>familiaritas</l>

                <l n="24" xml:lang="Latin">Iam nunc ueni soror électa .</l>

                <l n="25" xml:lang="Latin">et<choice><abbr cert="high">ṕ̄</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pre</expan></choice>cunctis mihi dilectá .</l>

                <l n="26" xml:lang="Latin">lux <orig reg="mee clara" resp="editor, W.B.">méa 

clari̇</orig>pupillé .</l>

                <l n="27" xml:lang="Latin">pars<choice><abbr cert="high">q́.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>maior anima méa</l>

                <l n="28" xml:lang="Latin">Ego fu̇i sola in silua</l>

                <l n="29" xml:lang="Latin">et diléxi loca secréta˸</l>

            </leaf>

           </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

    

Quisquis dolosis antiqui – Ca U.L Gg. 5.35

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Quisquis dolosis antiqui </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>
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                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="08-12-2015"> December 8, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Englis"> Cambridge University Library </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="English"> Cambridge </settlement>

                    <idno> Ca U.L Gg.5.35 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript Ca U.L. Gg.5.35 of Cambridge might be dated back to the 

11th century. It shows neumatic notation “in campo aperto” on two of its leaves: 439r and 441v.

That neumatic notation comes from England and it has an adiastematic nature. For this reason, it

does not allow us to reconstruct the original melody. In comparison with other manuscripts 

dated back to the same period and provided with neumatic notation, one can notice that the 

neumes in Ca are extremely simplified. In particular, on leaf 439r, the only two signs to be seen 

are Punctum and Virga. The first one describes a low note, whereas the second one depicts a 

higher one. Considering those, it is easy to regard this kind of notation as based on accents and 

thereby unable to provide for information about intervals between notes or about their height. 

</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>
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                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="439r">

                <lg n="1a" type="stanza">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Quisquis dolosis antiqui</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Qu̍isqu̍is do̍lo̍ro̍r a̍nt̍iqui</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">ci̍rc<choice><abbr cert="high">u̍</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>ue̍ntu̍s fraudˊi<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">i̍ni̍mi̍ci .</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"><choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>funditat<́choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice>ma̍gn̍orum</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">incautus in̍cu̍rre̍rit </l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">peccatorum</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">hoc̍ séquenti̍ c<choice><abbr 

cert="high">o̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">om</expan></choice>monitu̇s</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">e̍xemplo̍ si̍t</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">merens ne dés<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor,W.B.">per</expan></choice>et 

pe̍ni̇tu̍s</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">se̍d co̍n/ fisu̍s. in <choice><abbr 

cert="high">dn̍̄o</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">domino</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">libera̍ri posse spéret</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Uel mort̍u̇<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>si 
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pénitet</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="ex inferno" resp="editor, 

W.B.">exinférno.</orig></l>

                </lg>

                <lg n="1b" type="stanza">

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Cesarie urbis ciuis </l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"> <choice><abbr cert="high">p</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>terius locuples </l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">ualde nimis</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">unicam habuit gnatam</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">sacro uelamini</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">destinat<choice><abbr cert="high">a̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><choice><abbr cert="high">p</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>pius inqu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">a̅:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">am</expan></choice>seruulus</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">inclicitis</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">infl<choice><abbr cert="high">a̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>mat <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">us</expan></choice><choice><abbr cert="high">÷</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">est</expan></choice>ardori<choice><abbr cert="high">b:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">cuius uinclo coniugii </l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">se non posse cernens iungi</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">auxili<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>agressus est</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">malefici.</l>

                </lg>    

                <lg n="2a" type="stanza">

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">A quo praui</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">su̇scepta sce̍du̍la̍ nu̍nc̄ii</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">défére̍nda de̍moni</l>
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                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">iu̇ssit<orig reg="eam" resp="editor, 

W.B.">e̍<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>̍</orig></l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">noct̍e ceca̍ su̍pra ge̍ntil<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">re̍ci̍tar̍e tumb̍<choice><abbr 

cert="high">a</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>.</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">iu̇uenis statim pa̍ru̇i̇t</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">démonu̍m ét ecce</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">sibi̍ ag<choice><abbr cert="high">ṁ̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">men</expan></choice>apparuit</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">qui auditis clamori<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">infélicis sécu ill<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="adduxerant" resp="editor, 

W.B.">addu̍xe̍rat</orig>ad princip<choice><abbr cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin"><choice><abbr cert="high">p̃</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor,W.B.">pra</expan></choice>uitatis.</l>

                </lg>

                <lg n="2b" type="stanza">

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Cui inuisi </l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">datis commercii</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">li <choice><abbr cert="high"> t̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">ter</expan></choice>is</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">a malefico missis </l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">it<choice><abbr cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>sui</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">causa aduent<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">us</expan></choice>expositis</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">amoris<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>furiis</l>
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                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="protimus" resp="editor, 

W.B."><choice><abbr cert="high">p</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>timus</orig>fit discussio </l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg=" de fidei" resp="editor, 

W.B.">defide</orig><choice><abbr cert="high">xpi</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Christi</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">ac baptismi repudio</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">iube<choice><abbr cert="high">tˀ</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">tur</expan></choice><choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que"></expan></choice><orig 

reg="de singulis" resp="editor, W.B.">desingulis</orig></l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">abrenuntiatonis</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">manuscript<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>efficere</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin"><choice><abbr cert="high">ï </abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">quod</expan></choice>effecit.</l>

                </lg>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>    

O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago - Cod. Bod. 154 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>
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                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="04-12-2015"> December 4, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="English"> Foundation Martin Bodmer </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="English"> Cologny </settlement>

                    <idno> Cod. Bodmer 154 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript shows adiastematic neumatic notation on the whole extension 

of the text, on which it was written. In comparison with the ink used to write the text, one can 

notice how that notation is written using a different one. That can be a proof of a later 

inscription of neumes on this text. The signs used are simple. In fact, one can note Puntum, 

Virga, Clivis and Pes (this one used only twice in the text) as the most frequent neumes of this 

manuscript. Considering them, one can describe a Punctum as a low note, while Virga as a 

higher one. Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is 

the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a 

unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. On the contrary, a

Pes is used to describe a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the 

higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a 

unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. It is important to 

notice how the last lines of that manuscript show more faded neumes, while the first ones 

present traced sings. One possible explanation could be the necessity to use neumatic notations 

to remember particular parts of a melody. According with that theory, chantors could have 

traced the first neumes in order to remember their melody. As a result, the first lines show better
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preserved neumes. Another theory suggests that faded neumes could be the result of an intense 

use of the manuscript and its notation. That might be the reason why some parts of it have been 

rewritten with different ink. This neumatic notation is inscribed in the German tradition and 

come from the west side of that country </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="46v">

                <div n="V" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O mih́i désérté natór <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>d́u̇lcis 

i̇mago</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Archemore" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Alchemore</orig>o rér<choice><abbr cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>et patrié solam̍en adepté</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Seruitíi<choice><abbr cert="high">q́:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>d̂écus . qui té méa gaudia sontes</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Extinx́er̄é d́ei modo quém di̇gréssa réliqui</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Lasciu̇<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>e <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>no 

uexantem̄ grámina cursu</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Heu ubi siderei uultus ub́i uerba li̇gatis</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Imperfecta" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">Inperfecta</orig>sonis ri̇sú̇s<choice><abbr cert="high">q́:</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>et murmurà sol̂i</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Intellecta mihi . q̀uotíés tibi̇<orig reg="Lemnon" 

resp="editor, W.B.">lenon</orig>et Argos</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Sueta loqui et lon̍ga som̄n<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>suadére 

querela</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>              

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

O mihi deserte dulcis imago - Mü clm 6396

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="04-12-2015"> December 4, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>
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        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Bayerische Staatsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> München </settlement>

                    <idno> Mü clm 6396 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript, dated back to the 10th century, shows an adiastematic 

neumatic notation, coming from southern Germany and belonging, in particular, to St. Gallen 

monastery. That kind of notation spread all over the European continent during the that century. 

The neumes showed by this manuscript are rather simple. One can find Puntum, Virga, Clivis 

and Pedatus or Pes as the most common signs. Although there are few of them, also neumes that

are more complex are present: Climacus and Quilisma. One can describe a Punctum as a low 

note, while Virga as a higher one. Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first 

one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a 

stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex

accent. On the contrary, a Pes is used to describe a group of two descending notes. The first one 

is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, 

in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent.

Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a 

Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two 

Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. On the 

contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume. Lastly, Quilisma is a note 

used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone.</p>

                </musicNotation>

                <notatedMusic>

                    <desc>A clear representation of the neumes usually used by the St. Gallen notation 

is provided by the AISCG (Associazione internazionale Studi di Canto Gregoriano)</desc>

                    <ptr target="http://www.aiscgre.it/images/tavole/sangallo.pdf"/>

                </notatedMusic>    

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>
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                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="53v">

                <div n="V" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O ̇ mihi desérté . nator<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>d́u˸lcis 

imago</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Archemoré. o rer<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>et patriaé 

sola˸ḿ̆<orig reg="adempte" resp="editor, W.B.">ad éptae</orig></l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Seruitii<choice><abbr cert="high">q̌.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>d́e˸cus. qui té méa gaudia sontés </l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Extinxé˸ré dei .   ̃modo qu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>di̇gréssa 

reli̇qui</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Lȧ̍sci˸u̍<choice><abbr cert="high">u̇</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>. et <choice><abbr cert="high"> 

ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor,W.B.">pro</expan>></choice>no 

uexant<choice><abbr cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice>gra˸mina cursu.</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">H́é˸u˸ ̂ u̇bi sidérei uultu̍́s. u̇bi uerba˸ li̇gatis</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Imperfecta" resp="editor, 

W.B.">In<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">per</expan></choice>fé˸cta</orig> soni̇s . risus<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>. et ́

mu̇rmu̇ra soli˸</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Intéllécta mi̇hi̇ quoti̇éns tibi Lémnon et Argos</l>
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                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Suéta loqui̇ et ̃longa somn<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ǔ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>su̇aderé 

querela.  ̃</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

O mihi deserte dulcis imago - Par. Lat. 8051

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="04-12-2015"> December 4, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>
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                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 8051 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript in question shows neumatic notation “in campo aperto”, which

does not allow us to retrieve the melody from its sings, because of the adiastematic nature of 

this kind of notation. It comes from northern France and it is inscribed in the tradition of French 

notations. As one can note, the melody is present all over the manuscript’s text.  The majority of

used neumes are simple, as Punctum, Virga and Civis. There are few examples of more 

complex ones as Porrectus and Climacus. In order to describe them all, one can start with the 

simplest ones. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, 

Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher 

element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. 

In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. Than one might take into 

account the more complex neumes. Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. 

This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and 

the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is 

considered as a transaction neume. On the contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign 

in this neume. Porrectus represents three notes: the first one is located where the line begins and

it is generally the highest one, while the second note is located where the line ends and it’s a 

low note. The third one is bound to the second through a vertical line. One can interpret this 

note as a melodic pitch. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>
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            <leaf n="22v">

                <div n="V" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O m̍ih̍i de̍serte̍ na̍tor<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>du̍lc̍is 

i̍m̍ag̍o</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ar̂chemo̍re̍ o̍. rer̍<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>et pa̍trie̍ 

s̍ola̍˸me̍n adem̂pt̍e</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Se̍ru̍it̍i̍i<choice><abbr cert="high">q̍.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>decu̍s qu̍̇i̍ te̍ m̍ea̍˸ ga͛udia so͛nt̍es</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Ex̍ti̍nx̍er̍e dei̍ mo̍do̍ qu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp=" editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>di̍gr̍˸e͛ssa 

réli̍qui</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">La͛sciu̍<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>e̍t<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>n̍o

uexa̍nt̍<choice><abbr cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice>g͛ram̍ina cu̍̕rsu̇ .</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">H˸e̍˸u ubi̍ siderei̍ uultu̍˸s u̇bi ue͛rb́a˸ li̇gat̍is</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Imperfecta" resp="editor, W.B.">Inϼ̍fec͛ta̍ 

</orig>son̍is. ri̇su̍s<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>et mu͛rm̍ura soli</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">In̍te̍lle͛ct̍a mi̍hi̍ ̇ quot̍ien̍s ti̍bi L<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice> et Argo̍s 

</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Su˸e̍ta̍ lo̍qu̍i et longa so̍m̍n̂<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>sua̍de̍˸r̍e 

qu̍er̍el̍a</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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O mihi deserte dulcis imago - Par. Lat. 10317

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Frech"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 10317 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript, dated back to the 10th century, shows neumatic notation “in 

campo aperto” over all the text of this poem. The adiastematic nature of that notation fits into 

the traditional musical notation spread between 9th and 11th  centuries, but it does not allow to 

retrieve the melody from its notes. This notation is characterized by the alternation between 
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simple signs, as Puntum, Virga and Clivis with more complex ones, as Porrectus and Climacus. 

In order to describe them, one can take into consideration firstly the simplest ones. Punctum 

describes a low note, while Virga a higher one and Clivis represents a group of two descending 

notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second 

one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to 

the circumflex accent. Secondly, one can consider the more complex neumes. Porrectus 

represents three notes: the first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the 

highest one, while the second note is located where the line ends and it’s a low note. The third 

one is bound to the second through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch.

Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a 

Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two 

Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. On the 

contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume.  </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="62r">

                <div n="V" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O m̃ihi <orig reg="deserte" resp="editor, 

W.B.">deser̂tá</orig>n̍atór <choice><abbr cert="high">ú</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>dulci̇s imago</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ar̂chemore o  ̃re̍r <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>ét patr̂ie 

sola<choice><abbr cert="high">ḿ̄˸</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">men</expan></choice>ad́̂empté</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Serui̇́ti̇i<choice><abbr cert="high">q̂.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice><orig reg="decus" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ducus</orig>. qui té me̍a gaudi̇a sontes</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Ex́tinxérê<orig reg="dei" resp="editor, 

W.B.">düi˸</orig>m̆odo que<choice><abbr cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">e̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>d́i̇gressa̍ reliqui</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Lasciu<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>.et <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>no 

uéxan̂t<́choice><abbr cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice>grami̇na cu̍rsu̍ ̄  .</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"> ́ ́ ́˸ ̄ ̂́ Heu ubi sidér̍ei uult <choice><abbr cert="high">ˀ́ 

</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">us</expan></choice>. ubi uerba li̇gatis</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Imperfecta" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Inperfe͛cta</orig>sonis . ri̇sus<choice><abbr cert="high">q́̇:</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>ét murmura s̍oli̇</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Intelle͛cta˸ m̂ihi̇. q̃uotíens tíbi Lémnon et Argos </l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Sueta" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Suo˸ta</orig>loqui .ét longa somn<choice><abbr cert="high">ǔ</abbr><exoan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</exoan></choice>˸suade͛re qúerela ̂  ́ ̇ ˸ ́ ˸ ̇ ̌ </l>  

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

O mihi deserte dulcis imago - Par. Lat. 13046

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>
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                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="04-12-2015"> December 4, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Frech"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 13046 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript is dated back to the 10th century and it presents neumatic 

notation all over extension of its text. That kind of notation inscribes into the French tradition 

and in fact, it comes from northern part of the country. Its notation is characterized by a large 

variety of neumes. In fact, on one hand one can find simple sings as Punctum, Virga, Clivis and 

Pes or Podatus on the other hand there are more complex ones al Climacus, Scandicus, 

Porrectus and Quilisma. In order to describe them all, one can start from the simplest ones. 

Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a 

group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the 

group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this

neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. On the contrary, Pes or Podatus represents a 

group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from the union of 

Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. Taking into account the
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more complex neumes, one can describe Climacus as corresponding to three or more descendent

notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first 

note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is 

considered as a transaction neume. On the contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign 

in this neume. Scandicus is a three notes ascending neume. In the cursive notation, it is 

represented by a Virga preceded by two Puncti. That means a Virga praepunctis. In its 

interpretation, the melodic accent is found on the third note that is the stronger one, while the 

first two notes have an ornamental function. Porrectus represents three notes: the first one is 

located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the second note is located

where the line ends and it’s a low note. The third is bound to the second one through a vertical 

line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Lastly, Quilisma is a note used to extend the 

previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone. It is important to notice how in this 

manuscript some neumes have been traded with a different ink in comparison with the one used 

to write the text. Thant might suggest an intense use of it and perhaps the necessity to rewrite 

the notation, in order to remember it in a better way. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="62v">

                <div n="V" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O ḿ̄ihi dē̍serté nator̂um d́u˸lcis i̓mā̍go</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ar̂chemore o rer <choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>et patr̄ie 

sola˸<choice><abbr cert="high">m̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">men</expan></choice> ad̄̍e˸mpte </l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Séruitii<choice><abbr cert="high">q́.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>decus<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ï <́/abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">qui</expan></choice>te m̂ea˸ 

gaudȋ̇a son̾tē̍s</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Ex́tinéxerẽ dē̍i͛ modo qu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>digre˸ssa 

rel̑i<choice><abbr cert="high">ï <́/abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ui</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Lasciu̇<choice><abbr cert="high">ũ̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>ét<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>no 

uéxant <choice><abbr cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice> gramina cu̓rsu . ̃</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">H́˸é˸u ubi siderei u̓u̒lt̍u˸s ubi͛ uerb́˸a ligátis ̃</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Im̃<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ̂</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>fecta sónis . risus<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>et 

murmura<orig reg="soli" resp="editor, W.B.">sola</orig></l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Intellecta mihi . ̃quotiens tibi Le̓mnon et Argos</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Su˸éta lo<choice><abbr cert="high">q̃</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">qui</expan></choice>ét lõnga somn˸<choice><abbr 

cert="high"> u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>suade˸re 

querelã;</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit - Cod. Bod. 154

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="02-01-2016"> January 2, 2016</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="English"> Foundation Martin Bodmer </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="English"> Cologny </settlement>

                    <idno> Cod. Bodmer 154 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript might be dated back to the 10th century and it shows neumatic

notation “in campo aperto” all over the written text. This kind of notation might be attributed, 

according to the sings’ shape and typology, to the German type. In fact, it is likely to come from

West side of that country. It presents both simple and complex neumes: on the one hand 
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Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Pes or Podatus, on the other hand Climacus and Quilisma. 

Considering the colour of the ink used to write them, the neumes seem coeval to the manuscript,

but it is interesting to note how, in the same manuscript on the leaf 46v, they were added later 

on the text “O mihi deserte natorum dulcis imago”. One possible reason might be the necessity 

to notate the text, in order to remember the melody in a better way. In leaf 117v, instead, the 

neumatic notation was created at the same time of the manuscript, so it should be more ancient 

than the one on the leaf 46v. As already stated before, this German notation shows both simple 

and complex signs. In order to describe them, one can take firstly into consideration the simplest

ones. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis 

represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element

of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In 

cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. On the contrary, Pes or Podatus 

represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from the 

union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. Taking into 

account the more complex neumes, one can describe Climacus as corresponding to three or 

more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an 

accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns 

no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. On the contrary, Virga subpunctis is the 

only accented sign in this neume. Lastly, Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and

for that reason, it is never found alone. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="117v">

                <div n="XII" type="book">
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                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Hu˸c adtolle genas défécta<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q̇:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>lumina 

uenit</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ad<orig reg="Taebas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">th́˸ebas</orig>arg˸ia tuas<orig reg="eia" resp="editor, W.B.">age</orig>menibu̇s 

induc</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Et patŕios osténde lares . et mutúa redde</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hospicia" resp="editor, 

W.B.">H́ospit̂ia</orig>; h́˸eu quid<orig reg="agam" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ago</orig> .̌<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>iectus cespite n̂udo </l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Hoc patŕié télluris habes; qu̇e iu̇rgia certe</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Im̌périum̂ non fratér habét . nulla˸sne túorum</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"> Mou̇isti lacrimas. ubi mater ubi inclita fama </l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Antigone . ̃mih́˸i némpe iaces . mih́˸i uic<choice><abbr

cert="high">t<̉/abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">tus</expan></choice>és 

uni .</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">D́icebam quo téndis iter quid sc˸eptŕa negata</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Poscis habés Argos. soceri̇ regn̂abi̇s in aula.</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">H́ic tíb́i longu̇s honos hi̇c indiuisa potéstas .,</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>    

Huc adotlle genas defectaque lumina uenit - Mü clm 6396

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>
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                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Bayerische Staatsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> München </settlement>

                    <idno> Mü clm 6396 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript is dated back to the late 10th century and it shows adiastematic

neumatic notation. It probably comes from Southern Germany. The notation is present not only 

on the incipit, but on the whole text. Considering the kind of ink used, the signs seem to be 

coeval to the manuscript itself. The complex neumes are few, whereas the simpler ones are 

more often used and among them one can recognize Puntum and Virga, which characterized 

more than the half of this notation and then Clivis and Podatus or Pes. Punctum defines a low 

note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a group of two descending

notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second 

one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to 

the circumflex accent. Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive 

notation, this sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the 

anticircumflex accent. Considering the adiastematic nature of the neumatic notation in question, 
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it is not possible to recover the melody starting from the neumes in the manuscript. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="132v">

                <div n="XII" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Huc adotlle genas defectaque lumina uenit</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Huc̍ adtóllé génas d́efécta<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q̇.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>lumina . 

uenit ́</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Ad Taebas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Adthebas</orig>Argia tuas<orig reg="eia" resp="editor, W.B.">agé</orig>menibu̇s 

uiduc.</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Et ́patrios osténde lares et mutua rédde </l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Hospicia h́eu qu̇id<orig reg="agam" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ago</orig><choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>̇iéctu̇s cespite nudo</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Hoc pat̄ŕié telluris habes que uirgia certe</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Impérium non frater habét . nullasne túorum</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Mouisti lacrimas . ubi mater . ubi inclita fama</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Antigone mi̇hi némpe iaces mihi uictus és uni .</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Dicébam quo ténd́is itér quid scéptra negata</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Poscis habes Argos soceri̇ regnabi̇s in aula .</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Hic tíbi longus honos. hic indiuisa<orig 

reg="potestas" resp="editor, W.B.">potastas</orig>. . </l>
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                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit – Par. Lat. 8051

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Frech"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 8051 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>
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                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript is dated back to the 10th century, and shows neumatic notation

on its lines. The neumatic notation is called “in campo aperto” because of its adiastematic nature

that does not allow to recover the melody, since it does not provide information about the 

intervals between sounds. It is inscribed in the French notations and, in fact, it probably comes 

from Northern France. Mostly, the neumes used in this manuscript are Punctum and Virga. A 

Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Virga is the most used neume 

and that might lead to the conclusion that high notes characterized this melody. Among neumes 

that are more complex, one can recognize Porrectus and Climacus. Porrectus represents three 

notes: the first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the 

second note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to the second 

one through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Virga subpunctis is 

the only accented sign in this neume. Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. 

This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and 

the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is 

considered as a transaction neume. Lastly, considering the typology and the colour of the ink 

used by the copyist, one can state that both the manuscript and the neumatic notation are coeval 

to each other.</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="56r">

                <div n="XII" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Huc˸ adtó˸lle ge̍na̍s de̍fecta<choice><abbr 
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cert="high">q̇.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>lu̍m̍ina̍ 

ue̍ni̇t</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ad <orig reg="Taebas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">th́e˸bas</orig>argia˸ tu̍a̍s <orig reg="eia" resp="editor, W.B.">age̍</orig> 

m̍o̍eni<choice><abbr cert="high">b ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">bus</expan></choice>in̂du̍c  ̇ ̅</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Et patrios ost̕en̍de̍ lares. et m̍ut̍ua̍ re̍dde</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Ho̍sp̍icia . héu˸ q͛u̍i͛d<orig reg="agam" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ag̍o̍</orig>.<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>ie̍ctu̇s<orig reg="cespite" resp="editor, 

W.B.">cae̍spi̇te</orig>nudo̍</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Hoc̍<orig reg="patrie" resp="editor, 

W.B.">patr̍iae̍</orig>tellu̍ris ha̍be̍s.<orig reg="que" resp="editor, W.B.">qua̍e</orig>iu̇rgi̍a̍ 

c̍e͛ste</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Im̍̄pe̍ri̇um non̓ fra̍te̍r ha̍b ét nu̍ll̍a˸sn et 

u̍o̍r<choice><abbr cert="high">u̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Moui̍sti la̍cri̍m̍as̍ u̍bi mater . u̇bi<orig reg="inclita" 

resp="editor, W.B.">in͛clyta</orig>fa̍ma̍</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">An˸ti̇go̍ne mihi˸ nempe ia̍ce̍s<choice><abbr 

cert="high">m̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">mihi</expan></choice>ui̍ctu̇s 

e̍s u̍ni̍ .</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">D́i̍ce̍b<choice><abbr cert="high">à</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>qu̇o te̍ndis̀<choice><abbr 

cert="high">it̍̄</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">iter</expan></choice>quid 

scep˸tr̍a ne̍ga̍ta̕ ̇ </l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Posci̍s habe̍s Argo̍s s̍oceri r̍egna̍bi̇s in̍ au̍la̍ .</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Hi̇c tib̍i longus ho̍no̍s hi̇c i̍ndi̍uisa̍ p̍otestas</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit - Par. Lat. 8674

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="02-01-2016"> January 2, 2016</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Frech"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 8674 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Neumatic notation dated back to the 10th century and belonging to the French 

typology. In fact, it is fair to assume that this manuscript comes from the northeast part of that 

country. The neumatic notation is spread over the text on its whole length. It shows both simple 

and complex neumes’ forms. One can account for the simplest ones as Punctum, Virga, Clivis 
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and Pes or Podatus. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, 

Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher 

element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. 

In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. On the contrary, Pes or 

Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from

the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. On the 

other hand, one can find among the more complex sings Climacus, Strophicus and Pes 

subpunctis. Climacus correspons to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two 

notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made

of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. 

On the contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume. Strophicus appears 

often in group of two notes (distropha) or three notes (tristropha). It is found after a neume, in 

order to extend it. In fact, distropha and tristropha represent a two or three time repetition on the

same note. Strophicus might also indicate a slight pitch variation, under the semitone. Lastly, 

Pes subpunctis is a Podatus: a group of two ascending notes realised from the union of Punctum 

and Virga, through the anticircumflex accent, which presents two or three Puncti under it. It is 

important to note that, although the adiastematic nature of this notation, in that manuscript it is 

possible to see the height of the notes. That might be a proof of the shift from an adiastematic 

notation to a diastematic one, which will lead to the modern musical notes. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="111v">

                <div n="XII" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit</head>
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                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Huc <orig reg="adtolle" resp="editor, W.B."> 

att̂ole</orig>ge̍nas d́efecta<choice><abbr cert="high">q̇:</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>lumin̍a uenit.</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">A̍d <orig reg="Taebas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">thebas</orig>A̍rgia tu̇as<orig reg="eia menibus" resp="editor, W.B.">age 

moeni<choice><abbr cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">bus</expan></choice></orig>induc </l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Et patr̄io̍s ˸ostende la˺res e̍t mu̇tua redde .</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hospicia" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Ho̍spitia</orig> h̍e˸u̇ qu̇id a̍gam̍ .<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̍</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>iec̍tu̇s c̍espite nudo.</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hoc" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Hac</orig>patṙ̄ie̍ t̂ellu̍ris habes qu̇e iu̇rg̍ia̍ certe .</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Imperiu̇m non<orig reg="frater habet" resp="editor, 

W.B.">fratr̍is habes </orig>null˸as ne tu̍o̍rum̍. </l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Mo̍ui̇sti̇ lacr̂imas .́ u̍ḃ̄i mater . u̇bi̇ i̍ncli̇ta fáma. </l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Antigone mihi" resp="editor, 

W.B.">An̂t̄ígones. m̍ic̍h˸i </orig>n̍empe i̍aces . <orig reg="mihi" resp="editor, 

W.B.">míc˸hi</orig>uictu̇s és uni̇.</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Dicébam qu̇o tendis i̇ter . ̃q̍uid sceptra negata </l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Poscis . ̃ha̍bes Argos <orig reg="soceri" resp="editor, 

W.B.">soc̍e˸ris</orig>r̍egn̍abi̇s i̍n a̍u̇la.</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Hi̇c ti̇bi longus hono̍s hi̇c indiuisa potes˸ ́˸tas.</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit - Par. Lat. 10317

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>
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        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Thebaid </title>

                <author> Statius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Frech"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 10317 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript, dated back to the 10th century, shows neumatic notation “in 

campo aperto”, on the whole length of the text contained in it. This kind of neumatic notation 

provides no information about the interval between sounds and, for that reason, it is impossible 

to recover the modern melody starting from the neumes. The typology of the signs permits to 

trace back the original location in Luxemburg. Simple signs mainly characterize this neumatic 

notation. However, more complex ones are present in the manuscript, like Porrectus and 

Climacus. The less complex are Punctum, Virga and Clivis. Punctum defines a low note, while 

Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The 

first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a

stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex
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accent. On the other hand, Porrectus represents three notes: the first one is located where the 

line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the second note is located where the line 

ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to the second one through a vertical line. One can 

interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume. 

Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a 

Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two 

Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. Some 

neumes are clearly more faded than others are, which might be read easily. That can lead to 

think about a process of rewriting of the signs upon the text, perhaps due to the constant use of 

this manuscript and its melody.</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="156r-156v">

                <div n="XII" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Huc adtolle genas defectaque lumina uenit</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Huc˸<orig reg="adtolle" resp="editor, W.B.">at 

tólló</orig>génás défécta<choice><abbr cert="high">q̇;</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>lumina ; ueni̇t</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Ad <orig reg="Taebas" resp="editor, 

W.B.">thebas</orig>Argi˸á. tuas <orig reg="eia" resp="editor, W.B.">agé</orig>moenibu̇s 

induc .</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Et patrios osténde lares. et mutu̇a rédde</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hospicia" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Hospitia</orig>; h́̄eu quid<orig reg="agam" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">ago</orig>.<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ˜</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>iectu̇s cespité nudo .</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Hoc <orig reg="patrie" resp="editor, 

W.B.">patria</orig>téllu̇ris hábes ;<orig reg="que" resp="editor, W.B.">q̂uae</orig>iurgi̇a 

cérte:</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Iḿ̄périum non fratér<orig reg="habet" resp="editor, 

W.B.">haba˸</orig>. nulla˸sne túorum.̆ </l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Mouisti lacri̇mas . ubi mater . ubi inclita fama.̆ </l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">An̂tígone . ̃mih́i˸ nempe iaces . mih́i˸ uictu̇s és uni ;</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Dicébam . quo tendis itér . quod sce˸ptra negata.̆ </l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Poscis. h́abés Argos. soceri̇ regnabi̇s in aula ;</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Hic tíbi longus honos. hic ind́iuisa potestas . </l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>    

</TEI>

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris – Be Ms 239

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>
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                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Burgerbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Bern </settlement>

                    <idno> ms 239 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This manuscript, dated back to the 9th century, shows adiastematic neumatic 

notation on its lines. This notation is inscribed in the French tradition and comes probably form 

the Eastern part of that country. It is important to note that the notation does not start from the 

incipit, but from the line “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. Several theories have 

been advanced in order to explain this phenomenon. However, the work“Between Text and 

Music: The Reception of Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts” of Ziolkowski 

seems to be the most influent study on this topic. His work is focused on the main idea that 

neumes were often used to emphasize speeches in Virgil Aeneid. The leaf of the manuscript in 

question hands down an extract from the second book; and the line where the notation begins, 

seems to be the most emphasized part of the speech. Considering now the typology of neumes 

used in this notation, one can say that most of them are simple, and among them it is possible to 

describe Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Pes or Podatus. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga 

describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first 

one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a 

stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex

accent. Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this 

sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex 

accent. Although in few lines, it is possible to note more complex neumes as well. Among them,

one can notice three examples of Quilisma and four of Climacus. Quilisma is a note used to 

extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone. Lastly, Climacus 

corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga 
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subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. 

The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. The last point 

to be taken into account is the ink used to draw the neumes. In fact, it seems to be darker than 

the one used to write down the manuscript. That might be lead to a conclusion that the notation 

has been added later to the text. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="12r">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus <orig 

reg="egris" resp="editor, W.B.">aegris</orig></l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Incipit et dono diuum gratissima serpit.</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="In somnis est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Insomnis ecce</orig>ante oculos mestissimus Hector</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus adesse mihi largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus.</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis ut quondam ater<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere per<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>pedes 

traiectus lora tumentes</l>
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                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">E ́˸ ̇ i m̂ihi qualís erat . quantum mu˸tatus áb ill̃o</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin ">Héctóre qui redi̇t e̍xu̍u̇iäs in̓dutus Áchill̃is. </l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vél Danaum<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">phrygios</orig>iaculatu̇s puppibu̇s ignés.</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squale̍ntém barbam ét concretos sa̒nguiǹ̄e crines</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vuln̍era<choice><abbr cert="high">q̇:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>i̒lla̍ géréns que ci̒rcum plu̇ri˸má 

muros</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accepit patr˸io̍s. ultro flens ipse u̇idébar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Comp̃éllare uirum. ét maestas ex́p̓ro˸meré uocés;</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lu̇x Darda̍niae̍. spés o fĩdi̒ssima Téucrum.</l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Que tante" resp="editor, W.B.">Qua̍e 

tanti̍e</orig>tenueré moré quibu̇s Héctor<orig reg="ab oris" resp="editor, 

W.B.">áboris</orig></l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Expéc̍̄ta̍te˸ ue̍ni̍s.</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>  

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Budapest Ms 7  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>
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                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="07-12-2015"> December 7, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="English"> National Széchényi Library </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="English"> Budapest </settlement>

                    <idno> ms 7 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript in question shows German neumatic notation. Considering the 

ink, the neumes seem to be coeval to the text of the manuscript, so that both might be dated 

back between 10th and 11th century. The neumatic notation is adiastematic or “in campo 

aperto”. Thus, since the neumes give no information about the interval between notes and the 

height of them, it is not possible to recover the melody. As well as in other manuscript handed 

down the Aeneid, the notation does not start from the incipit “Tempus erat […] aegris”, but 

rather from the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. A possible explanation 

might be the use of neumatic notations in order to emphasize speeches, as stated by Ziolkowski 

in his work “Between Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval 

Manuscripts”. In fact, the verse “Ei mihi […] quails ab illo” represents the highest moment of 

the Aeneas’ monolog on Hector’s body. Both simple and complex neumes are used in that 

notation. Punctum, Virga, Clivis, Pes or Podatus are the simplest ones. Punctum defines a low 

note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a group of two descending

notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second 

one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to 

the circumflex accent. Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive 

notation, this sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the 

anticircumflex accent. On the other hand, several Quilismae and Climacus represent the 
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complex ones. Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never 

found alone, while Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made 

of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper 

Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a 

transaction neume. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="73">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼq.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">perque</expan></choice>pedes traiec<choice><abbr 

cert="high">t.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">tus</expan></choice>lora 

tumentis.</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Ei mihi q̇ualis ̃érat̂ . quant̂<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>m̂utã<choice><abbr cert="high">tʾ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">tus</expan></choice>ab i̇ll̃o</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Héctóre . q́ui redi̇t éxuuias indit̂us Achi̇ll̃is.</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vél Dana<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice><orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ph˸rigio</orig>iacula<choice><abbr cert="high">tʾ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">tus</expan></choice>puppi<choice><abbr cert="high">b̄.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice><orig reg="ignes" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">ignis</orig>.</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Sq̇ualént<́choice><abbr cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>b̂arb<choice><abbr 

cert="high">a̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>.ét 

<choice><abbr cert="high">c̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">con</expan></choice>cr ét os sanguin̄e cr̄ines .</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vu̇lnera<choice><abbr cert="high">q́:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa geréns . q́ue circ<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>pluriḿ̄a 

muros.</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Acc̄epit patr̄ío˸s . u̇ltro fléns ipse úidébar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">C̔<choice><abbr cert="high">o̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">om</expan></choice>péllaré uir<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>ét mestas 

éx<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̂</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="edito, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>mere uoces;</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lu̇x Dard́aníe spes o fi̇dissima T́eucrum . </l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Que tánté ténuér˸e̍ more . ̃<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q̍b.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">quibus</expan></choice>H́ector  áb oris</l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Expéctate uenis .</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Bx 5325-5327

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>
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                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de Belgique </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Bruxelles </settlement>

                    <idno> Bx 5325-5327 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript in question shows French neumatic notation, which comes 

from the Eastern part of the country. Considering the ink, the neumes seem to be coeval to the 

text of the manuscript, so that both might be dated back to the first half of the 9th century. The 

neumatic notation is adiastematic. Thus, since the neumes give no information about the interval

between notes and the height of them, it is not possible to recover the melody. As well as in 

other manuscript handed down the Aeneid, the notation does not start from the incipit “Tempus 

erat […] aegris”, but rather from the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. A 

possible explanation might be the use of neumatic notations in order to emphasize speeches, as 

stated by Ziolkowski in his work “Between Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian 

Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts”. In fact, in this manuscript neumes highlight the 

pathos of the speech. In this Belgian manuscript mainly simple signs as Punctum, Virga, Clivis 

and Pes or Podatus characterize the neumatic notation. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga
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describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first 

one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a 

stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex

accent. Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this 

sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex 

accent. Nevertheless, it is possible to read more complex neumes as well, like Qualisma, 

Strophicus and Climacus. Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and for that reason,

it is never found alone. Strophicus depicts a slightly variation of the note’s pitch. It is never 

found in isolation, but rather with other neumes. It might be occur in distrophae and tristrophae, 

so in groups of two or three signs; at the end of a neume in order to extent it on the same note 

(in this case, it is called Oriscus) and before a distropha. In the cursive writing, it is realized 

through three consecutive Puncti. Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This

sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the 

proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered 

as a transaction neume. It is also important to signal the presence of a Trigon on the verse “In 

somnis ecce ante oculos maestissumus Hector”, that means before the start of the neumatic 

notation. It a light neume, the first two strophae are fast and without accent, whereas the last one

is more slowly and might be extended.  </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="46v">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortali<choice><abbr 
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cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="hogh" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice><orig 

reg="egris" resp="editor, W.B.">aegris</orig></l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Incipit et dono diuum gratissima serpit</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">Insomnis<orig reg="est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ecce</orig>ante oculos maestissimus Hector</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin ">Visus ade<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">esse</expan></choice>mihi. 

largos<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatur bigis . ut quondam ater<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere perque pedes traiectus lora tu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">m̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">men</expan></choice>tes</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Ei m̃ihi̇ qu̎̇alis ér̍at quant<́choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>mutatu̇s<orig reg="ab illo" resp="editor, 

W.B.">abillõ</orig></l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hectore" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Haector̄e</orig>qui̇ redit éxu̇ũ̇ias in̆dutus Achillĩs</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vel Danaum̌<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ph́r˸yg͛i̇os</orig>iaculatu̇s puppi<choice><abbr cert="high">b ́:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice> ig͛nés;</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin"> Squalent<choice><abbr 

cert="high">é̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">em</expan></choice>ba̍r̍b<choice><abbr cert="high">a</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">am</expan></choice>et concretos sangu̇i˸ne crines</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vuulnera<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa 

geréns qu̇e ci̇rcum pluri̇ma muros</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accepit patrios. ultro flens ipse ui̇debar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Compéllaré u̍ir<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>.et m̃estas

éx<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">pro</expan>></choice> ḿéré uoces; </l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lux Dar̂danie sp̍es o ́fidissima T́eucrũm .</l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Que tante" resp="editor, W.B.">Quae 

tan̑tant̂e</orig>t̂enu˸ére more q̍u̍i<choice><abbr cert="high">b̂:</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>Hect̂or <orig reg="ab oris" resp="editor, 

W.B.">áborĩs</orig></l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Ex́pec̃ta˸te̍ ueni̇s . ̃</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>  

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Mü clm 18059

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="06-12-2015"> December 6, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>
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        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Staatsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> München </settlement>

                    <idno> Mü clm 18059 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Manuscript dated back to the 11th century, which shows neumatic notation 

from the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. Therefore, the neumes don not 

start from the Incipit “Tempus erat […] aegris”. According to Ziolkowski’s work on notation in 

medieval manuscripts handing down the Aeneid “Between Text and Music: The Reception of 

Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts”, a possible explanation might be the 

necessity to emphasize, through the notation, important passages of the speech itself. In fact, 

this verse represents the highest moment of Aeneas’ monolog on Hector’s body. Thus, the 

notation has the role to highlight the pathos of the speech. The manuscript in question alternate 

simple neumes as Punctum, Virga, Clivis, Pes or Podatus with complex ones, as Quilisma and 

Climacus. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Moreover, Clivis 

represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element

of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In 

cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. Pes or Podatus represents a group

of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from the union of Punctum and 

Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. On the other hand, Quilisma is a note

used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone, while Climacus 

corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga 

subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. 

The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. Taking into 

account the shape of neumes, one can state this kind of neumatic notation has to be inscribed 

into the German notation system. Moreover, it seems coeval to the text of the manuscript, since 

the same ink was used for them both. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>
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                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="184r">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortali<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">bus</expan></choice>egris</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:Lang="Latin">Incipit.et dono diuum gratissima serpit.</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">In somnis<orig reg="est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ecce</orig>ante oculos mestissimus Hector.</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus adesse mihi . largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus.</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis ut quondam. ater<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼq:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">perque</expan></choice>pedes traiectus lora<orig 

reg="tumentes" resp="editor, W.B.">tumentis</orig>;</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Ei mihi qu̇alis érat. quantum mutatus ab ill̃o </l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Héctore qui redi̇t éxuui̇as indutus Achill̃is:</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vél Danaum<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">frygios</orig>iaculatu̇s puppibus i̒gnes . </l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squ̇aléntém barbam .ét concretos ̃sanguine 

crinés .</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vulnera<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa géréns . qu̇e circu̇m plurima 
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muros</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accépi̇t patrios : u̇ltro flens ipsé uidébar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Compellare ui̇́ru̇m .ét méstas exp̂rimére uoces:</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lu̇x Dardanié . spes o fĩdissi̒ma Teucru̇m .</l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Que tanté tenu̇ér˸e more qui<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>H́ectór 

ab<orig reg="oris" resp="editor, W.B.">horis</orig></l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Ex́˸péctaté ueni̇s .</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Na Vind. Lat. 5

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="07-12-2015"> December 7, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>
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        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Italian"> Biblioteca Nazionale "Vittorio Emanuele III" 

</repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="Italian"> Napoli </settlement>

                    <idno> Vind. lat. 5 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript is dated back to the 11th century and it shows neumatic 

notation “in campo aperto” from the line “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”, as well 

as other manuscripts with neumatic notations in the Aeneid tradition. Ziolkowski’s work 

“Between Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval 

Manuscripts” seems to be the most influent study on this topic. His work is focused on the main 

idea that neumes were often used to emphasize speeches in Virgil Aeneid. The leaf of the 

manuscript in question hands down an extract from the second book; and the line where the 

notation begins, seems to be the most emphasized part of the speech. This manuscript presents 

an Italian notation, probably composed in the Southern part of the country. Its neumes have 

been clearly written through a darker ink than the one used to write down the text. The signs 

were added later. The most complex neumes are Porrectus and Climacus. Porrectus represents 

three notes: the first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, 

while the second note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to 

the second one through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Virga 

subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume. Climacus corresponds to three or more 

descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on 

the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent 

and it is considered as a transaction neume. More are, instead, the simpler neumes, like 

Punctum, Virga, Pes and Clivis. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher 

one. Moreover, Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive 

notation, this sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the 

anticircumflex accent. Lastly, Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is

a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. 
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</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="46r">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">In somnis est ante oculos mestissimus ; Hector </l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus adesse mihi largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q;</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere  fletus</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis  ut quondam  ater<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q;</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere <choice><abbr cert="high">ϼq;</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">perque</expan></choice>pedes traiectus lora tumentes </l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Ei" resp="editor, W.B.">H́ei˺</orig>mihi̇ 

qu̇ali̍s era˺t quant̍̄um mu˺t̍a˺tu̇s ab illõ</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">He̍ctore<choice><abbr cert="high">q̍</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">qui</expan></choice>redit éxuúia˺s iń̄du˺tu˺s Ac̍̄h˺illĩs</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vél Dana̍u̍m<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">phryg˸ios</orig>iaculatu̇s puppi<choice><abbr cert="high">b:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>iǵnés</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squ̇alén̍t<choice><abbr 

cert="high">eʼ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>b̄̍arbam 
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ét concr̄̍etos sangu̇in̍̄e crines</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vu̓lnerā̍<choice><abbr cert="high">q̍:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa ge˸r˸éns <choice><abbr 

cert="high">q̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>circ<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>plurima m̄̍uros</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">A̍ccep̾it pat̍̄r˸ios u̾ltr̍̄o flē̍ns ipse u̇id́eb́ar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">C<choice><abbr cert="high">o̾</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">om</expan></choice>p˸ella̍re uir<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>et m̍̄estas 

ex<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>mere uoces</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin"> lu̇x Dardanié spes o̾ fidissima Téucr<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̾</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Qué t˸an̓té tenu̇ér˸é m̍̄or̍e<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q́b</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">quibus</expan></choice>Héctor ab o̍ris</l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Ex̂pecta˸te ue̍nis</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Par. Lat. 8069

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>
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                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="07-12-2015"> December 7, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 8069 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The leaf of the manuscript in question hands down the second book of the 

Virgil’s Aeneid. It is dated back to the 11th century and shows adiastematic neumatic notation 

from the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. This pattern of notation is rather 

common in manuscript handing down the Aeneid because of the possibility to highlight, 

through neumes, the highest part of the speech itself. According to Ziolkowski’s work “Between

Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts”, the 

verse “Ei mihi […] ab illo” represents the highest moment of Aeneas’ monolog on Hector’s 

body and thus, the neumatic notation does not start from the incipit “Tempus erat […] aegris”. 

However, it is important to note that this manuscript shows a particular kind of neumatic 

notation: the Aquitanian one. The main characteristic of that kind of neumatic notation is that all

signs are written through points, rather than through strokes. Consequently, because of the circle

shape of its signs that reminds of points, it is also called “point notation”. Albeit they are still 

inscribed into the adiastematic notations, Aquitanian neumes provide more information about 

notes’ height, but since the signs are not written on lines, it is anyway impossible to retrieve the 

melody from them. The neumes used are both simple and complex. On one hand, one can find 
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Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Pes (or Podatus); on the other hand instead, Climacus and Quilisma.

Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Clivis represents a group of 

two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound 

to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is 

written thanks to the circumflex accent, but in the Aquitanian notation, it appears as a colon. Pes

or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results 

from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent; in 

the Aquitanian notation instead Pes is made of a Punctum with a Virga on its top. Furthermore, 

Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone, 

while Climacus corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: 

a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two

Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. The 

notation comes from the Western part of France. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="44r">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortali<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b.ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">bus</expan></choice>egris.</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Incipit et dono diu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>gratissima serpit .</l>
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                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg=" In somnis est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Insomnis ecce</orig>ante<orig reg="oculos" resp="editor, 

W.B.">occulos</orig>mestissim<choice><abbr cert="high">.ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">us</expan></choice>Hector .</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus ade<choice><abbr cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">esse</expan></choice>mihi . largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus .</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis ut quond<choice><abbr 

cert="high">a̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">am</expan></choice>ater<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere .<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>quepedes traiectus lora<orig 

reg="tumentes" resp="editor, W.B.">tumentis</orig></l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Ei˸ mi̇hi̇ qu̇ali̇s̍ era˸t . q̇uan˸t<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>m˸utat<choice><abbr cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">us</expan></choice>.<orig reg="ab illo" resp="editor, 

W.B.">˸ab˸ill̃õ˸</orig>.</l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Hector̆e qu̇i redit exiu̇uas i̇ńd˸u̇t <̃choice><abbr 

cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">us</expan></choice>A˸ch˸illi̇s</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vel Danaum<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Phryg˸ios</orig> iacu̇lat<choice><abbr cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">us</expan></choice>pu̇ppi<choice><abbr cert="high">b:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice><orig reg="ignes" resp="editor, 

W.B.">i̇gni̇s</orig>.</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squalent<choice><abbr cert="high">ė</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice>barbam et c<choice><abbr 

cert="high">o</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">on</expan></choice>cretos 

sangu̇ine cri̇nes .</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vu̇lnera<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>i̇lla gerens que circ<choice><abbr 
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cert="high">u̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>plu̇rima 

mu̇ros.</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accepit patrios . u̇ltro flens i˸pse iu̇debar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Compellare uir˸<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>. et 

me˸stas ex<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">pro</expan></choice>̇mere˸ uoces .</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lu̇x Dardaniae . spes o˸ fi̇di˸ssi̇ma˸ Teucrum . </l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Qu̇e tante tenue˸re . m̆ore . qu̇i<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="ediotor, 

W.B.">bus</expan></choice>Hectorab̂<add place="superlinear" 

hand="copyist">h</add>oris .</l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Expectate˸ u̇˸eni̇s .</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Par. Lat. 9344

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 
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                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="07-12-2015"> December 7, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 9344 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript, dated back to the 11th century, shows neumatic notation from 

the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. This pattern is common in those 

manuscripts that hand down the Aeneid’s tradition. According to Ziolkowski, a possible 

explanation might be the necessity to emphasize, through neumatic notation, some part of the 

speech itself. As stated in his work “Between Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian 

Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts”, the verse “Ei mihi […] ab illo” seems to present the 

highest concentration of pathos in the Aeneas’ monolog after Hector’s killing. The neumatic 

notation in question might be defined as adiastematic or “in campo aperto”. Consequently, it is 

not possible to retrieve the melody starting from the neumes, since they provide us with no 

information about the notes’ height or about intervals between sounds. The most common 

neumes are Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Pes (or Podatus). Punctum defines a low note, while 

Virga describes a higher one. Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is 

a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. 

Pes or Podatus represents a group of two ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign 

results from the union of Punctum and Virga and it is obtained through the anticircumflex 

accent. Moreover, one can note one example of Quilisma: a note used to extend the previous 

one, never found alone and three examples of Climacus. It corresponds to three or more 

descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on 

the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent 
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and it is considered as a transaction neume. The origin of that notation is not clear. In fact, 

according to some scholars, it might come from the Eastern part of France, but it might be 

inscribed into the German kind as well, supposing the Western part of the country as its native 

place. Lastly, the ink used to write down the neumes seems more faded that the one used for the 

text. A reason might be the frequent use of the manuscript that led to that fade.  </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="58r-58v">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat q̇uo prima qu̇ies mortali<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice><orig 

reg="egris" resp="editor, W.B.">aegris</orig></l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Incipit.et dono diuum gratissima serpit</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">In somnis <orig reg="est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ecce</orig>ante oculos mestissimus Hector</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus ade<choice><abbr cert="high">e̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">esse</expan></choice>mi̇hi. largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus </l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis ut quond<choice><abbr 

cert="high">a̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">am</expan></choice>.ater<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>
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                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere. per<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>pedes 

traiectus lora tumentis </l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">E˸i mihi̇ qualis érat . quant<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>mutatus<orig reg="ab illo" resp="editor, W.B."> 

abillo</orig></l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Hectore" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Ectore</orig>. qui redi̇t éxuuias ind́u˸tus Achillis</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">V́el Dàna<choice><abbr cert="high">u̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice><orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">phrygi˸os</orig>iaculatu̇spuppi<choice><abbr cert="high">b.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>ignés</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squ̇aléntém barbam .e̍t concrétos sanguine crinés</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vuln̄er̄a<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa gerens qué circum plurima m 

úros </l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accepit ̃pat̄ŕi˸os ult̂ro flens ip̂se uidébar </l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Compéllare uir<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ŭ̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>e̍t 

mestas<orig reg="expromere" resp="editor, W.B.">expr̂i̊mere</orig>uoces</l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lux D́ardani̇é . spés o fídissim˸a Téucrum</l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Que tanté ténué˸re moré . ̃qui<choice><abbr 

cert="high">b́.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">bus</expan></choice>Héctor 

ab oris</l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Ex́péc̍tá˸te uénis . . ̃</l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris - Gud. lat. 66

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> Aeneid </title>

                <author> Virgil </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="07-12-2015"> December 7, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> Herzog-August Bibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Wolfenbüttel </settlement>

                    <idno> Gud. lat. 66 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The leaf of the manuscript in question hands down the second book of the 

Virgil’s Aeneid. It is dated back to the 10th century and shows adiastematic neumatic notation 

from the verse “Ei mihi quails erat quantum mutatus ab illo”. It is common to find this pattern 

of notation in manuscript handing down the Aeneid because of the possibility to highlight, 
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through neumes, the highest part of the speech itself. According to Ziolkowski’s work “Between

Text and Music: The Reception of Virgilian Speeches in Early Medieval Manuscripts”, the 

verse “Ei mihi […] ab illo” represents the highest moment of Aeneas’ monolog on Hector’s 

body and for that reason, the neumatic notation should be present from that line and not from 

the incipit “Tempus erat […] aegris”. However, it is important to note that in this manuscript the

notation ends with the verse “Vel Danaum Frigios iaculatus puppibus ignes”. A hypothesis 

might be the necessity to give even more emphasis to that part of Aeneas’ speech. The kind of 

neumes used is rather simple. In fact, Punctum, Virga and Clivis are the only sings to be read on

these Virginian verses. Punctum defines a low note, while Virga describes a higher one. Lastly, 

Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher 

element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. 

In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. The neumatic notation of that 

manuscript comes from the Eastern part of France and thus it is inscribed into the French kind. 

Some neumes are faded and for this reason, difficult to read. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="10v">

                <div n="II" type="book">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus egris</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tempus erat quo prima quies mortalibus<orig 

reg="egris" resp="editor, W.B.">aegris</orig></l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">Incipit et dono diuum gratissima serpit ; </l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="In somnis est" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Insomnis ecce</orig>ante oculos mestissimus Hector</l>
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                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Visus adesse mihi largos<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>effundere fletus: </l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">Raptatus bigis ut quondam ater<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>cruento</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Puluere perque pedes traiectus lora tumentes; </l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Ei mih́i . qualis ̃érat quantum mutátus erat<́orig 

reg="ab illo" resp="editor, W.B.">ab́illo</orig></l>

                    <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">Héctór̄e qui redit : éxuuias indutus Ach̑illis :</l>

                    <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">Vel Danaum<orig reg="Frigios" resp="editor, 

W.B.">phrygios</orig>iaculatús puppibus ignés :</l>

                    <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Squalentem barbam et concretos sanguine crines</l>

                    <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">Vulnera<choice><abbr cert="high">q:</abbr><expan

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>illa gerens <choice><abbr 

cert="high">q̍:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>circum 

plurima muros</l>

                    <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">Accepit patrios: ultro flens ipse uidebar</l>

                    <l n="13" xml:lang="Latin">Conpellare uirum : et mestas expromere uoces ; </l>

                    <l n="14" xml:lang="Latin">O lux Dardanie spes o fidissima Teucrum </l>

                    <l n="15" xml:lang="Latin">Que tante ténuere m̃ore : quibus H̊ector ab oris</l>

                    <l n="16" xml:lang="Latin">Expectate uenis : </l>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Miserarum est nec amori dare ludum neque dulci - Par. Lat. 7979

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>
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            <titleStmt>

                <title> Carmina </title>

                <author> Horace </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="08-12-2015"> December 8, 2015</date>

                    <p>Last change July 12, 2016</p>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Frech"> Bibliothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 7979 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript in question might be dated back to the 12th century and hands 

down Horace’s Carmina III, 12. It presents neumatic notation, inscribing into the French 

tradition. An important point to be considered is the presence of that notation not only on the 

main text of the manuscript, but also on two lines of the inferior margin. Moreover, this 

manuscript shows a particular kind of neumatic notation: the Aquitanian one. Its main 

characteristic is the way the signs are written. Rather than through strokes, the neumes have a 

circle shape that reminds of points. Consequently, the Aquitanian is also known as “point 

notation”. Albeit they are still inscribed into the adiastematic notations, Aquitanian neumes 

provide more information about notes’ height; one can figure out, in fact, the ascendant or 

descendant nature of the neumes themselves. However, since the signs are not written on lines, 
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it is impossible to retrieve the melody from them. As already stated, this manuscript shows 

different notations; the first one is written on the text in the main part of the manuscript, 

whereas the second one is located on the text in the inferior margin. That portion of text 

corresponds to the first two lines of Horace’s Carmina III, 12 “Miserarum est nec amori dare 

ludum neque dolci / Mala vino lauere laut exanimari metuentis patrue verbera lingue”. Neumes 

appear as rather different between these two parts of the manuscript. On the one hand, in the 

main text they are simpler, since the most used ones are Punctum and Virga. The first defines a 

low note, while the second describes a higher one. On the other hand, instead, in the inferior 

margin the number of neumes id higher, although they are rather simple as well. Among them, 

one can recognize Punctum, Virga and Clivis. The last one represents a group of two 

descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to 

the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is 

written thanks to the circumflex accent, but in the Aquitanian notation, it appears as a colon. 

However, the main difference stays in the number of signs located on the text. One can notice 

that the inferior margin shows a larger number of neumes. Thanks to the notes’ height of the 

Aquitanian notation, it seems possible to figure out the ascendant and descendant melody of 

these two lines. A possible explanation for that might be the intense use of the lines in question, 

which furthermore represent the incipit of the Carmina as well. That lead the way to the theory 

of the notated incipit, used by chantors in the Middle Ages in order to better memorize a melody

or, through the notation on the first line, to better remind the whole melody, previously 

learned.</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="8r">
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                <div n="III" type="book">

                    <div1 n="12" type="Carmina">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">Miserarum est nec amori dare ludum neque 

dulci</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Miserar<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>est nec amori d́are ludum<orig 

reg="neque" resp="editor, W.B.">nec</orig>dulci</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">mala uino lauere aut exanima̍ri<orig 

reg="metuentis" resp="editor, W.B.">m̄etúentes</orig></l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">patrue uerbera lin̄gue</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Tibi<orig reg="qualum" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ca̍l<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice></orig>Cither̄ée puer ales tibi telas</l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">o<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>o̍se<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice> 

Minerue studi<choice><abbr cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">um</expan></choice>au͛fert<orig reg="Neobule" resp="editor, 

W.B.">ne̎obole</orig></l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Liparei" resp="editor, 

W.B.">li͛p̍ar̍e</orig> nitor Eb̍r͂i</l>

                        <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">Simul unct<choice><abbr 

cert="high">oʾ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">os</expan></choice>Tibe̍rinis 

humeros lauit<choice><abbr cert="high"> í̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">in</expan></choice>und̀is.</l>

                        <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">eque͛s<orig reg="ipso" resp="editor, 

W.B.">i̍pse</orig>meli̇or <orig reg="Bellerofonte" resp="editor, W.B.">Be͛l̍loro̍fon̒te</orig> 

ne<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">que</expan></choice>pugno</l>

                        <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">ne<choice><abbr cert="high">q.</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">que</expan></choice>segṅ̍i  ped̎e ui̎c<choice><abbr 

cert="high">tʼ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">tus</expan></choice></l>

                        <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">Catus i̇̄̇d<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 
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W.B.">em</expan></choice><choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>a<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>t<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>fugientes 

agitàto</l>

                        <l n="11" xml:lang="Latin">gre̎ge céru<choice><abbr 

cert="high">o̓</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">os</expan></choice>iac̒ulari 

etcelėr͛<orig reg="alto" resp="editor, W.B.">arcto</orig>latit̓ant<choice><abbr 

cert="high">e</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">em</expan></choice></l>

                        <l n="12" xml:lang="Latin">fr˸utíceto exci<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ϼ̌</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan>></choice>e 

ap̒rüm</l>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="inferior margin"><l n="1" 

xml:lang="Latin">Mi̇serarum<choice><abbr cert="high">÷̇</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">est</expan></choice>nec amori<orig reg="dare" resp="editor, W.B."> 

dari </orig>lu̇dum<orig reg="neque" resp="editor, W.B.">nec</orig>du̇l̇ci</l></add>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="inferior margin"><l n="2" 

xml:lang="Latin">mal̇a uino l˸auere<orig reg="laut" resp="editor, 

W.B.">aut</orig>exani̇mari<orig reg="metuentis" resp="editor, 

W.B.">metuent̂es</orig>patrue u̇er<choice><abbr cert="high">ƀ̇</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">ber</expan></choice>a lingue</l></add>

                    </div1>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>    

O admirabile Veneris idolum – Ca U.L. Gg.5.35

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>
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            <titleStmt>

                <title> O admirabile Veneris idolum </title>

                <author> Anonymous </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="08-12-2015"> December 8, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Englis"> Cambridge University Library </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="English"> Cambridge </settlement>

                    <idno> Ca U.L. Gg.5.35 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript Ca U.L. Gg.5.35 of Cambridge might be dated back to the 

11th century. It shows neumatic notation “in campo aperto” on two of its leaves: 439r and 441v.

That neumatic notation comes from England and it has an adiastematic nature. For this reason, it

does not allow us to reconstruct the original melody. In comparison with other manuscripts 

dated back to the same period and provided with neumatic notation, one can notice that the 

neumes in Ca are extremely simplified. However, leaf 441v presents more complex signs than 

leaf 439r. In fact, beside Punctum and Virga other neume like Clivis and Climacus have been 

used. Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the 

higher element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a 

unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. Climacus, instead,

corresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga 
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subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. 

The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. On the 

contrary, Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume. Considering the ink, the 

neumatic notation seems coeval to the manuscript. Moreover, it is interesting to note how the 

notation has been written on stanza 1 and stanza 2 of an “erotic” Carmen. In the same 

manuscript, 438v and 439r are two of the leaves, in which erotic Carmina were erased because 

of their content. In this case, instead, the erotic Carmen not only has not been erased, but it has 

been notated. Neumatic notations were often added to salient texts, often used by chantors in the

Middle Ages. That may lead the way to a new interpretation. It might be possible that this 

Carmen was considered important and, for this reason, it shows neumatic notation on its lines. 

That is, furthermore, a proof of the union between profane and secular, characteristic of the 

whole collection of the Cambridge Songs. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Carmina Cantabrigiensia </title>

                <author> Walther Bulst </author>

                <date when="1950"> 1950 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Heidelberg </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="441v">

                <lg n="1" type="stanza">

                    <head xml:lang="Latin"> O admirabile Veneris idolum</head>

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O admirabile Vénéri̇s idol<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̇̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice></l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">cuius ma<choice><abbr cert="high">t̄<́/abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">ter</expan></choice>ie nihil<choice><abbr 

cert="high">÷</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">est</expan></choice>friu̇ol<choice><abbr cert="high">u̇̅</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>.</l>
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                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"> arcos té<choice><abbr cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pro</expan></choice>tégat qui stéllas ét pol<choice><abbr 

cert="high">u̇̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>.</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">fécit ét maria condidit ét solum</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">furi̇s ingenio .<orig reg="non sentias" resp="editor, 

W.B."><choice><abbr cert="high">ń̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">non</expan></choice>senti̇as</orig>dol<choice><abbr cert="high">u̇̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>.</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Cloto té diligat. qué baiolat colum.</l>

                </lg>

                <lg n="2" type="stanza">

                    <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="Saluato" resp="editor, 

W.B.">Saluto</orig>puér<choice><abbr cert="high">u̇̅</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>non<choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">per</expan></choice>ipotésim.</l>

                    <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">séd firmo péctóre dé<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ṕ̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">pre</expan></choice>cor 

Lachˊésim</l>

                    <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="sororem" resp="editor, 

W.B.">sororis</orig>Atropos, ne̍ curet hérésim</l>

                    <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">Néptunum comitem habéas ét Tétim.</l>

                    <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">c<choice><abbr cert="high">ú̅</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>uéctús fuéri̇s<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">per</expan></choice>fluu̇i<choice><abbr cert="high">ú̅</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>Tésim .</l>

                    <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">quo fu̇gis amab́o c<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>té . 

di̇léxérim .</l>

                    <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">misér/ qu̇id faciam c<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ú̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, W.B.">um</expan></choice>té 

<choice><abbr cet="high">ṅ̅</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

W.B.">non</expan></choice>uiderim.</l>

                </lg>
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            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>    

Carmina qui quondam studio florente peregi - Fragm. lat. I 56

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="10-12-2015"> December 10, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>
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                    <p> The Frankfurt leaf presents a collection of notated incipit from the Boethius’ 

De Consolatione Philosophiae. Although it has been considered as part of the Cambridge 

manuscript and therefore of the Carmina Cantabrigiensia, this leaf recovered in Frankfurt in the 

1980s shows a more complex neumatic notation. The first text in this fragment is first Book 

Metro 1 of Boethius’ work. Besides simple neumes as Virga that describes a high note and 

Punctum that describes instead a low one, it is possible to notice examples of Clivis and 

Podatus. The first one represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a Virga, 

which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to 

make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. The 

neume Podatus, or Pes, is a neume used to show a group of two descending notes. The first one 

is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, 

in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the anticircumflex 

accent. In a few lines, it is possible to find the neume Porrectus as well. It describes three notes: 

the first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the second

note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to the second one 

through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Scandicus and Climacus 

are considered more complex signs. The neume Scandicus is realised through one or two Puncti 

followed by a Virga. It represents a group of three ascendant notes. The third compound of this 

neume is interpreted as a melodic strengthens, while the first two component of a Scandicus 

bear no melodic accent and are considered ornamental notes.Lastly, the neume Climacus 

cerresponds to three or more descendent notes. This sign is made of two notes: a Virga 

subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two Punti. 

The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume.Virga 

subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume.  That means a Virga praepunctis. In its 

interpretation, the melodic accent is found on the third note that is the stronger one, while the 

first two notes have an ornamental function. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>
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        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="1" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">Carmina qui quondam studio florente peregi</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Carmina qui<orig reg="quondam" resp="editor, 

G.W.">quanda̍m</orig>stu̍di̍o̍ flo̍rente̍  pere̍gi̍ .</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">fle˸bili̍lis heu̍<orig reg="maestos" resp="editor, 

G.W.">mesto̍s</orig>co̍go̍r i̇ni̇re modos.</l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">E˩ˈˈcce̍ mi̍hi̇<orig reg="lacerae" resp="editor, 

G.W.">la̍cere̍</orig>dic̍ta̍nt scríben͛da̍<orig reg="Camenae" resp="editor, 

G.W.">Came̍ne̍</orig>.</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">E˸̍t ve̍ris ele̍gi̍ fle̍ti̍̇bu̇s o̍râ ri̇gant.</l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin"><orig reg="has saltem" resp="editor, G.W.">h˩

ˈˈassalt<choice><abbr cert="high">e̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">em</expan></choice></orig>nullu̍s po̍tu̍i̍t <choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ̌</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">per</expan></choice>uin˺ce̍re<choice><abbr 

cert="high">t̍̄</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">ter</expan></choice>ror̍.</l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">ne˸ <choice><abbr cert="high">n̍rm̂̄̃</abbr><expan 

cert="high" reso="editor, G.W.">nostrum</expan></choice>comi̍tes<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">pro</expan></choice> 

̍se̍queren̍tur iter . </l>

                        <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"><choice><abbr cert="high">G˩ˈˈł̂a̍</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">Gloria</expan></choice>feli̇ci̇s o̍lim̍ vi̍ri̍dis͛<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">que</expan></choice><orig 

reg="iuventae" resp="editor, G.W."> iuue̍nt̍e</orig></l>

                        <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">so˸la̍n˸tur me̍sti̍<choice><abbr cert="high">nc̅

ˈ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">nunc</expan></choice>me̍a<orig reg="fata" 

resp="editor, G.W.">fa̍cta</orig>seni̇s.</l>

                    </div2>

                </div>
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            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Heu quam praecipiti mersa profundo - Fragm. lat. I 56

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="10-12-2015"> December 10, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>
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                    <p> Book I Metro II is the second notated Incipit of the Boethius’ De Consolatione 

Philosophiae to be found on the Frankfurt leaf. Its neumatic notation shows both simple neumes

as Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Podatus, and complex ones like Porrectus, Scandicus, Quilisma 

and Climacus. Therefore, its neumes are rather more complicated than the ones found in Ca, 

which shows only simple signs as Punctum, Virga, Clivis and Podatus. In order to describe 

them, one can start with simple neumes like Punctum that describes a low note or Virga, which 

instead pinpoints a higher one. Clivis and Podatus are groups of descending or ascending notes. 

Respectively, the neume Clivis represents a group of two descending notes. The first one is a 

Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in 

order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent. 

On the contrary, the neume Podatus, or Pes, is a neume used to show a group of two ascendant 

notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second 

one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to 

the anticircumflex accent. Among the more complex neumes, Scandicus is realised through one 

or two Puncti followed by a Virga. It represents a group of three ascendant notes. The third 

compound of this neume is interpreted as a melodic strengthens, while the first two component 

of a Scandicus bear no melodic accent and are considered ornamental notes. The neume 

Climacus cerresponds to three or more descendant notes. This sign is made of two notes: a 

Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and the proper Climacus made of two 

Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is considered as a transaction neume. Virga 

subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume.  That means a Virga praepunctis. In its 

interpretation, the melodic accent is found on the third note that is the strongest one, while the 

first two notes have an ornamental function. The neume Porrectus represents three notes: the 

first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the second 

note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to the second one 

through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Lastly, one can found the 

neume Quilisma. It is a note used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never 

found alone. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>
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                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="2" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">Heu quam praecipiti mersa profundo</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">H́ ̇ e̍̃u qu<choice><abbr 

cert="high">â</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">am</expan></choice><choice><abbr cert="high">p̂̅</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, G.W.">prae</expan></choice>ci̍pi̍̇ti̍ mersa̍<choice><abbr 

cert="high">p̍</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">pro</expan></choice>fun͛d̆o̍.</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">me̍n̆s he̍bet et <choice><abbr 

cert="high">ᵱ̍́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">pro</expan></choice>pr̂ia lu̍c͛e 

relicta </l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">téndit<́orig reg="in externas" resp="editor, 

G.W.">inex̍ trema̍s</orig>i̍re te̍ne˸b̍ras.</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">terr̍̄eñis quoti̍en̍s flatibu̇s äuc͛tá</l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">cres˸cit i̍n <orig reg="immensum" resp="editor, 

G.W."><choice><abbr cert="high"> ǐ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">in</expan></choice><choice><abbr cert="high">m̂̄</abbr><expan cert="high" 

resp="editor, G.W.">men</expan></choice>s̆<choice><abbr cert="high">u̍</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">um</expan></choice></orig>no̍xia̍ˊ˸ cu̍ra̍. .,.,</l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">Hʹ i̅̇c˸ quond<choice><abbr 

cert="high">â</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">am</expan></choice><orig 

reg="caelo" resp="editor, G.W.">celo</orig>li<choice><abbr cert="high">ƀ</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">ber</expan></choice> a̍<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">per</expan></choice>toˊˈ</l>

                        <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin">su̍̇etu̍̇̀s in̍ <orig reg="aetherios" resp="editor, 

G.W.">éthe̍reos</orig> ir͛e méat̍u̍s.</l>
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                        <l n="8" xml:lang="Latin">cer̍ne̍bát ro̍sei̇ ́. lú̇mi̍̇na̍ solis ;</l>

                        <l n="9" xml:lang="Latin">vˊiséba̍t <orig reg="gelidae" resp="editor, 

G.W.">ge̍li̇d́e̍</orig> side̍ra lu̇n̂é . ̃</l>

                        <l n="10" xml:lang="Latin">et <orig reg="quaecumque" resp="editor, 

G.W.">que cum<choice><abbr cert="high">q̇:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">que</expan></choice></orig> vag˸ós stélla recurs<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ˀ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">us</expan></choice>.,</l>

                    </div2>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Tunc me  discussa liquerunt nocte tenebrae - Fragm. lat. I 56 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="10-12-2015"> December 10, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>
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        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> Metro III, Book I is the third text of the Boethius’ De Consolatione 

Philosophiae found on the Frankfurt leaf. It presents adiastematic neumatic notation 

characterised by simple neumes as Punctum, Virga and Podatus, but also more complex one like

Quilisma, Porrectus and Climacus. Alike the other notated Incipit found on this leaf, that 

neumes appear as more complex than the ones found in the Cambridge manuscript. In order to 

describe them, one can start from the simplest ones: the neume Punctum describes a low note, 

whereas the neume Virga a higher one. Moreover, the neume Podatus, or Pes, is used to realise 

a group of two ascendant notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the highest element of the 

group, bound to the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this

neume is written thanks to the anticircumflex accent. Among the more complex signs, instead, 

Quilisma is a note used to extend the previous one and for that reason, it is never found alone. 

The neume Porrectus represents three notes: the first one is located where the line begins and it 

is generally the highest one, while the second note is located where the line ends and it is a low 

note. The third is bound to the second one through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as 

a melodic pitch. At the end, the neume Climacus corresponds to three or more descendant notes.

This sign is made of two notes: a Virga subpunctis that presents an accent on the first note and 

the proper Climacus made of two Punti. The proper Climacus owns no accent and it is 

considered as a transaction neume. Virga subpunctis is the only accented sign in this neume.  

That means a Virga praepunctis. In its interpretation, the melodic accent is found on the third 

note that is the strongest one, while the first two notes have an ornamental function. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>
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                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="3" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin"> Tunc me  discussa liquerunt nocte tenebrae </head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Tunc mé dis͂cussa lique<choice><abbr 

cert="high">r̄<́/abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">runt</expan></choice>nocté 

<orig reg="tenebrae" resp="editor, G.W.">tenébré</orig></l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">luminibú̇s<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:ˊ</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">que</expan></choice>˸ p͛ríor̂ ͛ 

rediít ́v̂i͛ǵor/</l>

                    </div2>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Quisquis composita serenus aevo - Fragm. lat. I 56

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>
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                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="10-12-2015"> December 10, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> This notated Incipit of Metro IV of Book I of Boethius’ De Consolatione 

Philosophiae sets apart from the other Incipit of the Frankfurt leaf, because of its neumatic 

notation. Although its adiastematic nature, the neumes of this Incipit are rather different from 

the others found in the same leaf. In fact, that notation is characterised by rather simple signs as 

Punctum and Virga. The first neume describes a low note, whereas the second one a higher one. 

This characteristic brings this portion of the Frankfurt leaf closer to the Cambridge manuscript 

(Ca) than to all the other texts found in this leaf recovered in 1980s and characterised by 

complex neumes. That may be an important element from an interpretative point of view. In 

fact, one can think that the use of this text could have been different and therefore its notation is 

rather dissociated from the other ones. The neumes might, in fact, help gathering information 

about the function of a text in the Middle Ages and also the frequency, with which it was 

used.</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>
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                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="4" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">Quisquis composita serenus aevo</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Quisqui̇s composito sérénu̇s aevo</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">fatum sub pédibu̇s égit ́su̇<choice><abbr 

cert="high">ϼ́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W."></expan>></choice>bum .</l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">fortunam<choice><abbr 

cert="high">q:́</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">que</expan></choice> tuens 

u̇tram<choice><abbr cert="high">q́̇:</abbr><expan cert="high" resp="editor, 

G.W.">que</expan></choice> re̍ctu̇s</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">iˊnuict<choice><abbr cert="high">ú</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">um</expan></choice> potuit ́tenére v́ultu̇m.</l>

                    </div2>

                </div>   

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>                    

O stelliferi conditor orbis - Fragm. lat. I 56

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>
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        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="11-12-2015"> December 11, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> In the Frankfurt leaf, Metro VI, Book I of Boethius’ De Consolatione 

Philosophiae shows a notated Incipit. Alike the other Metra of Boethius’ work collected within 

this recovered leaf, Metro VI “O Stelliferi” presents, in fact, adiastematic neumatic notation of 

its Incipit. The neumes are rather simple and one can notice Punctum, Virga, Podatus and 

Clivis. The neume Punctum describes a low note, whereas Virga pinpoints a higher one. 

Podatus and Clivis represent compound of respectively ascendant and descendant notes. In 

particular, the neume Podatus, or Pes, is a neume used to show a group of two ascendant notes. 

The first one is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one 

through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the 

anticircumflex accent. The neume Clivis represents a group of two descendant notes. The first 
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one is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a 

stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex

accent.  </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="5" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">O stelliferi conditor orbis</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">O stélli̇feri̇ cónditor or̆bis</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">qui <choice><abbr cert="high">ϼ̂</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">per</expan></choice>pétu̇o̍ n̍i̇xu̇s solio.</l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">rap̂ido<orig reg="caelum" resp="editor, 

G.W.">célum </orig>turbiné v̂e͛rsas.</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">légem̂<choice><abbr cert="high">q̍:</abbr><expan 

cert="high" resp="editor, G.W.">que</expan></choice>páti̇ sidéra̍ cõgi̍s.</l>

                    </div2>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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O Stelliferi conditor orbis - Par. Lat. 1154

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="28-11-2015"> November 28, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="French"> Bilbiothèque nationale de France </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="French"> Paris </settlement>

                    <idno> Par. lat. 1154 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript in question might dated back to the 10th century. It hands 

down Metro V, book I of Boethius’ De Consolatione Philosophiae. It shows neumatic notation 

“in campo aperto” on the whole length of the text. Considering the adiastematic nature of this 

kind of neumes, it is not possible to retrieve the melody from the medieval signs. They, in fact, 
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do not provide any information about the notes’ height or about the intervals between sounds. 

Moreover, the notation has been realised through simple neumes, as Punctum and Virga. They 

describe, respectively, a low note and a higher one. Few are examples of more complex signs 

like Clivis, Pes, Porrectus and Scandicus. The first one, Clivis, represents a group of two 

descending notes. The first one is a Virga, which is the higher element of the group, bound to 

the second one through a stroke, in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is 

written thanks to the circumflex accent. Pes or Podatus, instead, represents a group of two 

ascending notes. In the cursive notation, this sign results from the union of Punctum and Virga 

and it is obtained through the anticircumflex accent. Furthermore, Porrectus represents three 

notes: the first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the highest one, while the 

second note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third is bound to the second 

one through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch. Virga subpunctis is 

the only accented sign in this neume. Lastly, there is only one example of Scandicus in this text;

this neume is created using one Punctum before a Virga that means a Virga Praepunctis. In the 

tradition of Boethius’ De Consolation Philosophiae, several are the manuscript presenting 

neumatic notation on their lines.  </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="118r">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div1 n="V" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin"> O Stelliferi conditor orbis </head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"> O˸ stelli˸fe˸ri˸ condi̇tor orbi̇s </l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"> qui̇ perpet̆̄ú̇o nĭ̇ xu̇s so˸li̇́</l>
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                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"> rapi̇do celu̇m tu̓rbi̇ne u̇eᵌrsas</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"> legemque˸ pati̇ s˸idere cogi̇s</l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin"> u̇t nu̇nc pleno lucida cornu</l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"> totís̄ᵌ fra̕tri̇s o buia flammis </l>

                        <l n="7" xml:lang="Latin"> condat stellas </l>

                    </div1>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>

Nubibus atris - Fragm. lat. I 56

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="11-12-2015"> December 11, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>
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            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="Germna"> Stadt-und Universitätsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> Frankfurt </settlement>

                    <idno> Fragm. lat. I 56 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The last Metro of Boethius’ De Consolatione Philosophiae written on the 

Frankfurt leaf is number VII of Book I. As the other ones, it shows adiastematic neumatic 

notation on few lines. A peculiarity of this Metro is that its lines might be found not only in the 

manuscript body but also in the right-hand side margin, where two on them have been written 

down again with different neumes. In the main body of the manuscript, the adiastematic 

neumatic notation shows rather simple signs as Punctum, which describes a low note, Virga that

pinpoints a higher one, and some examples of Porrectus. This neume represents a group of three

notes bound together. The first one is located where the line begins and it is generally the 

highest one, while the second note is located where the line ends and it is a low note. The third 

is bound to the second one through a vertical line. One can interpret this note as a melodic pitch.

On the right margin, instead, the lines coincide with those of the manuscript body, while the 

neumatic notation presents some differences with the previous one. In particular, the signs are 

rather more complex. Besides examples of Clivis (group of two descendant notes. The first one 

is a Virga, which is the highest element of the group, bound to the second one through a stroke, 

in order to make a unique note. In cursive, this neume is written thanks to the circumflex accent)

and Quilisma (a neume used to extend the previous one and for that reason, never found alone) 

it is possible to note several Pes (Podatus) Subpunctis and a rather complex Scandicus located 

above the first line. Scholars suggested the hypothesis that the Cambridge Songs were meant as 

a class book for monks to learn melodies. In fact, according to some theories about that, neumes

were written above a text, in order to retrieve an already learned melody.  In this leaf, the 

difference between the two notations may suggest the possibility for those who were studying it 

to learn or retrieve two different melodies, perhaps meant for different functions. By analysing 

this Metro of Boethius’ De Consolatione Philosophiae, it is clear that the frequency, with which 

the text was used, was rather high and thus it is possible that new melodies were created upon it.

</p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>
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            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="recto">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div2 n="7" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin">Nubibus atris</head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin">Nˊũ̇bibú̇s atris.</l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin">condi̍ta̍ nullu̇m</l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin">fundéré possunt.</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin">sid͛e̍ra lu ̇ḿ̃én</l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin">si maré võlvens.</l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin">turbi̇du̍s Auster</l>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="right margin"><l n="1" 

xml:lang="Latin">Nú̇bi̇́b̂: á˸tris</l></add>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="right margin"><l n="2" 

xml:lang="Latin">condi̇́t̂á nú̇llum</l></add>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="right margin"><l n="3" 

xml:lang="Latin">fû̇nd́̄eré ṕossunt</l></add>

                        <add xml:lang="Latin" place="right margin"><l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"> 

síd̃er̄á̃</l></add>

                    </div2>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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Nubibus atris -  Mü clm 15825

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TEI>

    <teiHeader>

        <fileDesc>

            <titleStmt>

                <title> De Consolatione Philosophiae</title>

                <author> Boethius </author>

                <respStmt>

                    <resp> Electronic edition created by</resp>

                    <name> Nicoletta Guido </name>

                </respStmt>

                <publStmt>

                    <creation> 

                        <p> Document not intended for publication</p>

                    </creation>

                    <date when="15-11-2015"> November 15, 2015</date>

                </publStmt>

            </titleStmt>

        </fileDesc>

        <sourceDesc>

            <msDesc>

                <msIdentifier>

                    <repository xml:lang="German"> bayerische Staatsbibliothek </repository>

                    <settlement xml:lang="German"> München </settlement>

                    <idno> clm 15825 </idno>

                </msIdentifier>

                <musicNotation>

                    <p> The manuscript is dated back to the 11th century and hands down metro VII, 

book I of Boethius’ De Consolatione Philosophiae. It presents neumatic notation “in campo 

aperto” on the Incipit. Considering the adiastematic nature of this kind of this notation, it is not 

possible to retrieve the melody from the neumes, since they provide no information about the 
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notes’ height or the intervals between them. The signs used in this manuscript are rather simple, 

since one can notice just Punctum and Virga among them. The first describes a low note, 

whereas Virga represents a higher one. In this case, however, it would be better to refer to 

Punctum as a Tractulus: a Punctum that occurs together with an episemon. The episemon might 

be located on a neume for two main reasons. Firstly, in order to extend its length (horizontal 

episemon) and secondly aiming at signalizing it as a rhythmical support (vertical episemon). In 

the case of Tractulus, Punctum and horizontal episemon merge, giving birth to a new neume. As

already mentioned, the neumatic notation is located only on the incipit of the Boethian Metro. A

possible explanation might be the necessity to recover melodies already memorized through the 

first lines of a manuscript. Thus, in the Middle Ages, chantors used neumatic notation on the 

incipit as a mnemonic tool, in order to remind notes and melodies they had already studied and 

memorized. That would explain why the notation is not spread on the whole manuscript. </p>

                </musicNotation>

            </msDesc>

            <bibl>

                <title> Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum Vol. LXVII </title>

                <author> Guilelmus Weinberger </author>

                <date when="1934"> 1934 </date>

                <place xml:lang="German"> Leipzig </place>

            </bibl>

        </sourceDesc>

    </teiHeader>

    <text>

        <body>

            <leaf n="12r">

                <div n="1" type="book">

                    <div1 n="VII" type="metro">

                        <head xml:lang="Latin"> Nubibus atris </head>

                        <l n="1" xml:lang="Latin"> Nubibus atris </l>

                        <l n="2" xml:lang="Latin"> cond́itá n̄ullum </l>

                        <l n="3" xml:lang="Latin"> fun̄d̾ere possunt .</l>

                        <l n="4" xml:lang="Latin"> sidera lumén . </l>

                        <l n="5" xml:lang="Latin"> Si mare uòluens </l>

                        <l n="6" xml:lang="Latin"> turbidus auster . </l>
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                    </div1>

                </div>

            </leaf>

        </body>

    </text>

</TEI>
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